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Summary
The Crown Lands on Bowen Island represent 40% of the island’s land base. They extend from sea level to
the highest summits and plateaus on the island. Seven main blocks of land, the Ecological Reserve, and
Apodaca Provincial Park form the bulk of the Crown Land areas. In addition there are numerous small
road rights of way and small park areas created at the time of subdivision, some parcels that have
defaulted back to the Crown for non-payment of taxes, shoreline reserves, and one parcel bequeathed
to the Crown on the condition that it forever remain in a natural condition.
Most of the Crown Land on Bowen Island is forested, generally with older second growth forest in the
100 to 150 year old age class. Evidence of past logging and fire is seen across the entire island, along
with old skid trails, and corduroy roads. Ecological Reserve # 48 encompasses a large tract of land on
the south side of the island, and by linkage to Apodaca Provincial Park provides an excellent sea to sky
linkage for wildlife.
Because of their extensive influence on the island, the Crown land areas directly affect water quality,
quantity, and groundwater flow rates by season. Many domestic water licences are located on Crown
lands, and many more immediately adjacent to the Crown Lands. Existing community watershed
boundaries derived by the Ministry of Environment were assessed, and compared to watershed
boundaries based on actual topography. There is a considerable difference between the MOE boundaries, and the boundaries that reflect topographic conditions. Because the MOE boundaries are a
recognised map notation, they directly affect the manner in which the Crown Lands can be used. It is
therefore very important that they accurately reflect topography and water flows. All of the MOE
community watershed boundaries now in place need updating and revising to properly reflect reality on
the ground.
Water licenses have been issued in many locations. No analysis was found to determine whether or not
the capacity of the creeks and lakes can supply the present demand at maximum use. In the absence of
that data there is no means of knowing if the island’s water supply is at or beyond its total capacity. It
is clear that the bulk of the Crown land areas are the primary recharge zone for all of Bowen’s water
supply. In that role alone, the Crown land areas are of vital strategic importance to Bowen Island. The
forest cover moderates water supplies throughout the year, and is preventing soil erosion, and mass
wasting on the steeper slopes.
There are some flatter areas that would lend themselves to forest management involving small scale
logging. The use of lighter machinery is not likely due to the many rocky bluffs present in all areas, plus
the fact that most of the timber is now quite large and consequently, very heavy to extract. The
formation of a community controlled forest management operation has potential, but will require a
considerable amount of planning work in order to avoid damage to water supplies, sensitive ecosystems, rare plant communities, and the overall aesthetics of the landscape. A primary factor in establishing a community forest should be local benefits for local people. Issues of sustainable resource using
a forest management approach should be carefully examined. Whether or not the community would
want large scale timber extraction activity on the Crown lands and associated watersheds is not yet
known.
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Fieldwork conducted in the summers of 1999 and 2000 located several provincially rare plant
communities, and several wetlands that are rated as some of the best examples in the Province, and
especially within the Islands Trust area. The presence of these ecosystems and the varied species
within them is significant because it is a good indicator of ecosystem health; there are very few areas
of similar condition left as a result of other activities that have fragmented habitat, and or disturbed
the landscape. Two of the wetland areas are considered to be very special and warrant extraordinary
levels of protection, such as ecological reserve status. These areas require protection of not only the
wetland area itself, but also the headwaters and adjacent landscape feeding water to the wetlands, so
that the hydrological regimes can be maintained intact.
The area known as Lieben, located on the east side of the island, is held by the Crown as a bequest. The
terms of the bequest were very specific and require that the area be maintained in perpetuity in its
natural state for flora and fauna, and that no park or development proceed on the land. At the time of
the bequest, there was no provincial agency in place to take on this conservation role. The Islands Trust
Fund is now established and has a direct mandate to specifically manage areas such as Lieben, and this
should be pursued to finally fulfil the terms of the bequest.
Finally, the significance of the Crown Lands to the community of Bowen Island and B.C. residents should
not be underestimated. The 40% of the island occupied by these lands form the bulk of the landscape
visible from within all points of the island, and are the single most visible component of the landscape
from all points off the island. They provide excellent habitat for a wide range of resident and migratory
birds, resident mammals, amphibians and reptiles, as well as provision of the headwaters for all the
watersheds and all of the drinking water on the island.
The Crown lands define the nature and character of the island - their future should be fully discussed
within the community before any decisions are made about disposition, or resource extraction. A
Crown Lands Committee has been established on the island to specifically address these issues. The
Committee has drawn up a process for assessing and reviewing options for the Crown land, as well as
seeking public comment about possible uses. This process should be continued, and the contents of
this report should be used as a technical starting point for that discussion.
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The Crown Lands of Bowen Island
1.0 Introduction
Bowen Island, located at the entrance to Howe Sound in the Straight of Georgia, has a land base of
approximately 50 square kilometers. The Crown lands (which do not include Crippen Regional Park) on
the island occupy approximately 40% of the land base. There are five main types of publicly held land on
Bowen Island, but not all of these are owned by the Province:
1) Unsurveyed Vacant Crown Land,
2) Designated Crown Land (Ecological Reserve #48 and small blocks set aside for specific
uses)
3) Crippen Regional Park (GVRD) 232.54 hectares or 4.66% of the island
4) Community park areas dedicated at the time of subdivision
5) Provincial park (Apodaca Park)
This report deals with the seven large blocks of Crown land, the smaller blocks scattered about, and
the Crown Islets. Details of the Crown Land boundaries and locations are provided in Appendix C. The
Crown lands on Bowen Island are a significant component of the island. They serve many important
roles, including provision of a wide range of habitats for plants and animals, watersheds for all of the
Island’s drinking water supply, and most of the trail systems on the Island. Moreover, the Crown lands
encompass some of the most visible parts of the landscape, both on and off the island, and include a
large part of the open space that defines the character of Bowen Island.
The initial purpose of this project was to compile a relatively basic inventory of the many attributes
occurring on Crown land, and provide an assessment of where critical features are located. As the
project evolved, it became clear that additional work was required in order to make the baseline data
useful and usable for decision makers. Consequently, we have added a considerable amount of volunteer time into the effort, to bring the ecological data up to contemporary provincial standards, and
ensure that it is filed with the Conservation Data Centre in Victoria. The existing information, in combination with new information gathered as part of the project, has been synthesized and portrayed in
digital format so that maps and plans can now be readily produced within the community. The information contained in this report provides a baseline of data. The way in which Bowen Island’s Crown Lands
might be used or owned, remains for the community and local governments to discuss so that a rational debate can occur with the Provincial Government agencies who may have contrary ideas about the
use and / or disposition of the Crown Lands on Bowen .
Given the extent and importance of Crown lands on Bowen Island, a biophysical assessment is an
essential first step for the credibility of any future planning work. It ensures that, to the extent
possible, all subsequent land use planning decisions are based on a comprehensive recognition and
understanding of what actually exists on the ground, rather than abstractions and guesses .
The Crown Lands of Bowen Island
Dunster & Associates Environmental Consultants Ltd. November 2000
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1.1 Project Goals
The initial goals established for this project were:
1 To prepare a basic biophysical inventory and assessment of the Crown lands on Bowen Island, with
emphasis on:
a) Vegetation, including rare plants (primarily terrestrial), old growth trees (stands or
individuals) and plant associations;
b) Verification of sensitive ecosystems on Crown lands, to include wetlands, associated riparian habitats, rare ecosystems, and important plant associations; and to the extent
possible,
c) Verification of critical (red and blue listed) wildlife species and their habitats; and,
d) Location of the headwaters and watersheds for creeks flowing through Crown lands.
2. To document sources of information into a list of
available materials that can help the community
better understand Crown land resources.
3. To identify current uses and map notations on
Crown lands, including water licenses, leases, Ministry of Forests, Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks and other agency plans, and to add any
planned notations.
Late in the project it became clear that decisions were
already being made at a provincial level in the absence
of the data in this report, so an additional goal became
Red-legged frog (Rana aurora)
to
provide much more detailed inventory and assessment
data, more detailed documentation of past activity on the Crown Lands, and a comprehensive compilation of the ecological data in a format suitable for entry into the provincial Conservation Data Centre
record keeping system.
Although the main focus of this report is on the Crown lands, the water use activities occurring on
private land, downstream from the Crown lands, have been documented in detail. This has been done to
highlight the importance of the Crown lands watersheds, and serves as a reminder that activities on
the Crown lands are closely linked to adjacent land uses, and cannot be treated in isolation.

1.2 Project Organization
The Crown Lands Committee was originally appointed by the Islands Trust to consider how Crown land
The Crown Lands of Bowen Island
Dunster & Associates Environmental Consultants Ltd. November 2000
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planning work should be undertaken on Bowen Island. To help guide the planning process, the committee
designed a flow chart to guide the planning process. This chart, shown in Figure 1, has been adopted as
a framework for the Biophysical Assessment project.
The components above the dotted line in Figure 1 represent the parts considered necessary to
provide a credible baseline for subsequent planning. The three main areas assessed were :
1) biophysical attributes
2) existing human uses
3) base information.

1.3

Background Data

The forest cover information is derived from the BC Ministry of Forests Forest Cover Maps (1996) for

Bowen Island (92G.033; 92G.034; 92G.044). Data for each Crown parcel discussed in Section 3 is
summarised in tables identifying the forest cover units, species composition, age, and height class.
Discussion is based on direct field observations, and information derived from Block (1978).
Terrain and slope information was derived from maps produced by the Surveys and Mapping Branch of
the BC Ministry of the Environment in the mid-1970’s. Additional slope data was derived from Arc/
View slope constraint modelling, using 1:20,000 digital map files provided by the Islands Trust. Soils
have been classified by Luttmerding (1980, 1981), and soil unit descriptors are derived from soil maps
and land use interpretation data found in Block (1978), Luttmerding (1980, 1981) and Bertrand et al.
(1991).
Biogeoclimatic (BEC) information is derived from Sheet 5 of the 1:250,000 map series produced by
the BC Ministry of Forests for the Vancouver Forest Region (Nuszdorfer & Boettger 1994). Site series
identification and interpretation follows Green & Klinka (1994).
Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) information is derived from 1:20,000 maps and field data sheets
produced by the B.C. Conservation Data Centre and Canadian Wildlife Service in 1994, 1998 and 1999.
Species lists and other inventory information concerning some of the Crown land parcels were compiled
by the Green Zone Technical Sub-committee of the Bowen Island Advisory Planning Commission, and
published as the “Bowen Island Green Zone Report” in 1992. Additional species data was supplied by
the Bowen Nature Club and supplemented by site observations in 1999 and 2000.
Threshold Plant Community information is derived from lists prepared and published by the B.C.
Conservation Data Centre (2000). Field checks and plot data from 1999 and 2000 site visits were
used to verify presence of these communities on the Crown lands.
Prior to undertaking the fieldwork in each Crown Land block, available documents were reviewed, and a
set of known data was established. A list of information sources is provided in the References section at the end of the report. Fieldwork was undertaken in two stages. Stage one, the coarse-filter
approach, was implemented after studying the air photos and other existing data. An initial walk
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through each Crown land block was undertaken to verify the existing data at an overview level. Environmentally
sensitive areas (ESAs) identified during the coarse filter stage, were then examined during the second, fine filter stage to provide additional detail on specific areas. Finally, the ecological data assembled was sorted and organised to provincial terrain ecosystem mapping standards, and data was
filed with the Conservation Data Centre in Victoria, to ensure that the information was not lost and is
available for use by the public at large.

1.4

Structure of the Report

The report is divided into five main sections. The first section describes project goals, methods, and
limitations. Section Two reviews the base information such as the stream locations; water licenses;
watershed boundaries; existing Crown land designations; cadastral boundaries of Crown lands; location
of environmentally sensitive areas; and the slope analysis. Section Three provides detailed descriptions
of what was found for each block of Crown land, and contains extensive technical descriptions and
supporting data. Section Four provides an analysis of these results. Finally, Section Five summarizes
the information gathered and offers conclusions and recommendations for the next stages. The
Appendices contain detailed information that supplements the main report.

1.5

Limitations

As with most projects where the landscape is so extensive, there is never enough time to see every
piece of the land base. It is likely that smaller scale features have been missed in some areas. The
inventory and assessment work has been conducted between June 1999 and September 2000 . It is
entirely possible that highly seasonal, and important plants may have been missed in some areas and
special habitats merely because they were not present at the time certain sites were visited. Similarly,
birds and insects noted are not a comprehensive listing.
A second major constraint, is that gaining access to important base information from government
agencies proved to be difficult. In some cases it was not even possible to check information due to
government imposed restrictions on access to the data; for example, checking Crown Land status
reports, exact cadastral boundaries, and checking the meaning of Crown Land map designations that
appear on several government plans. There are extensive differences of opinion among government
agencies about such issues, and it has not been possible to resolve these.
The materials presented in this report are a first step towards assembling a comprehensive data base
about what is, or is not known about the Crown Lands on Bowen Island. The report provides an overview
of the Crown Lands. Site-specific details have been gathered for a few locations, mainly those that
were considered to be the most environmentally sensitive, and were large enough in extent to be readily
examined in the time available. There are undoubtedly many other sensitive areas yet to be assessed,
that although smaller in extent, make an important contribution to the ecological functions of the
overall landscape.
This report is a beginning stage towards better understanding the Crown Lands on Bowen Island. It is
hoped that additional details can be added in the coming years with the help of groups like the Bowen
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Island Conservancy, the Nature Club, the Bowen Island Forest & Water Management Society, and the
Bowen Island Heritage Preservation Association. Contributions to the community’s collective knowledge will continue to expand as additional data are assembled.
Notwithstanding the recommendations made in this report, Dunster & Associates Environmental
Consultants Ltd. accepts no responsibility for the implementation of all or any part of this report,
made by other parties at a later date. Accepting that this report may be used by other parties or
agencies, Dunster & Associates Environmental Consultants Ltd. shall not be held responsible for the
manner or use of the interpretations that other parties may attach to the report.
The report shall be considered a whole, no sections are severable, and the report shall be considered
incomplete if any pages are missing, including those in any appendices. Several of the Figures are
available at a scale of 1:10,000 on a cost recovery basis.

aaaaaaaaa

The Ecological Reserve lies on top of the ridge seen here. Locally known as Apodaca
Ridge on the left end and Josephine Ridge on the right end. This view taken from
Collins Ridge looking south.
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2.0 The Existing Information.
There have been numerous studies of Bowen Island, most of them focussed on a small part of the area.
Block (1978) provides the most detail about the entire island. Typically, the descriptions and
information listed in the existing documents and plans are generalized, and extend over large land
areas. There is considerable variability within any one descriptive polygon, and site-specific investigations would be necessary to determine exact characteristics at a more localized scale. In the following
subsections various attributes are briefly reviewed. Additional details are located in the appendices.
Section Three provides more detailed site-specific descriptions for each block of Crown land. Figure 2
shows the location of the Crown lands on Bowen Island. The numbers correspond to more detailed
information in Appendix C of this report.

2.1

Water Resources

Although the focus of this biophysical assessment is on the Crown Lands of Bowen Island, it was
recognized early in the study that drinking water is one of the most crucial resources on the island.
Because much of the Crown land occupies the higher elevation areas, any disturbances on these areas
have the potential to affect water supplies on the lower slopes. With that in mind, a decision was made
to assemble all available water license information to provide a more comprehensive map of the water
resource issues, and their relationship to the Crown land areas.

2.1.1

Wa ter Li cense Information

Figure 3 shows the location of all current water license intakes on Bowen Island. Details about the
water intakes and licenses are available in GIS ArcView format from the Bowen Island Forest and Water
Management Society. The data known to date has been compiled in an Excel spreadsheet and copies
are available from the authors. The data required to compile this information were obtained from:
- The Water License Information System maintained by the Water Management Branch of the
British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks (BCMELP) - current as of June
25, 1999
- Water Rights Maps maintained by BCMELP - current as of 1995 (approximately)
- Bowen Island streams map (derived over a number of years with help from Murray Journeay,
A. Franc de Ferriere-Chollat, Julian and Kathy Dunster, Stephanie Lemmon, and DG Blair
Whitehead) - current as of Fall 1999
- ArcView water license data obtained from the Office of the Comptroller of Water Rights,
Water Rights Information System - current as of July 1999
- Local information
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Figure 2. The Location of the Crown Lands on Bowen Island. See Appendix C for
Details. Block Numbers Refer to the Main Areas Described in the Report.
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Figure 3 . Wa ter License and Known Spring Locations. See Table 1 and Appendix B for more detail.
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Table 1 summarizes the watershed headwaters and/or specific watercourses that are impacted by
Crown lands. Table 2 provides information about the Community watersheds depicted in Figure 4.
The four watersheds that provide the most significant volume of water for human use and consumption (Grafton Lake, Killarney Lake, Josephine Lake, and Honeymoon Lake), have headwaters within Crown
lands. In the Grafton Lake watershed, Robb Creek, Spooner Brook and several tributaries of Bowen
Brook originate in Block #1. The Killarney Lake watershed has three minor watersheds that have
headwaters in two separate Crown land blocks (#1 and #2).
The Thomas Creek/Bolton Brook system and the Kill Creek system both have origins in Block #1. There is
also an unnamed system that flows into the north end of Killarney Lake, which originates in Block #2.
The Josephine Lake watershed has streams originating from Block #7, and Josephine Creek flows
through the northeast portion of Block #6. The Honeymoon Lake recharge area falls within Block #2
supplying water for human use and consumption in the Hood Point district.
Table 1.

Watersheds and Water Courses Affected by Crown Land

C ro w n L a n d
B l ock #

C ro w n L a n d B l o c k N a m e

S t r e a m R e c h a rg e A r e a A f f e c t e d

Mount Gardner

Robb Creek; Spooner Brook; several tributaries of Bowen Brook; several recharge
streams to the Killarney Lake watershed, including Thomas Creek, Bolton Brook
and Kill Creek; Donaghy Brook; Eddy Creek; Byers Creek; Malkin Creek; Grafton
Creek

2

Collins Ridge

Unnamed system flowing into the north end of Killarney Lake; Honeymoon Lake
watershed; ZZ Creek; Kendon Creek; Dodson Creek; Carkner Brook; Bluff Creek;
Emma Creek

3

Snug Cove

Davies Creek

4

Apodaca Ridge

Emerald Creek

5

Cowan Point

Lee Creek; Warwick Creek

6

Crown Marsh

Josephine Creek; Crown Marsh

7

Little Josephine Lake

1

2.1.2

Margaret Spring; Burgoyne Spring; Rattenbury Creek; recharge from Little
Josephine Lake to Josephine Creek

Community Wa tersheds

There are twelve community watersheds designated on Bowen Island. Figure 4 shows the community
watershed boundaries currently recognized by the Ministry of Environment. Points of Diversion
(PODs) that are utilized by community watershed water users are delineated on Figure 3. Figure 5
shows the existing water improvement districts, and the private water distribution areas now existing
on Bowen Island, and their relationship to the Crown lands.
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NTS, Annotation, 1:250k-m

BC Min. Env. Lands, Parks

Figure 4. Community watershed boundaries defined by the Ministry of Environment
The community watershed designation means that these areas are used as the water supply for
municipalities or other organized community groups. The ‘Community Watershed Guidelines’ have a goal
to:
“…recognize water quality, quantity and timing of flow as the principle values in
community watersheds, and provide for their protection and enhancement by guiding
and regulating resource management activities.”
These guidelines outline resource development practices that do not cause long-term change to
background water supply conditions and provide standards for resource development practices.
Some of the guidelines may be incorporated into the Regulations and Standards under the Forest
Practices Code (FPC) (1994).
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Figure 5. Watershed Boundaries Modelled on To pography

The Forest Practices Code ‘Community Watershed Guidebook’ (1996) supports the legislation, but the
guidelines are not legally enforceable until a recommended practice is included in a plan, prescription or
contract. For resource sectors not regulated by the FPC (such as agriculture, mineral exploration, and
residential development) the ‘Community Watershed Guidelines’ provide advice for industry, and
regulating agencies, and may be enforceable when included in specific contracts or when adopted in
regional or municipal bylaws. As can be sen by comparing Figures 4 and 5, the watershed boundaries
used by government agencies (including the Islands Trust) do not match topographical reality, and in
many cases appear to be arbitrary. This issue is discussed further in section 4.

2.1.3 Surficial Hydrology and Creek Drainages
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Figure 6. Existing water improvement and private waterdistribution areas on Bowen Island.
There are several smaller water distribution areas that are obscured by the cadastral
boundaries.
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CWS Code

CWS Description

Trim Map

Point of Diversion
(POD)

Source
Type

02-May-97

BOW.001

Byers Community Watershed

92G.033

92.G.033.4.2 G

CR

02-May-97

BOW.002

Carkner Community Watershed

92G.044

92.G.044.1.2 B

02-May-97

BOW.003

Dorman Community Watershed

92G.034

02-May-97

BOW.004

Eddy Community Watershed

02-May-97

BOW.005

02-May-97

Source
Name

Active

Hectares

Byers Creek

Yes

31.4

CR

Carkner
Brook

Yes

24.7

92.G.034.3.4 A

CR

Dorman
Brook

Yes

2.5

92G.033

92.G.033.4.4 B

CR

Eddy Creek

Yes

23.4

Explosives Community Watershed

92G.033

92.G.033.4.2 A

CR

Explosives
Creek

Yes

89.3

BOW.008

Guild Community Watershed

92G.034

92.G.034.3.3 L

CR

Guild Creek

Yes

29.6

02-May-97

BOW.010

Honeymoon Community
Watershed

92G.044

92.G.044.1.1 D

CR

Honeymoon
Creek

Yes

56.0

02-May-97

BOW.011

Josephine Community Watershed

92G.034

92.G.034.1.3 A

CR

Josephine
Creek

Yes

177.1

15-Jun-95

BOW.015

Kendon Community Watershed

92G.044

92.G.044.1.2 P

CR

Kendon
Creek

Yes

0

02-May-97

BOW.012

Malkin Community Watershed

92G.033

92.G.033.4.2 F

CR

Malkin Creek

Yes

71.2

02-May-97

BOW.014

Optimist Community Watershed

92G.034

92.G.034.3.2 C

CR

Optimist
Creek

Yes

95.5

15-Jun-95

BOW.013

Terminal Community Watershed

92G.034

92.G.034.3.3 V

CR

Terminal
Creek

Yes

156

Date Created

Table 2

Community Watershed Data for Bowen Island, BC. (August 11, 1999)

Figure 6 shows the known creeks, springs, and wetlands on the island. For the purposes of this report,
the following surficial hydrology characteristics were noted to the extent possible:
- The presence of streams lying within the Crown land blocks, identified from various sources
- The watershed recharge boundaries for streams and water bodies that support water licences
- The watershed recharge boundaries for streams that do not support water licences but do provide
ecological values
- The presence of wetlands that hold significant ecological values

2.2

Forest Cover and Vegetation

Bowen Island lies within three subzones of the Coastal Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic zone: the
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CWHxm1 (Very Dry Maritime), CWHvm2 (Very Wet Maritime), and the CWHdm (Dry Maritime). The most
common forest cover species is typically Western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), and to a smaller extent,
Western redcedar (Thuja plicata). The drier Maritime Subzones typically have a large Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) component in the forest cover. The understorey is often poorly developed, with a
sparse shrub and herb layer. Typical understorey vegetation consists of Salal (Gaultheria shallon), Dull
oregon grape (Mahonia nervosa) and Red Huckleberry (Vaccinium parvifolium). In the wetter Subzone,
there is usually a well-developed moss layer, often consisting of such species as Oregon beaked moss
(Kindbergia oregana), Step moss (Hylocomium splendens) and Lanky moss (Rhytidiadelphus loreus). The
south part of the Island and Crown islets immediately offshore contain elements that are
characteristic of the Coastal Douglas-Fir Biogeoclimatic Zone (CDF).
The detailed information about forest cover and understorey vegetation, provided in Section Three, is
based on field observations, and information from the B.C. Conservation Data Centre, Pojar & MacKinnon
(1994), and Block (1978). Forest cover information was derived from the Chilliwack Forest District Forest
Cover Map series produced by the Inventory Branch of the Ministry of Forest in 1996. Wetland vegetation and environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) are described in Section 3 as they occur in each block.
Many Crown land blocks are discussed with reference to signs of disturbance, such as fire scars and
springboard marks. Fire scars are the charred bark typically seen on older Douglas-fir trees, where the
thick bark has protected the tree from the fire, allowing them to survive and continue growing. These
trees are usually well spaced and surrounded by a younger forest that
developed after the fire. Large, and often charred cedar stumps, and
in some cases entire standing tree trunks, are another indication of
fire having passed by at an earlier time. In many instances, fire scars
are present on old growth trees, while the surrounding area shows no
signs of logging activity. This is indicative of a natural fire disturbance
event resulting most likely from a lightning strike, rather than a slash
burn or fire
associated with logging activities.
Springboard marks (typically a notch on old stumps) indicate the
point where the “springboard” was inserted in to what the base of the
tree trunk, thus allowing the lumberjacks to get up higher on the tree,
and make their saw cut above the basal flare of the tree trunk. Generally, the presence of springboard notches indicates that logging
occurred in the early part of the 20th century, before chain-saws were
utilized.
The large, fire-scarred Douglasfirs and redcedars are old growth
t rees that have survived logging
and wildfires. They may be many
centuries old.

2.3

Terrain and Slopes

Bowen Island experienced a period of glaciation
approximately 26 thousand years ago and a period of deglaciation
approximately 13 thousand years ago, during the Pleistocene ice age.
The surficial deposits of glacial till and outwash that now cover the bedrock base of the valleys and side
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slopes are a direct result of the last ice age. The glaciers
shaped the underlying bedrock into rounded knolls and
ridges. The bedrock and glacial till in the lowland areas of
Bowen Island were overlain by layers of silt and sand that
settled out of the sea that covered these areas after
the glaciers retreated (Hirvonen, 1976).
Subsequently, geomorphic processes, such as erosion,
weathering, mass wasting, and movement of water
across the landscape have shaped the land into its
present form. Figure 7 provides an overview of slope
gradients, and has been derived from digital elevation
data.
Information about terrain is discussed in general terms
to provide an overview of development
constraints, and the form of the landscape. More detailed information is provided in the tables, which explain
the following parameters about each different terrain
map unit:

Redcedar old growth stump showing the
typical ‘spring board’ notches used by
handfallers before chainsaws were common.

- General characteristics Geologic materials and texture as well as lateral and vertical
extent of surficial deposits.

- Drainage characteristics The rating system for this study only considers the drainage and
subsoil characteristics relating to sewage disposal dependent on septic tanks.
When bedrock is at or near the surface, only surface drainage occurs. Absorption capacity and the potential for groundwater
contamination must be considered.

- Rockiness / Compaction The stability of structures may be affected by the properties of
foundation materials. Preloading by glacier ice is one of the most
important considerations, as this gives an indication as to whether or not
theunderlying materials will undergo further deformation when a load is once
again placed on the ground by development.

- Parent materials

This includes the geologic materials, and their texture, as well as the
lateral and vertical extent of the surficial deposits from which the soils
have developed.

- Te xture

Describes the surface soil textures, and the relative amounts of coarse
fragments present.

- Moisture Characteristics Based on the soil perviousness classes, soil drainage classes, water
holding capacity ratings, and surface runoff classes. (Based on
Luttmerding 1981).
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- Land Use Limitations

2.4

Ratings for agriculture, urban construction and forest production
capability, have been extracted from Luttmerding 1981

Soils

Including Rock Outcrop, there are 11 soil associations found on the Crown lands of Bowen Island. A
description of each association, development constraints and suitable land uses is provided in this
section. Sections 3 highlights pertinent soils information for each Crown Block.
Boosey (BY) soils consist of up to 30 cm of silty loess, capping coarse-textured glacial materials.
Boosey soils are most often found in depressional areas or towards the bottom of slopes. Run-off and
seepage from higher elevations may create drainage problems, and stone removal is required before
crop establishment. Suitable crops include annual legumes, blueberries, cereals, cole crops, corn, nursery and Christmas trees, perennial forage crops, and shallow rooted annual vegetables. Boosey soils
are found in a complex with Bose and Cannell soils on the west side of Mt. Gardner. Some private lands
in this area have been recently converted to horse and sheep pasture and tree fruits.
Bose (BO) soils have developed from coarse-textured, gravely and stony glacial deposits that are
typically well-drained. Some Bose soils occur on less steep slopes, and are more suited for residential
development because of adequate soil bearing capacities, although low subsoil permeability and
strongly sloping topography may limit sewage effluent disposal from septic tanks in some areas. Where
stoniness is not excessive and slopes are <15%, suitable crops include blueberries, nursery and
Christmas trees, perennial forage crops, raspberries and tree fruits. On Bowen Island, Bose soils
frequently occur in a complex with Murrayville and Cannell soils, and some acreages with this soil complex have recently been converted to vineyards, tree fruit, blueberries, nursery trees, medicinal plants,
horse and sheep pasture, and mixed annual vegetables.
Burwell (BW) soils have developed from moderately coarse-textured glacial till deposits that are
associated with colluvial action. The soils consist of acid gravelly sands that are overlain with a 10 – 20
cm layer of organic forest litter. Most Burwell soils occur on very steep to steeply sloping gradients.
Plant rooting is restricted to the upper 100 cm, below which the subsoil becomes densely cemented.
Drainage is imperfect and slow due to the cemented subsoil, and seepage above the cemented layer
occurs after periods of high rainfall. These soils are not suitable for agriculture or housing development,
but have high forest productivity.
Cannell (CE) soils have developed on parent materials consisting of moderately coarse-textured
colluvium and glacial till deposits overlying bedrock. These soils are composed of well-drained sandy and
gravelly sandy loams. When Cannell soils occur in complex with Rock Outcrop, less than 10 cm of soil
material typically accumulates above and around the outcrops. Cannell soils are not suitable for
agriculture and have moderate forest production. These soils are poorly suited to construction due to
their steep slopes, proximity to bedrock and lack of soil depth for septic disposal. When associated
with colluvium, construction is inappropriate.
Eunice (EU) soils consist of upland organic materials of forest origin and occur throughout this Block.
They often occur on upper slopes in water-shedding positions over bedrock. Eunice soils are unsuited
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for agriculture and housing construction because of their extreme shallowness to bedrock and association with steep topography. On Bowen Island, Eunice soils occur in complexes with Cannell and Rock Outcrop over much of Crown Block #1 (Mt. Gardner) and Crown Block #2 (Collins Ridge – Hood Point).
Golden Ears (GE) soils are found at the higher elevations of the Queen Charlotte Heights area of Bowen
Island, in complex with Rock Outcrop and Paton soils. Golden Ears soils have developed on glacial till derived
from granitic bedrock and are coarse textured with stones and boulders. The texture and porosity ensures that Golden Ears soils are moderately well drained. The mineral layers are gravely sandy loam
overlain by up to 20 cm of organic matter. Because of their elevation, slope position and stoniness, Golden
Ears soils are unsuitable for agriculture and highly limited for construction. The best use is for protection
of ecosystem integrity through maintenance of forest cover.
Kenworthy (KW) soils occur in complex with Cannell soils in the northern and eastern portions of Crown
Block #2. The parent material is coarse-textured colluvial deposits. Because of the association with
colluvium, downslope creep is common in areas with Kenworthy soils. Topography in these areas is
extremely sloping between 30 and 60 per cent. Drainage is rapid on the steep slopes, and soil moisture
retention is limited. The organic layer is limited to 5 to 10 cm of undecomposed forest litter, which overlays
two sandy loam layers totalling about 120 cm. Kenworthy soils are unsuitable for agriculture and housing
development or construction. The best use is for protection of ecosystem integrity through maintenance
of forest cover.
Murrayville (MY) soils occupy two small polygons that extend into the Grafton Lake valley bottom. These
podzolic soils have developed on moderately coarse textured, stone-free material and occupy relatively
flat areas (slopes less than 5%). They, along with Bose soils, are the rich, fertile soils that sustain various
farming activities in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) and agriculture zoned areas on Bowen Island.
Suitable crops include annual legumes, blueberries, cereals, cole crops, corn, nursery and Christmas trees,
perennial forage crops, root crops, shallow rooted annual vegetables and strawberries.
Paton (PN) soils occur in several complexes with Rock Outcrop and other soils on Crown Block #1 and
Crown Blocks #3 and #4. Paton soils have their origin in coarse textured colluvial deposits that occur
near the base of steep rocky areas in accumulations more than 2 m thick. Paton soils are overlain with up
to 10 cm of organic forest litter. The mineral layers total about 160 cm of sandy and gravely
materials that allow raid drainage. Paton soils are unsuitable for agriculture and highly unsuitable for
housing development and construction. The best use is for protection of ecosystem integrity through
maintenance of forest cover.
Exposed Rock Outcrop (RO) is a commonly encountered landscape component of the Crown lands of
Bowen Island. This bedrock is known as the Bowen Island Group, which was formed during the Jurassic,
about 200 million years ago. The Bowen Island Group is considered to be the oldest in the Georgia Basin
(Armstrong 1990), and consists of metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic rock such as andesite,
dacite, chert and siltstones.
Soil is sparse on these bedrock sites and when present, occurs as a very thin veneer of mineral materials
derived from the weathering of the bedrock. Soil also accumulates in deeper bedrock cracks that collect
mineral and organic matter, allowing tree and shrubs to anchor their roots. The mineral soil is dark in colour
due to the leaching of organic matter from decomposing mosses, lichens and grasses.
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The rocky outcrops and bluffs limit the types and growth of vegetation because of the lack of moisture,
thin organic and mineral layers, and exposure to harsh weather conditions. Consequently, these
specialized habitats support rare and sensitive plant associations typically characterized by mosses,
lichens and xerophytic herbaceous plants. On north facing sites and where there are seepages, species
rich bryophyte and fern communities thrive. A list of plant species is provided in Appendix A. These thin
soils are particularly vulnerable to human impacts. The best use is for protection of ecosystem integrity
through maintenance of forest cover.
Sunshine (SS) soils have developed from deep, coarse-textured glacial till deposits of 1 to 2 m
thickness. Drainage is rapid and water and nutrient-holding capacity is low. Topography is gently
undulating. When amended for the major limitations, Sunshine soils are suited to annual legumes,
blueberries, cereals, corn, nursery and Christmas trees, raspberries, strawberries and tree fruits.
Sunshine soils are moderately suitable for housing related construction.
In summary, many of the soils found on the Crown lands originate or are associated with colluvial deposits
that are unstable, and highly unsuitable for any type of development, including logging. Colluvium in association with steep slopes is susceptible to slope movement. Undercutting for development construction
increases downslope movement and can cause slippages. The soil associations of concern are:
Burwell

Cannell

Golden Ears

Kenworthy

Paton

Two soil associations, Eunice, and Rock Outcrop, are generally unsuitable for agriculture and forestry
because of their close association with bedrock. If septic and environmental limitations are overcome,
these soils may be suitable for housing construction if they occur at lower elevations.
With some restrictions requiring amendments and management, four soil associations (Boosey, Bose,
Murrayville, and Sunshine) are suitable for agriculture and forest production. These soils also have the
least limitations and constraints for housing construction.

2.6

Existing Human Uses and Crown Land Designations

The following human uses of Crown land were identified and are discussed in each Crown land block as they
arise.
· hiking trails
· rights-of-way
· residential leases
· water licences
· past logging activities
· visual / aesthetic values
· Ministry of Forests and Ministry of Crown Lands watershed reserves
· gravel pits/quarries
The three different types of publicly held land on Bowen Island are listed below and delineated in Figure 1.
1) Vacant Crown land
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2) Designated Crown land
- Ecological Reserve #48
- community parks
- Apodaca Provincial Park
3) GVRD Regional Park (Crippen Park)
Crippen Park is not considered Crown land as it owned and administered by the Greater Vancouver Regional District. Crown lands of interest to this study are the responsibility of the provincial
government. There are three small plots of federal Crown land (see Appendix E), but these are not
considered in the context of this study. The seven larger blocks of Crown land were the focus of the
biophysical inventory (indicated as Crown land blocks 1 through 7 in Figure 1), along with a number of
immediately offshore Crown islets. The smaller parcels are identified in Figure 1 by a number which
corresponds to the information contained in Appendix E.
To determine Crown land designations, the Ministry of Forests and the Ministry of Crown Lands were
consulted as to the map notations on the Crown Land Registry Services Branch map (revised February
25, 1997). Extracts of this map are shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10. These maps indicate land
designations made through these two ministries. The map contains many duplicate designations and
numbers, mainly because both ministries record map notations and reserves as separate information, but
the final print out shows all recorded data. It has not been possible to check if all of the easements,
reserves, and right-of-ways are still valid.
There are several key points to consider. The Vacant Crown Land is not a part of the lands termed
Provincial Forest, and as a result, the Ministry of Forests receives information as a referral from Crown
Lands when land uses change. The Crown Lands office is apparently understaffed and has a multi year
backlog of information to record throughout the province. Consequently, the current land use status map
of Bowen Island almost certainly omits more recent leases, and may well include several that are long
since invalid.
Some of the more notable land use designations include:
- Ecological Reserve #48 which was established by authority of Order-In-Council 1830 in 1973.
- Apodaca Provincial Park, established by Order in Council 2604 in 1954 and the Right of way leading
to it (0295531)
- Three shoreline areas of Crown land; one in the north west area, and one in the south east area. These
two areas represent 60 foot setbacks that would have been required at the time of
subdivision, and they reflect an era when the Crown required a right-of-way along the
shoreline when the Crown land was sold. It is not clear if these shoreline reserves are still
intact; it has been suggested but not verified, that parts have been sold off by the British
Columbia Assets and Lands Corporation.
- A quarry lease in place under Reserve # 0282940 on the east flank of Mount Gardner.
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Block 1

Figure 7. Map notations within Block 1 of the Crown Lands study
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Block 2

Figure 8. Map notations within Block 2 of the Crown Lands study
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Block
4

Block 6

Block
7

Block 5

Block 3

Figure 9. Map notations within Blocks 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the Crown Lands study
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- Several rights-of-way and leases for television, radio, and Coast Guard communication towers.
- Both the Ministry of Forests and Ministry of Crown Lands have designated watershed reserves. The
significance of these, and the responsibility the two Ministries had for them was not
determined, but the boundaries do not match in all cases.
- There is a map notation (# 0357167) and Reserve # 2405403 covering Crown Land block 5 which ,
based on information supplied by the Ministry of Forests, appears to have the title “Crown
Land Disposal - General File.” The implications of that notation were not determined.

2.7 Wildlife Habitats and Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The Crown Lands contain a wide array of specialised habitats for mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians, as well as an amazing diversity of insect life. Some of these habitats are quite commonplace, while
others are only found in highly specialised settings. The details of habitats and sensitive areas are
incorporated into each block description in Section 3. The Canadian Wildlife Service and the B.C. Conservation Data Centre jointly undertook a sensitive ecosystem inventory (SEI) in the Islands Trust Area.
The map for Bowen Island is not included in this report due to size
constraints. The details outlined in Section 3 are
derived from the map and supporting data base
used in the SEI project.

2.8 Cadastral Boundaries
Examination of the 1999 and 2000 Assessment
Roll data was used to identify areas of Crown Land
(Provincial and Federal). Figure 2 shows the location
of known parcels of Crown land in general terms.
Black-tailed Deer (Odocileus hemionus
Several sources (differing dates and map scales) of
columbianus). The resident deer population is well cadastral information were used. In a few cases it
established on the most of the Island.
was noted that property labels have changed over
the years. Several parcels were researched at the Land Title Office in New Westminster in order to try
and determine their current status. In one instance, a block of Crown Land in the Assessment Roll data
has in fact been in private hands for many decades. Because it is difficult to obtain current information
about Crown Lands designations and their present status, the Islands Trust, and Ministry of Forests
data bases may contain some errors. The data in Appendix C and Figure 2 represents the most current
information available at the time , but it is subject to change. It is also possible that not all parcels of
Crown land are represented in the Assessment Roll. All of the islets surrounding Bowen Island are held
by the Crown but are not included in the assessment roll data. Their approximate location is indicated in
Figure 2. Details of the features on the Crown islets are provided in Section 3.
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2.10 Mining Claims
Historically, there were about a dozen mining claims recorded on maps of Bowen Island. Most were
located on the eastern portion of Bowen Island, near Snug Cove. A moratorium on mining claims was
put into effect by a no staking reserve (Order in Council 4088) dated December 18th, 1969. This
prevented further claim staking but did not apply to existing claims and leases. It is not clear if this
moratorium is still in effect. Table 3 below, provides details about the District Lots that were historically mining claims, and Figure 11 shows thier location. The status of mining claims on Bowen Island was
checked at several sources, including the BC Ministry of Energy and Mines mineral titles search web
site, the BC Assessment Roll, and through discussions with Bob Cathro, a professional geologist
(retired) with the Bowen Island Historians.

2.11

Summary

The existing data for Bowen Island contains some specific information that covers the entire island,
and some very detailed information that applies to smaller areas. Most of the existing ecological data
is between 25 to 30 years old, and no longer matches present standards or classifications. There are
problems verifying Crown land boundaries, and the present status of existing map notations for leases,
rights of way, and other uses of Crown land. There is some disagreement among government agencies
about the present land status of selected parcels of land believed to be Crown, and a lack of organised
archival materials about why land ownership patterns have evolved to their present state. In several
cases anectdotal information doe snot match government records, and we have been unable to resolve
some of these issues.

Ensatina (Ensatina escholtzi)
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Table 3 : Status of mining claims on Bowen Island
D i s t r i ct
Lo t #

Claim
Nam e

N TS M a p

BCG S
Map

A re a
(ha)

C u r re n t O w n e r s h i p / D e s i g n a t i o n

4051

Emerald
No. 1

092G06W

092G034

20.51

Privately owned by 344524 BC Ltd.

4052

Bowena
No. 1

092G06W

092G034

20.86

Privately owned by 344524 BC Ltd.

5562

Peacock
No. 1

092G06W

092G034

20.84

Crown Land. Staked 1924. Surveyed 1926, Crown granted 1926,
Reverted to Crown at tax sale 1940.

5563

Pearl

092G06W

092G034

14.18

Crown Land. Staked 1924. Surveyed 1926, Crown granted 1926,
Reverted to Crown at tax sale 1940.

5560

Beach

092G06W

092G034

13.04

Privately owned and developed (i.e. subdivided and therefore not found
in the Assessment Roll under these District Lot numbers)

5557

Snug Cove

092G06W

092G034

5558

Nellie F.

092G06W

092G034

20.87

Crown Land. Staked 1917, Surveyed 1926, Crown granted 1926,
Reverted to Crown at tax sale 1939.

5559

Topsy

092G06W

092G034

15.56

Crown Land. Staked 1917. Surveyed 1926, Crown granted 1926, Topsy
is assumed to have reverted to the Crown in the same way as the
other claims, but records were not found to verify this.

1658

Neptune

092G06W

092G034

18.88

Privately owned and developed (i.e. subdivided and therefore not found
in the Assessment Roll under these District Lot numbers)

NELLIE F.

--

Privately owned and developed (i.e. subdivided and therefore not found
in the Assessment Roll under these District Lot numbers)

SNUG COV E

TOPSY
NEPTUNE

B OWENA No. 1
PEARL

BEACH
EMERALD No.1

PEACOCK No. 1

Not to scale
Figure 10 Location of the Mining Claims on the East Side of Bowen Island
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3.0 Detailed Descriptions of
Individual Crown Land Blocks
There are seven large parcels of Crown land on Bowen Island, as well as a number of smaller lots that
have been donated, dedicated during subdivision, or reverted to the Crown for non-payment of taxes.
Several Crown islets are located within the Bowen Island coastal zone. In three areas of the Island
(Bluewater, Galbraith Bay, and September Morn), the Crown established shoreline reserves (60’ inland
from the high water mark) when the adjacent Crown uplands were sold. The islets and shoreline reserves contain significant ecological values, and are discussed in Section 3.7. One parcel of land (see
3.8) was donated to the Provincial Greenbelt Inventory in 1977, and when the Inventory was dissolved,
became vacant Crown land, but with some conditions attached to it.
For easier reference the seven main Blocks have been given names and numbers that are crossreferenced to the maps accompanying this text. Figure 2 shows these main areas, each one of which is
described in detail below. The forest cover, soils, and terrain polygons have been numbered for each
block, and a simplified diagram of each feature by Block is included. More detailed technical information
is available from the original Ministry of Forest cover maps, or the Block report.
In addition to the general features described in this section of the report, there are many other microhabitat and environmental features that occur on all the Crown lands of Bowen Island. These sitespecific elements are not described in detail in this report. For example, all of the Crown lands
encompass many small permanent and seasonally inundated pocket wetlands, containing richer and
wetter soils. Pocket wetlands provide extremely important breeding and rearing areas for amphibians
and wetland invertebrates, create habitat diversity for a range of bird species, and are source of
drinking water for terrestrial mammals, and birds.
Similarly, the forest stands found on the Crown lands have evolved from several common historical
events that have strongly influenced the ecological structure, function and changes in the landscape
over time. Most of the island was disturbed by logging and / or fire within the past hundred years, and
the present forest cover is generally less than one hundred years old. However, there are important
exceptions. For example, on the western side of Mt. Gardner, there is a larger contiguous polygon of
older forest (125- 240 years) that has survived relatively undisturbed, because of the steep,
inaccessible slopes on which it is located. Similarly, much of Crown Block #5 above Cowan Point is now
categorised as older forest (>100 years).
Elsewhere, there are numerous individual old growth trees and many small stands of old trees that are
found scattered throughout the landscape. These trees are mainly fire scarred Douglas-fir and western redcedar. Springboard notches in tree stumps (typically on the lower to mid slopes that were most
readily accessible) provide evidence of the early hand logging that occurred around the turn of the
century. These ecosystem structural elements contribute to overall habitat diversity and landscape
complexity throughout the Crown lands system on Bowen Island, and contribute to species richness
and biodiversity both locally and regionally.
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3.1 Crown Block #1 - Mount Gardner
The Mount Gardner Block is the largest parcel of Crown land on Bowen Island with an area of about 874
hectares (including the quarry reserve, shoreline lease lots and all leases on the summit of Mt. Gardner).
Located in the northwestern quadrant of the Island, its steep slopes provide the headwaters for several
watersheds, including the Grafton Lake community watershed. Habitats are diverse, and the large area
that this Block occupies creates excellent undisturbed forest interior conditions that are important for
many species of breeding songbirds.

3.1.1 Fo rest Cover and Vegetation
Thirty-three different forest cover polygons have been identified in this Block, and their characteristics
are summarized below in Table 4. Mt. Gardner supports a rich diversity of forest and understorey vegetation, reflecting variations in elevation, slope, microclimate, soils, moisture, and drainage. The variation
ranges from dense closed-canopy forest with no understorey, through to wetlands and ponds, and
stunted trees growing on rocky knolls and outcroppings. Physical differences and appearances of trees
near the summits were markedly different than those lower on the mountain. Near the summit peaks,
some trees are wind-pruned and have taken on stunted and crooked krummholz shapes as a result of the
harsher climate. A greater incidence of blowdown was noted at these higher elevations.
About 70% of the forest cover is Douglas-fir, with the rest consisting primarily of western hemlock, western redcedar, shore pine, and red alder. Big-leaf maple occurs at lower elevations, and red alder is found
along watercourses, in association with wetlands, and in early successional situations where canopy
openings were created by fire, blowdowns, and trails or old skid road construction. Western redcedar is
more abundant at lower elevations and in moist gullies and creek ravines. The drier climate that occurs on
the west and south facing rocky bluffs and outcroppings supports associations of Douglas-fir, shore pine
and arbutus.
While the age of the forest in this Crown Block varies from 21 to 250+ years, most of it is second growth
between 81 and 100 years of age. The oldest forest (141 to 250+ years) is located on the
relatively inaccessible west and northwest slopes, which drop steeply to the shoreline of Collingwood
Channel. The slopes that surround the mountain near its two summit peaks also have some large
individual old-growth trees (typically Douglas-fir) with fire scars.
With the exception of the communication towers that occupy the summit area of the North Peak, these
high elevation areas have remained relatively undisturbed due to the lack of easy access on Mount
Gardner, but other, more accessible areas have been logged one or more times. Map units 2 and 4 were
logged in 1951, and map units 9 and 14 were logged in 1952 and 1950, respectively. Other forest cover
polygons that have been logged in the past include units 20, 26, 29 and 33. These sites are easily recognized by the presence of maturing seral stands of red alder.
Twelve units fall within the 81-100 year age class and qualify as older second growth forest SEI sites.
Six units (shaded in the table below) qualify as older forest (>100 years), and together with the older
second-growth forest, form one of the largest remaining polygons of undisturbed older forest in the entire
Sensitive Ecosystems Inventory Area of Eastern Vancouver Island and the adjacent Gulf Islands. For this
reason, the Mt. Gardner Crown Block is of high conservation interest.
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Table 4 Forest Cover Description for Crown Block # 1
Map Unit

Species Composition

Age Class(years)

Major species

Minor species

1

Red Alder

Bigleaf Maple

2

Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Western Hemlock

3

Douglas-fir

4

Douglas-fir
Red Alder

5

Douglas-fir
Western Red Cedar

6

Red Alder

7

Red Alder

8

Douglas-fir

101 - 120

9

Douglas-firRed Alder

41 - 60

10

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

11

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

12

Douglas-fir
Western Hemlock
Western Red Cedar

141 - 250

13

Western Hemlock
Western Red Cedar

121 - 140

14

Douglas-fir
Western Hemlock

Western Red Cedar
Lodgepole Pine

21 - 40

15

Douglas-fir

Western Red Cedar

141 - 250

16

Douglas-fir

Lodgepole Pine

41 - 60

17

Douglas-fir
Western Red Cedar

Red Alder
Western Hemlock

81 - 100

18

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

19

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

20

Red Alder
Western Hemlock

21

Douglas-fir

22

Western Hemlock

23

Douglas-fir

24

Douglas-fir

25

Red Alder

41 - 60

26

Red Alder

21 - 40

27

Douglas-fir
Lodgepole Pine

61 - 80

28

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

29

Douglas-fir
Western Redcedar

Red Alder

21 - 40

30

Douglas-fir

Western Redcedar
Western Hemlock
Red Alder

101 - 120

31

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

32

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

33

Red Alder
Western Hemlock

41 - 60

21 - 40
Western Red Cedar
Bigleaf Maple

81 - 100
41 - 60

Western Hemlock

101 - 120
41 - 60

Douglas-fir

Western Red Cedar
Douglas-fir

41 - 60

21 - 40
81 - 100

Western Redcedar
Douglas-fir
Lodgepole Pine

81 - 100

81 - 100
Lodgepole Pine

Lodgepole Pine
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61 - 80

21 - 40

Height Class(meters)

19.5 - 28.4

10.5 - 19.4

37.5 - 46.4
28.5 - 37.4
37.5 - 46.4
10.5 - 19.4
19.5 - 28.4
19.5 - 28.4
28.5 - 37.4
37.5 - 46.4
19.5 - 28.4

37.5 - 46.4

28.5 - 37.4
10.5 - 19.4
19.5 - 28.4
19.5 - 28.4
37.5 - 46.4
19.5 - 28.4
37.5 - 46.4
10.5 - 19.4
19.5 - 28.4

28.5 - 37.4

10.5 - 19.4
19.5 - 28.4
10.5 - 19.4
0.1 - 10.4
19.5 - 28.4
19.5 - 28.4
10.5 - 19.4

37.5 - 46.4

37.5 - 46.4
19.5 - 28.4
10.5 - 19.4
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Figure 11. Forest Cover Polygons

3.1.2 Terrain and Slope s
The dominant landform in this parcel is Mount Gardner, the highest mountain on Bowen Island with an elevation of 727 meters above sea level. Figure 12 shows the location of terrain types, while Table 5
describes each type in more detail. Block 1 is characterized by steep rocky hillsides with slope gradients
between 40 and 70%, and varying amounts of colluvial material (landslide debris, talus) accumulated in the
steep gullies (unit 3). Hummocky terrain with slopes generally less than 30% characterize the mountain-top
(unit 5). Flat areas around the base of the mountain, dominated by bedrock knolls, are small localized areas
of special interest, such as wetlands (unit 23), gravel pits (unit 9), areas with deep colluvial fans (unit 2),
fluvial gravels (unit 8), and old adit mines with tunnels as deep as 300 feet (R. Cathro, personal communication).
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Polygon General characteristics
Number

Drainage

Rockiness

2

Deep colluvial material over steep bedrock slopes;
Rapid to very rapid No rock
usually associated with gullies or depressional areas
exposures
in the slope; colluvial fans at the base of steep gullies

3

Rapid to very rapid Exceedingly rocky
Steep rock hillsides with minor areas covered by
shallow colluvium; deeper colluvium exists in the steep
gullies and along the base of the slopes.

Compaction

Low

Exceedingly rocky Till - high

Hummocky terrain consisting mainly of bedrock knolls
with shallow till covering the lower slopes and
depressional areas; shallow colluvial deposits may
accumulate along steeper slopes.

Well to rapid on
slopes; areas
between hillocks
may be imperfectly
drained.

5

Hummocky terrain consisting of bedrock knolls or
shallow till plastered onto bedrock. Depressions
between the hillocks are infilled with deeper till.

Exceedingly rocky Till - high
Well to rapid on
slopes; areas
between hillocks are
moderately-well to
imperfect

8

Fluvial gravels deposited in depressional areas at the Well to rapid except Slightly rocky
base of, or along slopes underlain by bedrock or till.
where the local
water table is at or
near the surface.

Low

9

Small fluvial gravel fans deposited over a variety of
genetic materials that are generally of low
permeability; gravels usually exceed 1.5 m thickness.

No rock
exposures

Low

19

Thick silty sandy basal till along with till mantled
Well to rapidly
bedrock slopes and bedrock knolls; at lower elevations drained on slopes;
the till may be mantled by a thin veneer of lag gravel. areas between
hillocks are
moderately-well to
imperfect

Very rocky

High

22

Deep upland till which has infilled and subdued the
hummocky terrain along broad bedrock ridges.

Bedrock and till
slopes are well to
rapidly drained;
depressional areas
are imperfectly
drained

Moderately rocky High

23

Organic material in seepage depressions, lake fens
and swampy floodplains

Very poorly drained No rock
exposures

4

Well to rapidly
drained

Low

Table 5 Description of the Terrain Units in Crown Block #1 (Mount Gardner)
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Figure 12. Location of the Terrain Units in Block 1

3.1.3

Soils

Seven different soil associations are present in the Mount Gardner parcel (Figure 13 ). The Cannell, Bose,
Burwell and Paton associations are dominant, and show podzolic development typical of soils derived
from coarse textured colluvium and glacial till on steep mountain slopes. These soils have similar texture
and moisture characteristics that constrain development potential. Steep slopes are found over much of
this Block and limit development and land-based resource activities. Arable agriculture and housing
construction are limited because of shallowness to bedrock, steep slopes, slope instability, low water
holding capacity and stoniness. Forest production is limited in some areas because of shallow
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Figure 13. Location of Soil Polygons in Block 1

rooting depth and low soil moisture levels. The three soil associations with the greatest agricultural
potential are Bose, Murrayville, and Boosey . Rock Outcro p occurs in various places on Mt. Gardner,
including the summits of both peaks and on the south-facing mid-elevation slopes, where it supports
ecologically important terrestrial herbaceous ecosystems.
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3.1.4

Surficial Hydrology and Creek Drainages

Figure 14 depicts the water courses. The large, relatively undisturbed forested area on Mount Gardner
protects a number of surface water drainages, many of which support water licenses that supply water
for human consumption (see Figure 3). Recharge areas for significant parts of the Grafton Lake and
Killarney Lake watersheds are located in the eastern portion of this parcel. Several streams flow through
steep gullies down the western side of the mountain into Collingwood Channel. One significant wetland
area is delineated in Figure 12 (terrain unit 23), and field visits revealed that this area is
considerably more extensive than previously shown on previous plans See 3.1.7 for further discussion.

Figure 14. The Creek Systems In and Around Block 1
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3.1.5

Existing Human Uses

Mount Gardner has restricted vehicle access via a gated utility road leading to the various radio towers
close to the north summit. A network of well-used trails provides access around Mt. Gardner for hiking
and equestrian use. The western side of the mountain is visually accessible by boat along Collingwood
Channel, however the steepness of the slope and lack of trails in this area severely restricts land access
and use. The human activities in this parcel of Crown land are:
1) A network of hiking trails maintained by the North Shore Hikers Club.
2) As of 1990, British Columbia Television Broadcasting System Ltd., Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, and National Pagette Ltd. hold Crown land right-of-ways for communications sites and
their associated access roads on the mountain peak. The RCMP is currently building a new tower on the
CBC lease.
3) Several former Crown Land Leases are located along the coastline adjacent to Collingwood Channel and
have been converted to private property (now excluded from Crown land). Access to these small recreational properties is by boat only.
4) The privatised Crown Land leases have licenses to utilize water in streams flowing down the west side
of Mount Gardner.
5) Remnants of corduroy roads and other heritage artefacts were found at several places within the
Block, including on the west side of the mountain. Other historic/ archaeological sites include
remnants of corduroy roads, and 300 foot deep mine tunnels on the west shoreline side.
6) Mount Gardner represents an extremely important visual / aesthetic resource for residents and
visitors to the Howe Sound area. It is one of the most prominent geographic features in the region, and
can be easily seen from downtown Vancouver to Point Grey (Green Zone Report 1992). Loss of this
natural landscape would diminish the scenic quality of both the local and regional landscape. The island
is the first natural landscape viewed by 1,000,000+ visitors travelling the Inside Passage on cruise
ships.
7) There are three watershed reserves designated by the Ministry of Environment (Reserve 0326772,
Reserve 0326771-12a, Reserve 0326771-12b). All delineate critical water catchments for the Bowen
Island community.
8) A Gravel Pit and Quarry Reserve (Crown Reserve 0282940), 18.81 hectares in extent, is located at
the base of the northeastern slope of Mt. Gardner. This reserve has been actively used in the past, and
has potential for re-activation because of present and future needs for locally extracted gravel.

3.1.6

Wildlife Habitat

The Mt. Gardner Crown Block contains a rich diversity of ecosystems that provide habitat for an equally
diverse assemblage of wildlife species. The large, un-fragmented nature of this Block, along with its full
range in elevation (sea level to 727 metres), varying topography, slope positions and exposure, and isolation from major human disturbances are all contributing factors related to the wildlife diversity found on
Mt. Gardner.
The presence of a large undisturbed forest interior core is also very important for forest-interior
dwelling species. These include neo-tropical migratory birds such as warblers, as well as many mammals
such as bats and cougar, and resident birds such as the Western Screech Owl and Blue Grouse. Turkey
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Vultures nest on rock ledges on Mt. Gardner; one of the few known nesting sites in B.C. The western side
of Mt. Gardner extends all the way to Collingwood Channel. In winter, the area is inaccessible and
sheltered from Squamish winds that frequently blow down Howe Sound. Species using this shoreline
include the Western Grebe (red-listed), Harlequin Duck (yellow-listed), Mew Gull, Surf Scoter (blue-listed),
Marbled Murrelet (red-listed), Common Murre (red-listed), Great Blue Heron (blue-listed), Pigeon Guillemot, and several species of gulls, ducks, cormorants, loons, and mergansers.
A variety of smaller microhabitat elements, that are essential for specific species, are also found throughout this Block. These elements include sheer rock bluffs, caves, rock ledges, old growth snag and tree
cavities, talus, coarse woody debris, fresh water springs and seeps. Detailed wildlife inventory work has
not been undertaken on this Crown Block, but given its large area and habitat diversity, should be an
immediate priority.

3.1.7

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

The conservation importance of this Crown block cannot be over-emphasised. Rising from sea level to a
height of 727 metres, the summits of Mt. Gardner are frequently covered in cloud and become sky islands
that are distinct from the rest of Bowen Island. Sky islands have their own climate regimes, landscapes
and species assemblages. Biogeoclimatically, they have been classified as CWHvm2, or, the montane very
wet maritime variant of the Coastal Western Hemlock Zone.
The Green Zone Report (1992) indicates that this Crown Block should be given high priority for protection
as a provincial park. In 1991 the Mt. Gardner Crown lands were proposed to be included in the provincial
Parks Plan ’90 expansion project.
Sensitive Ecosys tem Inventory (SEI) Sites in Block 1
With the exception of a small polygon of land in the vicinity of the gravel pit and quarry near the northeast
corner of the Block; the remainder of the lands in the Mt. Gardner Crown Block have been
delineated as Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) sites by the federal and provincial governments.
Site H2020 is a very large older second growth forest (SG) that provides the matrix and
interconnectivity for a number of smaller ecosystem polygons. This site on its own is one of the largest
second growth forests identified in the entire SEI inventory area. The ecological and conservation
significance of H2020 is further enhanced by the proximity of many other SEI sites on Mount Gardner.
Sites #H1970C, H1975A, and H2019 are of particular interest because they delineate larger blocks of
Older Forest (OF) totalling about 75 hectares. Forests older than 100 years comprised just 2.6% of the
entire 412,126 hectares SEI Study Area of East Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands. Within the Older
Forest ecosystem type in the SEI Study Area, only 529 hectares were identified as predominantly mixed
older forest containing more than 15% of deciduous trees within a matrix of conifers.
Two of the Crown Block #1 SEI sites are notable because of their relatively large sizes (H1975A and
H2019). At 38.36 hectares, Site H2019 is the largest mapped mixed older forest (OF:mx) ecosystem
found to date in the entire East Vancouver Island and Gulf Islands SEI Study Area. The 25 contiguous SEI
sites found within Crown Block #1 are:
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S i t e N o.
H1969

Pri m ary
E co s y s t e m
HT:sh:ro

S e co n d a r y
E co s y s t e m

H1969A

HT:sh

1.22

H1969B

RI:5,g

2.62

H1970

HT:sh:ro

2.16

H1970A

RI:5,g

6.87

H1970B

HT:ro:sh

1.95

H1970C

OF:mx

4.83

H1971
H1972
H1973
H1974
H1975
H1975A
H1976

HT:ro:sh
HT:ro:sh
HT:ro:sh
HT:ro:sh
HT:ro:sh
OF:mx
HT:ro:sh

3.82
4.31
0.74
1.56
12.14
31.86
1.99

H1976A
H1976B
H1977
H1977A

HT:ro:sh
HT:ro:sh
HT:ro:sh
RI:4:g

3.81
1.51
3.85
2.16

H1977B

HT:sh:ro

3.92

H1988A
H1988B
H2019
H2020
H2021
H2022

RI:4,5:g
HT:ro
OF:mx
SG:mx
HT:ro:sh
SV:cl

8.04
5.32
38.36
851.18
3.13
2.10
1009.4
hectares

HT:ro

SG:co
HT:ro
HT:ro
Total area

Size
( h e c t a re s )
9.90

Table 6. Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory data for Block 1.

Threshold Communities in Block 1
Threshold Communities are those natural plant communities considered rare on a provincial or national
scale. These communities have been ranked as red-listed (S1, S2, or S1S2) by the BC Conservation
Data Centre Ecologist, although some are relatively new and do not yet appear on the published tracking list. Presence of these plant communities indicates high conservation values for the site. Within
this Crown Block, the following undisturbed Threshold Communities have been identified:
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P l a nt Co m m uni t y
Tsuga heterophylla /
Plagiothecium undulatum
(Western hemlock /Flat moss)
Pseudotsuga menziesii/Pinus
contorta / Holodiscus
discolor/Cladina. (Douglas-fir /
Shore Pine / Oceanspray /
Reindeer Lichen)

R a nk

S2

S2

Pseudotsuga
menziesii/Polystichum munitum
(Douglas-fir / Sword fern)
S2
Thuja plicata/Rubus spectabilis
(Western redcedar /
S1S2
Salmonberry)

Li s t B E C U ni t

Red

Red

Red

Red

CWHdm/01

S u c ce s s i o n a l
S t a t us

CC

CWHdm/02 EC

CWHdm/04 CC

CWHdm/13

EC

S t r u c t u ra l
Co m m e nt
S t age

7

7

7

6

zonal sites at mid-slope
positions on west sides
of Mt. Gardner
occurs extensively on
very dry south and westfacing ridge-crest and
bluffs of Mt. Gardner
rich dry sites on upper
slopes on west sides of
Mt. Gardner
benches below summits,
moisture receiving sites
with fluctuating water
table

Non-forested “00” threshold communities have not yet been identified for the CWHdm and CWHvm2
biogeoclimatic units encompassing the Mt. Gardner Block.
Table 7. The Threshold Plant Communities Found In Block 1.
Wetlands in Block 1
The retreat of the last glacier at the end of the ice age left Mount Gardner with several perched water
tables located in the saddle between the two summits, on a bench found around the 650 metre
elevation to the southeast of “North” Peak, and on a bench on the northern side of the mountain. The
resulting poor drainage has allowed the development of several small (<0.5 ha) shallow bogs, swamps
and sedge meadows that maintain their water levels even during the late summer moisture deficit.
These higher elevation wetlands are of ecological and conservation interest because they have few, if
any counterparts in the Islands Trust Area.
All of these wetlands are found dispersed within the large forested ecosystem delineated as SEI Site
# H2020. Collectively, they have been given a score of 937.5 in the Environmental Inventory Management System (EIMS) used by Islands Trust Fund as a ranking system for conservation.
Mount Gardner A – “Smooth Swamp” is located on a bench, approximately 680 metres a.s.l. Runoff
water from the North Peak collects on this bench and forms a linear swamp. A section of the South
Peak trail is parallel to the northern edge of the swamp. Smooth Swamp has an overstorey of young,
stunted red alder (Alnus rubra) and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. contorta).
Mount Gardner B – “Saddle Bog” is located in an open saddle between the two summits of Mt.
Gardner, around 700 metres a.s.l. This bog is presently dominated by many species of Sphagnum and
common water moss (Fontinalis antipyretica), with a scattering of Labrador tea, seedlings of lodgepole
pine, western redcedar and western hemlock. An open water area supports bur-reed (Sparganium
simplex).
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Mount Gardner C – “Murkwood Bog” is located off the trail leading to the summits from the north side
of the mountain, and is very similar to the Saddle Bog except that the forest cover is greater. Because
the aspect is towards the north, the bog is generally dark and murky, even during peak summer daylight
hours.
Riparian Ecosys tems in Block 1
Mount Gardner is the point of origin for 20 creek systems. The creek systems form eight community
watersheds that collectively encompass the mountain. Four of the creeks have been delineated as SEI
sites (H1969B, H1970A, H1977A, H1988A), while the remaining are included within larger forested sites
such as H2020. In addition to the creeks shown on the Watercourses Map, ephemeral seasonal creeks
have not been mapped, but occur throughout this Block. All of these creek systems are of conservation
significance because of their relatively undisturbed nature, and because they are the headwaters for
community water supply systems. There are very few undisturbed, uninhabited creeks remaining in this
part of the province.
The Mount Gardner Block is the largest parcel of Crown land on Bowen Island (874 hectares). Located in
the northwestern quadrant of the Island, its steep slopes provide the headwaters for several watersheds, including the Grafton Lake community watershed. Habitats are diverse, and the large area that
this Block occupies creates excellent undisturbed forest interior conditions that are important for many
species of breeding songbirds.

3.2

Crown Block #2 - Collins Ridge – Hood Point

Crown Block #2 is located at the northeast end of Bowen Island and extends from Collins Ridge across to
Hood Point. Its boundaries include the eastern end of Honeymoon Lake and much of its watershed reserve.
This parcel of Crown land has an area of approximately 336 hectares (including the lease lots along the
shoreline), and the elevation of its summit is roughly 387 meters. The landscape includes healthy stands
of second growth forest interspersed with stands of old growth Douglas-fir trees, as well as rocky knolls
and outcrops. Near the middle of this Block is a marsh (known as Meadowhawk Marsh or Mud Lake), which
along with the Crown portion of Honeymoon Lake, represent the significant wetland units in this Block.

3.2.1

Fo rest Cover and Vegetation

Twenty-three different forest cover polygons have been identified on this Block, and their
characteristics are summarized in Table 8 and located in Figure 15. No signs of logging were evident
(springboard marks, stumps) in the south half of this area, however many older trees (mostly Douglas-fir)
showed fire scars that dates them back before the last fire, likely around the turn of the 20th
century. Some blowdown was noted on southern hillsides. Recent logging activity on the summit area
above Hood Point was undertaken in the early 1990’s to salvage extensive windthrow, indicative of the
exposure of the northern end of the Block to destructive gale-force level “Squamish” winds. The
dominant dead trees throughout the area are in active use by raptors, woodpeckers, and other bird and
animal species for perching and nesting.
In Block #2, much of the forest cover consists of large patches of red alder that are reaching maturity
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(41-60 years) and beginning to self-thin. As natural thinning occurs, canopy gaps are created that allow
the next generation of coniferous trees (primarily Douglas-fir and western redcedar) to become
released from the shady understorey and enter the main canopy.
In eight units, climax species now form a second growth forest that has reached an age of 81 to 100
years. This forest has been delineated as an Older Second Growth Forest SEI Site. Approximately 70% of
the forest cover on these sites is dominated by Douglas-fir. The north portion of Block 2 (map units 1 and
7) has the oldest pockets of forest, aged 101 to 120 years, which includes Douglas-fir, western redcedar.
Two units are greater than 100 years old, and qualify as SEI Older Forest ecosystem sites.
Red alder and big-leaf maple persist on moister sites. The largest areas of younger forest, aged 41 to 60
years, are found at the west end (map units 15 and 19), with other small pockets of young forest scattered near the north end (map units 6, 8, and 10). Red alder and big-leaf maple are the predominant
species in these younger forest cover polygons.
Douglas-fir, arbutus, and shore pine are found in open woodland stands on rocky knolls at higher
elevations, where the climate is drier and the thin soils retain less moisture. These woodlands form a
significant landscape component on Bowen Island, and are a distinctive feature of the Islands Trust Area
landscape. Typically facing in a southeasterly or southwesterly direction, the vegetation is a blend of both
open and forested habitats. Forest encroachment has been kept in check by periodic fires and windstorms
that uproot trees. The open canopy and restrictive growing conditions limits the
development of a shrub layer to moist soil pockets where salal, dull Oregon grape, and baldhip rose are
most frequently encountered in the understorey layers.
The understorey vegetation varies according to moisture, soil conditions, levels of sunlight, as well as
elevation. Lowlands and gullies between ridges and knolls, where soils were deeper and more moist, tended
to be dominated by a ferns such as sword fern and bracken. Salal, dull Oregon grape and oceanspray were
frequently encountered. In areas with limited sunlight or lack of soil moisture, these species exhibited
stunted growth patterns. On the slopes leading to the summit of Collins Ridge,
vegetation included wall lettuce, Oregon beaked moss, parsley fern, false box, coastal reindeer lichen,
oceanspray, yarrow and western coralroot.
Rocky outcrops, bluffs, cliffs and ledges, which are exposed to harsh climatic conditions, exist at various
locations in this Block. These rocky knolls support a variety of mosses, lichens, grasses and forbs that
form the rare and sensitive terrestrial herbaceous ecosystem.

3.2.2

Terrain and Slope s

The dominant landform in this Block is Collins Ridge, characterized by steep rock hillsides with slope
gradients between 40 and 70% and varying amounts of colluvial material (landslide debris, talus)
accumulated along the base of the slopes (unit 3). The upper parts of the ridge are distinguished by
hummocky terrain consisting mainly of bedrock knolls (unit 4). Terrain units are described in Table 9, and
depicted in Figure 16.
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Map Unit Species Composition
1

2
3

4
5
6
7

Age Class

Height Class

Major
Douglas-fir
Western Redcedar
Red Alder
Douglas-fir

Minor
Big-leaf Maple

101 - 120

37.5 - 46.4

Western Redcedar

81 - 100

37.5 - 46.4

Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Big-leaf Maple
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir

Western Redcedar
Western Hemlock

61 - 80

28.5 - 37.4

61 - 80
81 - 100

28.5 - 37.4
37.5 - 46.4

41 - 60
101 - 120

19.5 - 28.4
46.5 - 55.4

41 - 60

19.5 - 28.4

Western Hemlock
Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Big-leaf Maple

8

Red Alder
Western Redcedar
Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Red Alder

9

Douglas-fir

81 - 100

28.5 - 37.4

10
11
12

Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Big-leaf Maple
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Red Alder

41 - 60
81 - 100
61 - 80

19.5 - 28.4
37.5 - 46.4
28.5 - 37.4

81 - 100
61 - 80

37.5 - 46.4
28.5 - 37.4

41 - 60

19.5 - 28.4

81 - 100

28.5 - 37.4

81 - 100

81 - 100

41 - 60

19.5 - 28.4

81 - 100

10.5 - 19.4

61 - 80
61 - 80

19.5 - 28.4
10.5 - 19.4

61 - 80
41 - 60

19.5 - 28.4
19.5 - 28.4

13
14
15
16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24

Big-leaf Maple
Douglas-fir

Western Redcedar

Big-leaf Maple
Douglas-fir
Western Redcedar

Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Meadowhawk Marsh (Mud Lake)
Red Alder
Western Redcedar
Big-leaf
MapleDouglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Western Redcedar
Lodgepole Pine
Lodgepole Pine
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Lodgepole Pine
Lodgepole Pine
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Lodgepole Pine
Red Alder

Table 8. Forest Cover Description for Crown Block # 2
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Figure 15. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 2
This landscape is ‘evened out’ in a large section of the northeast portion of the Block, where deep till has
filled in the depressions between bedrock knolls (unit 22). This Block also has several small areas with
terrain that differs from the three dominant types described above: wetlands (unit 23); colluvial (unit 2)
and fluvial fans (unit 8); deep soils over thick till (unit 19); and, lowland areas with thick morainal deposits
(unit 20).

3.2.3

Soils

Six different soil associations are present in this Block. Cannell, Bose, Burwell and Kenworthy soils
dominate the landscape, and exhibit podzolic development typical of soils developed from coarse textured
colluvium and glacial till on steep mountain slopes. These soils have similar texture, moisture characteristics, and development limitations. Agriculture potential in this Block is limited because of shallowness to
bedrock, steep slopes, soil instability, low water holding capacity and stoniness. With the exception of the
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Polygon General characteristics
Number

Drainage

Rockiness

Compaction

2

Rapidly to very
rapidly drained.

No rock
exposures

Low

3

Deep colluvial material over steep bedrock slopes;
usually associated with gullies or depressional areas
in the slope; colluvial fans at the base of steep
gullies.

Steep rock hillsides with minor areas covered by
Rapidly to very
shallow colluvium; deeper colluvium exists in the steep rapidly drained
gullies and along the base of the slopes.

Exceedingly rocky

4

Hummocky terrain consisting mainly of bedrock knolls
with shallow till covering the lower slopes and
depressional areas; shallow colluvial deposits may
accumulate along steeper slopes.

Well to rapidly
Exceedingly rocky Till - high
drained on slopes;
areas between
hillocks may be
imperfectly drained.

8

Fluvial gravels deposited in depressional areas at the Well to rapidly
Slightly rocky
base of, or along slopes underlain by bedrock or till.
drained except
where the local
water table is at or
near the surface.

Low

19

Thick silty sandy basal till along with till mantled
Well to rapidly
Very rocky
bedrock slopes and bedrock knolls; at lower elevations drained on slopes;
the till may be mantled by a thin veneer of lag gravel. areas between
hillocks are
moderately well to
imperfectly drained.

High

20

Thick till deposits consisting of gently to moderately Well drained
sloping or subdued terrain in lowland areas; thin
veneer of lag gravels may mantle the till at lower
elevations.

No rock
exposures

High

22

Areas of deep upland till which has infilled and
subdued the hummocky terrain along broad bedrock
ridges.

Bedrock and till
slopes are well to
rapidly drained;
depressional areas
are imperfectly to
poorly drained.

Moderately rocky High

23

Areas of accumulation of organic material including
seepage depressions, lake fens and swampy
floodplains.

Very poorly drained No rock
exposures

Low

Table 9. Terrain Units in Block 2

Bose soil type, all others are unsuited or have considerable limitations to housing construction. Forest
production is limited in some areas because of shallow rooting depth and low soil moisture levels. The
Bose and Murrayville soil associations have the greatest agricultural potential. These two soils form a
complex that occupies a small corner of the western ‘arm’ of this Block, extending into the valley bottom
where some of the earliest pre-empted farmlands (pre-1895) are found. Figure 17 shows the location of
Soil Polygons in Block 2.
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Figure 16. Terrain Units in Block 2

3.2.4

Surficial Hydrology and Creek Drainages

Figure 18 shows the creek systems present in this Block. The large, relatively undisturbed forested
area on and around Collins Ridge protects the surficial drainages that supply water for human consumption in the Grafton Bay, Hood Point and Eaglecliff neighbourhoods. Moreover, this area includes
the upper recharge areas for all watersheds in the northern part of Bowen Island, and the sub-watershed flowing into the north end of Killarney Lake. Meadowhawk Marsh (Mud Lake) is a significant wetland unit that feeds both Honeymoon Lake and Killarney Lake. A new creek, previously unmapped, and
now named Cartographers Creek, was discovered between Honeymoon Lake and Meadowhawk Marsh.
Its alignment , and that of Honeymoon Creek to the North, as well as the edge of Honeymoon Lake, has
been mapped with a Global Positioning System, and the new data added into the base maps.
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Figure 17. Soil Polygons in Block 2

3.2.5

Existing Human Uses

Access into this Block of Crown land is limited to off-road vehicles on utility access or old overgrown
logging roads, or via hiking trails. Human activities that have been documented are:
1) A trail across the northern part of the Block from Hood Point running west over to private land.
2) Several residential leases along the coastline adjacent to the channel north of Bowen Island that are
now excluded from Crown land. Access to these properties is by road or boat. Associated with these
properties are licenses and infrastructure to utilize water in Kendon Creek and ZZ Creek.
3) Other streams and water bodies that support water licenses with recharge areas within this Block:
an un-named sub-watershed flowing into the north end of Killarney Lake; the Eaglecliff reservoir;
Honeymoon Lake watershed; Dodson Creek; Carkner Brook; Bluff Creek, and Emma Creek.
4) Springboard notches in old stumps indicate that logging occurred approximately 100 years ago.
Additional log-salvage occurred at the northern end of the Block, following a blowdown event.
5) Collins Ridge is the major landform on the north-east side of Bowen Island and is an important visual
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Block 2

Figure 18. Creek Systems Within Block 2
and aesthetic resource, readily seen by boat and ferry users in the Queen Charlotte Channel, along
the Sea-to-Sky Highway, and by residents in Horseshoe Bay and Lions Bay.
6) Watershed reserves designated by the Ministry of Forests: Reserve 2402910, Reserve 0289078,
and Reserve 0326773.

3.2.6 Wildlife Habitat
The Collins Ridge Crown Block consists of a single large core forest interior area that is interspersed
with rock bluffs, riparian corridors and wetlands. The Block is buffered by private land that restricts
public access into the area. Many of the cougar sightings on Bowen have been on this Crown Block, and
on the adjacent lands around Killarney Lake. Designation of this land as a wildlife refuge, and maintenance of movement corridors to Killarney Lake are essential if cougar habitat is to be protected on
Bowen Island. This Crown Block shares a common boundary with the Lieben Property (Section 3.8), and
together they provide important land and riverine linkages from the eastern coast of Bowen Island.
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bluffs and ledges, snags and tree cavities, coarse woody debris, fresh water springs and seeps.

3.2.7

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Like most forests on the South Coast, this area was disturbed by logging activities over one hundred
years ago. The conservation significance of Crown Block #2 however, is not solely vested with the forest
ecosystem. While many older forest stands still remain and add to the diversity of the landscape, the
forest in its entirety provides a buffer for the highly sensitive and ecologically important wetlands known
as Meadowhawk Marsh (Mud Lake) and Honeymoon Lake.

S i t e N o.

S e co n d a r y
E co s y s t e m

H1985

Pri m ar y
E co s y s t e m
WN:ms

Size
( h e c t a re s )
1.27

H1985A

SG:mx

OF:co

487.4

H1985B

WN:ms

0.34

H1986

WN:ms

2.56

H1987

HT:sh:ro

3.66

H1991

WN:ms:sp

1.11

H1992

SG:co

HT:ro

1.89

H1994

SG:co

HT:ro
Total area

4.79
503.02
hectares

Table 10. SEI data for Block 2
Sites H1985 and H1986 are marshes found around the perimeter of Honeymoon Lake, which discharges
into lower Honeymoon Creek, SEI Site H1986A (RI:g). From a regional perspective, Site H1985A is the
third largest SG:mx ecosystem in the Islands Trust Area and is exceeded in size by two other Crown
Blocks on Bowen Island (H2020 and H1997). The interspersion of Older Forest, Wetlands and Terrestrial
Herbaceous ecosystems within this large second growth forest matrix is ecologically important because it
creates greater habitat diversity, which in turn increases biodiversity.

T hreshold Communities in Block 2
While Collins Ridge officially falls within the CWHdm subzone, the dry, south-facing sites above Collins Farm
are composed of indicator species characteristic of the CWHxm1 site series. Collins Ridge appears to form
the ecotone between CWHxm1 and CWHdm, showing characteristics of both subzones. From a scientific
viewpoint there are few opportunities left on the South Coast to observe and study the transition between dry forest and rain forest. Further research is required to clarify subzones in this area and determine scientific interest in conducting detailed ecological studies.
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P l a nt Co m m uni t y

Pseudotsuga menziesii / Pinus
contorta / Holodiscus discolor
/ Cladina. (Douglas-fir/Shore
Pine/Oceanspray/Reindeer
Lichen)

R a nk

Li s t B E C U ni t

S2

Red

S u c ce s s i o n a l
S t a t us

CWHdm/02 EC

S t r u c t u ra l
Co m m e nt
S t age

7

Occurring extensively on
very dry south facing
ridge-crests and bluffs

6

moisture receiving sites
with fluctuating water
table, mid to lower slope
bench positions

Thuja plicata/Rubus spectabilis
(Western redcedar /
Salmonberry)

S1S2

Red

CWHdm/13

EC

Non-forested “00” threshold communities have not yet been identified for the CWHdm biogeoclimatic
unit, into which the Collins Ridge Block is currently categorized. Field work on the Terrestrial Herbaceous
ecosystems will likely reveal the presence of several additional non-forested Threshold Communities.
Table 11. Threshold Plant Communities in Block 2

Wetlands in Block 2
Field studies were undertaken on the two major wetlands in Crown Block #2, and the findings are
synthesized below.
-

Meadowhawk Marsh

Meadowhawk Marsh (Mud Lake) has been ranked by a wetland specialist as one of the most undisturbed,
biologically diverse and ecologically rare marshes in southern British Columbia (Golinski 2000). It is one of
very few undisturbed marshes in the entire Islands Trust Area, and is therefore of exceptionally high
conservation significance. On the EIMS ranking system for conservation, Meadowhawk Marsh was given a
score of 971 points, and it is also an SEI Site (H1991). The marsh is noted for its exceptional dragonfly
diversity and abundance (9 species and 1000’s of individuals on 25 August 1999). The
isolation and general inaccessibility makes this marsh an excellent candidate for “Ecological Reserve”
protection. The outlet to Cartographers Creek has gentle grades and slow-moving waters that have
allowed the formation of a string of small very shallow wetlands dominated by Sphagnum spp. The marsh
includes a shallow water community with yellow pond-lily (Nuphar polysepalum), buckbean (Menyanthes
trifoliata) floating-leaved pondweed (Potamogeton natans) and lesser bladderwort (Utricularia minor).
Lesser bladderwort is uncommon in the Islands Trust Area, and is only found in this wetland on Bowen
Island.
The marsh supports a representative range of emergent plants and mosses including bog St. John’s-wort
(Hypericum anagalloides), round-leaved sundew (Drosera rotundifolia), green sedge (Carex viridula), white
beak-rush (Rhynchospora alba) and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. contorta). Where the marsh is in
transition to a bog ecosystem, a number of shrub species are common and include Bog laurel (Kalmia
occidentalis), Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum), sweet gale (Myrica gale), and bog cranberry
(Vaccinium oxycoccus).
-

Honeymoon Lake Wetlands
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Honeymoon Lake straddles two district lots, of which Lot 2957 is privately owned, and Lot 2407 is
Crown Land. Upper Honeymoon Creek and Cartographers Creek flow into Honeymoon Lake through the
wetlands located on the eastern shores of Honeymoon Lake in Lot 2407.
The Honeymoon Lake wetlands have been given a score of 918.5 on the EIMS ranking system for
conservation, and include two SEI Site (H1985 and H1986). The wetlands are noted for their dragonfly
diversity (8 species on 25 August 1999), and for providing habitat to a small population of the bluelisted dragonfly species, the Blue Dasher (Pachydiplax longipennis). Two main types of wetlands are
found at Honeymoon Lake, floating bog, and floating aquatic in open shallow water.
The floating bog community has formed over rafts of driftwood that are now covered with several
species of Sphagnum, Labrador tea, bog laurel, slender sedge (Carex lasiocarpa) round-leaved sundew,
bugleweed (Lycopus uniflorus), and white beak-rush.
The floating aquatic community occurs in open shallow water around the lake margin and is dominated
by yellow pond-lily and greater bladderwort (Utricularia vulgaris).
Honeymoon Lake is now controlled by a check dam, which ensures adequate water levels for the water
systems using the lake as a reservoir. Significant alteration of water levels, along with logging or
development in the surrounding catchment would be a serious threat to the ecological integrity and
conservation values of these wetlands.

Riparian Ecosys tems in Block 2
Collins Ridge is the point of origin for 14 creek systems located in the northeast quadrant of Bowen
Island. The creek systems form three community watersheds that protect the source areas for
community water systems at Hood Point, Grafton Bay, and Eaglecliff. Honeymoon Creek has been
delineated as an SEI site (H1986A) while the remaining creeks are included within the larger forest
ecosystem of Site H1992. In addition to the creeks shown on the Watercourses Map, ephemeral
seasonal creeks have not been mapped, but also occur throughout this Block. All of these creek systems are of conservation significance because of their relatively undisturbed nature, and because they
are the headwaters for community water supply systems.
In 1999, a new creek was discovered and mapped during the Crown Lands Study. Cartographers Creek
connects Meadowhawk Marsh (Mud Lake) to Honeymoon Lake and is completely distinct from Upper
Honeymoon Creek, which also drains into Honeymoon Lake. Meadowhawk Marsh has two outlets, one
that discharges into Cartographers Creek, and the other into Killarney Creek. The discovery of
Cartographers Creek will require a reconfiguring of the community watershed boundaries for Watershed Reserve 2402910 to accurately reflect the catchment protection area.
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3.3

Blocks #3 & #4 - Snug Cove

Crown Blocks #3 (46 hectares) and #4 (31 hectares) are relatively inaccessible, steeply sloping parcels of
land that border Ecological Reserve #48 on its northern and eastern sides. All lands in Block #3 and Block
#4 are within a No-Staking Reserve (Order in Council #4088, dated December 18, 1969).
The lands of Block #3 were staked as mineral claims (Topsy and Nellie F) in 1917, and reverted back to the
Crown on November 6, 1939 for non-payment of taxes. Block #3 is comprised of District Lots 5558 and
5559. The former “Topsy” Claim (DL5559) shares its northern boundary with a large nature reserve
recently acquired by the Islands Trust Fund. From the eastern-facing base of Block #3, the steep, rocky
hillside leads up (west) to hummocky knolls at the top, which then slope steeply northwards towards the
Cates Hill area. Many gullies run down this slope, draining water to feed the wetlands at the base, which in
turn feed Davies Creek and Dorothy Creek.
Block #4 consists of two former mineral claims (Pearl and Peacock #1) staked in 1924 and forfeited to the
Crown on November 8, 1940 for non-payment of taxes. Block #4 is comprised of District Lots DL 5562
and 5563. The complete western boundary is contiguous with, and an ecological extension of Ecological
Reserve #48. A number of gullies run down this slope, including Emerald Creek. See Figure 3 for location of
the mining claims.
Block #3 has fairly consistent forest cover, with the dominant tree species being Douglas-fir aged from 81
to 100 years, and patches of mature red alder. Tree heights vary, with taller species occurring in map unit 1
and declining eastward through map units 2 and 3, with unit 3 having the smallest trees (from 19.5 to
28.4 m height). Some very large individual Douglas-fir trees were noted in map units 1 and 2, with the
largest measuring over 2 meters in diameter.
Map Unit Species Composition
1
2
3

Major
Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Red Alder

Minor
Western Redcedar
Bigleaf Maple

Age Class

Height Class

81 - 100

46.5 - 55.4

81 - 100

37.5 - 46.4

81 - 100

19.5 - 28.4

Table 12. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 3
Map Unit Species Composition

3

Major
Douglas-fir
Western Hemlock
Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Red Alder

4

Douglas-fir

1
2

Age Class

Height Class

81 - 100

28.5 - 37.4

81 - 100

28.5 - 37.4

21 - 40

19.5 - 28.4

121-40

28.5 - 37.4

Minor

Table 13. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 4
Throughout Block #3, only a few stumps with springboard notches were found. Like Ecological Reserve
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#48, extensive hand logging did not occur in this Block. There are a number of veteran (>240 years old)
Douglas-fir trees with fire scars and their wide distribution indicates there was a very hot and intense fire
in the area. Increment cores taken from the younger second growth trees showed them to be 80 to 85
years old, so it is reasonable to assume that a fire occurred in the early 1900’s.
Block #4 is slightly more varied with tree species dominated by Douglas-fir, red alder and western redcedar. Some older Douglas-fir forest exists in map unit 4 (from 120 to 141 years) in the southern portion of
this area. Map unit 3, immediately to the north of this, is very young red alder forest ranging from 21 to
40 years. This strip of young forest runs east to west through the middle of the entire Block, and may be
the result of edaphic conditions that prevent succession to climax species from occurring. The forest to
its north (map unit 1 and 2) was logged at the turn of the century, and is between 81 and 100 years.
The understorey of both Blocks is similar, and variation within the Block is a result of differences in soil,
moisture and levels of sunlight. The rocky slopes leading up to the top of each Block had thin soils and
limited understorey development. Salal, dull Oregon grape, and the occasional red huckleberry were noted
on the drier slopes, with a variety of ferns, namely sword fern, and maidenhair fern, and some oceanspray
near or within gullies draining water from the height of land.

Figure 19. Forest Cover Polygons in Blocks 3 and 4

3.3.2

Terrain and Slope s

Blocks 3 and 4 straddle a rocky ridge running southwest to northeast known as Apodaca Ridge. Figure 20
depicts the location of the terrain units in these blocks.
Apodaca Ridge is characterized by steep rock hillsides with slope gradients between 40 and 70%, and
varying amounts of colluvial material (landslide debris, talus) accumulated along the base of the slopes
(unit 3). The southern portion of Block # 3 and the western portion of Block # 4 are located on the top of
the ridge and therefore have less steep (< 30%) slope gradients. The upper parts of the ridge are distinguished by hummocky terrain consisting mainly of bedrock knolls (unit 4). This landscape is ‘evened out’ in a
large section of the northeast portion of the Block, where deep till has filled in the depressions between
bedrock knolls (unit 22).
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Polygon General characteristics
Number

3

Drainage

Steep rock hillsides with minor areas covered by
Rapidly to very
shallow colluvium; deeper colluvium exists in the steep rapidly drained
gullies and along the base of the slopes.

Rockiness

Compaction

Exceedingly rocky

4

Hummocky terrain consisting mainly of bedrock knolls
with shallow till covering the lower slopes and
depressional areas; shallow colluvial deposits may
accumulate along steeper slopes.

Exceedingly rocky Till - high
Well to rapidly
drained on slopes;
areas between
hillocks may be
imperfectly drained.

22

Areas of deep upland till which has infilled and
subdued the hummocky terrain along broad bedrock
ridges.

Bedrock and till
slopes are well to
rapidly drained;
depressional areas
are imperfectly to
poorly drained.

23

Areas of accumulation of organic material including
seepage depressions, lake fens and swampy
floodplains.

Very poorly drained No rock
exposures

Moderately rocky High

Low

Table 14. Terrain Units in Blocks 3 and 4.

Figure 20. Terrain Units in Blocks 3 and 4

3.3.3

Soils

Six different soil associations are present in these Blocks. The soils typically exhibit podzolic
development typical of soils developed from coarse textured colluvium and glacial till on steep mountain
slopes. These soils have similar texture, moisture characteristics and development limitations. All of the
soils are generally not suitable for agriculture and housing construction (settlement) because of
shallowness to bedrock, steep slopes, soil instability, low water holding capacity and stoniness. Cannell,
Kenworthy and Paton soils have developed from colluvial parent materials. Forest production is best on
the Kenworthy, Golden Ears, Burwell and Paton soils. Golden Ears soils present unique constraints
because of strongly cemented subsoil layers that impede drainage and limit rooting depth.
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Figure 21. Soil Polygons in Blocks 3 and 4

3.3.4

Surficial Hydrology and Creek Drainages

Figure 22 shows the water courses, springs and wetlands present in this Block. The relatively
undisturbed forest cover in these Blocks protects the surficial and ground waters supplies that supply
water licenses in the settlement areas below. This area includes the upper headwaters for Davies
Creek, Optimist Creek, Emerald Creek and two other un-named streams. There are two important
wetlands in close proximity to these Blocks that are catch basins for water flowing off Apodaca Ridge
to the south-east and south-west. Much of the deep well water on this side of the island has a high
arsenic content that exceeds recent government standards; some well water supplies have been
condemned as a result.

Figure 22. Creek Systems in Blocks 3 and 4
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3.3.5

Existing Human Uses

Access into this Block of Crown land is limited to hiking trails. The human activities identified in this Block
of Crown land are:
1) There is a network of trails that supports limited hiking, bird watching and nature photography - the
Bowen Island Official Community Plan (OCP) proposes an expansion of the existing trail system, however access to the Ecological Reserve is prohibited.
2) Recharge area for Davies Creek, Optimist Creek and Emerald Creek - watercourses that have licenses
and infrastructure to utilize water for human use and consumption.
3) Water tower and access road on DL 5558.
4) Springboard notches in old stumps indicate that logging occurred approximately 100+ years ago.
5) The eastern slopes of Apodaca Ridge are an important visual and aesthetic resource, readily seen by
boat and ferry users in the Queen Charlotte Channel, and residents in Horseshoe Bay, Lions Bay and
West Point Grey/UBC (Green Zone Report 1992).

3.3.6

Wildlife Habitat

Detailed wildlife data is not available for these Crown Blocks. Cooper’s Hawk (Accipiter cooperii) is known
to nest in the vicinity of Crown Block #3 and the Islands Trust Nature Reserve, immediately to the north.
The minimum area habitat requirement for a single breeding pair of Cooper’s Hawks is 486 to 607 hectares (Thomas 1979).
Crown Block #4 provides important communal roost sites for the Common Raven (Corvus corax) and
Northwestern Crow (Corvus caurinus). The Anna’s Hummingbird (Calypte anna) overwinters on this side of
the Island. Given the proximity of both Blocks to the large forested interior of the Ecological Reserve, it is
likely that numerous forest interior nesting species also utilize the habitats in these Crown Blocks.

3.3.7

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

The steep upper crest slope positions of these Blocks, colluvial nature of the terrain and high arsenic
content of the water and bedrock unquestionably qualifies these Crown Blocks as “environmentally sensitive”. In addition, these Blocks have high ecological values related to the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory.
S i t e N o.
H1997

Pri m ary
E co s y s t e m
SG:mx

S e co n d a r y
E co s y s t e m
OF:mx

Size
( h e c t a re s )
658.75

Total area

658.75
hectares

Table 15. SEI data for Blocks 3 and 4
This SEI polygon is provincially significant because it encompasses Ecological Reserve #48, and all natural
areas that are contiguous to the Reserve including Crown Blocks #3 and #4. Crown Block #3 is important
because it provides critical ecological linkage between Ecological Reserve #48, the Cates Hill Nature
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Reserve owned by the Islands Trust Fund, and the Davies Creek Salmon Corridor in Crippen Regional Park
(GVRD).
The Bowen Island Green Zone Report (1992) recommends that both Blocks #3 and #4 be added to Ecological Reserve # 48, to act as a buffer to protect the reserve from encroachment from proposed developments, and to include additional lands that are ecologically related to the Reserve.
Threshold Communities in Blocks 3 and 4
The presence of Threshold Communities is not known at this time but given the Older Forest SEI
secondary ecosystem designation, further fieldwork should be undertaken to verify the location and
presence of Threshold Communities.
Wetlands in Blocks 3 and 4
Pocket wetlands (<0.25 hectares) occur in this Block, and a priority should be given to locating them with
a GPS system, undertaking full plot inventories, and adding the digital information to the Bowen Island
GIS Digital Atlas.
Riparian Ecosys tems in Blocks 3 and 4
Davies Creek, a salmonid bearing stream originates in Crown Block #3, and is designated as SEI Site
#1997C. Davies Creek has a single domestic water license for 500 gallons per day. Emerald Creek and an
unnamed creek originate in Crown Block #4. Emerald Creek has a single domestic water license for 2500
gallons per day, and serves as an important wildlife corridor that provides linkage from the Strait of
Georgia to the Ecological Reserve beyond Block #4.

3.4

Block #5 - Cowan Point

This Block (DL 2908) forms a contiguous boundary with the southern end of Ecological Reserve # 48, and
is located to the north of Seymour Bay. Crown Block 5 is approximately 53 hectares in size.

3.4.1

Fo rest Cover and Vegetation

There are four different forest cover polygons in this Block (figure 23), all of which are older second growth
forest. Most of the Block consists of an older, multi-layered forest that has reached an age of 101 to 140
years (map units 3 and 4), and qualifies as Older Forest under the SEI Ecosystem Classification. The
dominant species is Douglas-fir (to 80% cover). These older Douglas-fir polygons are located on the drier
soils, and have been influenced by fire, and to a very limited extent, by selective hand logging. The poor
nutrient status and lack of site moisture has inhibited the growth of trees, resulting in many smaller
diameter (<100 cm dbh) old trees that can be easily mistaken for younger second growth trees. At higher
elevations, close to the boundary of the Ecological Reserve, some blowdown was noted,
especially where the soils formed only a thin veneer over bedrock.
The largest forest cover polygon in this Block of Crown land is aged from 101 to 120 years (map unit 2).
This hilly area, consisting of smaller hills and depressions, lies in a general sloping area that drops more
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abruptly from the east end towards the coast. The dominant tree species is Douglas-fir, with the most
common subdominant tree species being red alder, and western hemlock. Western redcedar regeneration
was noted in wetter, lowland areas that were receiving limited sunlight. Red alders were commonly found in
the moist depressions and valleys, typically in either disturbed areas, or those areas where an opening in
the forest canopy permitted greater levels of sunlight to reach the forest floor. Western hemlock was
noted throughout the forest from fairly dry to moist locations along the slope.

Map Unit Species Composition

Age Class

Height Class

81 - 100

28.5 - 37.4

101 - 120

37.5 - 46.4

Minor

1

Major
Douglas-fir

2

Douglas-fir

Red AlderWestern
Hemlock

3

Douglas-fir

121 - 140

28.5 - 37.4

4

Douglas-fir

121 - 140

37.5 - 46.4

Table 16. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 5
Understorey species composition varies with moisture and soil conditions. On higher ground where soils
were thin and moisture limited, the dominant vegetation consists of thickets of salal, and dull Oregon grape.
Other species noted include lanky moss, and Oregon beaked moss, as well as oceanspray, and red huckleberry. In the lower lands characterized by moist, rich soils important indicator species are sword fern ,
bracken, and salmonberry.

3.4.2

Terrain and Slope s

The eastern portion of this Block is located on the embankment of Apodaca Ridge and is characterized by
steep rock hillsides with slope gradients between 40 and 70%. Varying amounts of colluvial material (landslide debris, talus) has accumulated along the base of these slopes (unit 3), indicating generally
unstable terrain. The upper parts of the ridge are distinguished by hummocky terrain consisting mainly of
bedrock knolls (unit 4).

Figure 23. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 5
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Polygon General characteristics
Number

3
4

Drainage

Steep rock hillsides with minor areas covered by
Rapidly to very
shallow colluvium; deeper colluvium exists in the steep rapidly drained
gullies and along the base of the slopes.
Hummocky terrain consisting mainly of bedrock knolls
with shallow till covering the lower slopes and
depressional areas; shallow colluvial deposits may
accumulate along steeper slopes.

Rockiness

Compaction

Exceedingly rocky

Exceedingly rocky Till - high
Well to rapidly
drained on slopes;
areas between
hillocks may be
imperfectly drained.

Table 17. Terrain Units in Block 5

3.4.3

Soils

Seven different soil associations are present in this Block. Cannell, Bose, Golden Ears, Burwell and
Paton soils dominate, and exhibit podzolic development typical of soils developed from coarse textured
colluvium and glacial till on steep mountain slopes. These soils have similar texture and moisture
characteristics and present development limitations. Agriculture and housing construction are limited to
unsuited because of shallowness to bedrock, steep slopes, soil instability, low water holding capacity and
stoniness. Forest production is limited in some areas because of shallow rooting depth and low soil moisture levels. Eunice soils are fast draining, thin organics over bedrock and are unsuited for any land use
activity other than conservation. Sunshine soils occupy only a small portion of the southern part of this
Block. These fertile soils sustained farming activities on the original homesteads in the Seymour Bay/
Cowan Point area. A variety of crops were grown historically, however none of this land is currently in agricultural production.
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Figure 25. Soil Polygons in Block 5

3.4.4

Surficial Hydrology and Creek Drainages

Figure 26 shows the water courses in this Block . Several streams flowing through this Block originate
in the Ecological Reserve #48. Lee Creek and Warwick Creek support downstream water licenses that
supply water for human use and consumption. This area also represents the upper recharge area for
Krutch Creek as well as two other un-named streams. The entire Block is dotted with small nutrient
rich permanent and seasonal ponds, depressions and pocket wetlands that enhance biodiversity and
provide important wildlife habitat within a generally forested matrix.

Figure 26. Creeks Systems in Block 5
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3.4.5

Existing Human Uses

The human uses documented are:
1) Logging roads extend to the northwest corner of the Block and slightly into it, but past this point,
access is via hiking trails only.
2) There are currently no formal trails through this Block, but informal use following deer paths is
possible.
3) Lee Creek; Warwick Creek; Henderson Brook, Krutch Creek, and two un-named streams flow through this
area, and several of these support water licenses downstream. Ecological Reserve #48 and the Crown
Land Block provide the headwaters for these creeks.
4) Springboard notches in old stumps indicate that initial logging occurred approximately 100 years ago.
There are old-growth Douglas-firs with fire scars scattered throughout the area.
5) This Block represents an important visual and aesthetic resource. It is highly visible by boat and ferry
traffic, and is readily visible from Horseshoe Bay (Green Zone Report 1992).
6) As of 1990, this Block has been designated for ‘Crown Land Disposal - General’, by the Ministry of Crown
Lands (ref. # 0357167). This Crown Block is also under a reserve notation by the Ministry of Forests
(map notation #2405403).

3.4.6

Wildlife Habitat

Detailed wildlife inventory work has not yet been undertaken on Crown Block #5. The contiguity of this parcel
with the adjacent Ecological Reserve is important because the presence of a large undisturbed forest
interior core is also very important for forest-interior dwelling species. These include neo-tropical migratory
birds such as warblers, and year-round resident species such as western screech owls, blue grouse and
many mammals. The southern exposure and location of this parcel within the CWHxm1 subzone play an
important role in the wildlife habitat values of this parcel of Crown land. A priority should be given to support
fieldwork to locate breeding populations of red and blue listed bat species.
A variety of smaller microhabitat elements, that are essential for specific species, are also found throughout this Block. These elements include old growth snag and tree cavities, talus, coarse woody debris, fresh
water springs and seeps.

3.4.7

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Crown Block #5 has very high conservation values within its boundaries, which are enhanced by its linkage
and proximity to the Ecological Reserve.
S i t e N o.
H1997

Pr i m a r y
E co s y s t e m
SG:mx

S e co n d a r y
E co s y s t e m
OF:mx

Size
( h e c t a re s )
658.75

Total area

658.75
hectares

Table 18. SEI Data for Block 5
The significance of SEI Site #1997 is that it encompasses Ecological Reserve #48, and all natural areas
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that are contiguous to the Reserve including Crown Block #5. The Bowen Island Green Zone Report (1992)
recommends that this Block be added to Ecological Reserve # 48, to act as a buffer to protect the reserve from encroachment from proposed developments, and to include additional lands that are ecologically related to the Reserve.
Site H1997 is a very large older mixed second growth forest (SG) that provides the matrix and
interconnectivity for a number of smaller ecosystem polygons. This site on its own is the ninth largest
second growth forest identified in the entire SEI inventory area. H1997 is the second largest older SG
Ecosystem in the Islands Trust Area, surpassed in size by only H2020 (Mt. Gardner). H1997 is over 2.5
times larger than the next largest Second Growth Ecosystem site in the Islands Trust Area (T1704 on
D’Arcy Island).
Of conservation significance is the interspersion of undisturbed Older Forest ecosystems within this
polygon – a rare occurrence that in part was a reason for designation of the Ecological Reserve. The conservation importance of this Crown Block cannot be overemphasized.
Threshold Plant Communities in Block 5
The presence of Threshold Communities is not known at this time but given the secondary Older Forest
ecosystem designation of SEI site H1997, further fieldwork should be given priority to verify the location
and presence of Threshold Communities. Non-forested “00” threshold communities have not yet been fully
identified for the CWHxm1 biogeoclimatic units, into which the Cowan Point Block falls.
Wetlands in Block 5
Numerous pocket wetlands (<0.25 hectares) occur in this Block, and a priority should be given to
locating them with a GPS system, undertaking full plot inventories, and adding the digital information to
the Bowen Island GIS Digital Atlas.
Riparian Ecosys tems in Block 5
This Crown Block encompasses the riparian corridor of Lee Creek, which originates in the Ecological Reserve, and empties into Union Cove at Cowan Point. The Lee Creek ecosystem is a part of SEI Site H1997,
and contains (within this Block of Crown Land) over one kilometre of undisturbed older structural stages
(5 to 7) of riparian forest. With typical 50 metre top-of-bank setbacks, the rough area of this riparian
forest is 5 hectares. It should be noted that the creek continues for several kilometres
upstream to its origin in the Ecological Reserve, and has been mapped as a 2.24 hectare SEI polygon
T2013A (RI:6) further downstream towards its outlet.
Complete, relatively undisturbed, older forested riparian ecosystems are extremely rare in the Islands
Trust Area. Outside the Bowen and Gambier Local Trust Areas, the oldest structural stage mapped in the
entire Islands Trust Area was a 1.77 hectares reach of Maxwell Creek on Salt Spring Island (T0177A).
The conservation of Lee Creek, and all other undisturbed creeks flowing through the Bowen Island Crown
Lands cannot be underscored enough.
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3.5

Block #6 - Crown Marsh (Fairy Fen)

The Crown Marsh Block is located at the south end of Bowen Island, just south of Josephine Lake and is
approximately 150 hectares in size. This parcel is completely within the CWHxm1 biogeoclimatic subzone. Its landscape is hummocky, and notable for its ridges and knolls. The southern portion of this land
starts to slope down steeply towards the coast. Several VHF (very high frequency) towers (Coast
Guard, Telus, Bowen Cablevision and others) are located on leases near the highest point. Approximately 30 acres of land to the south of the Coast Guard communications station was clear-cut
logged by the Coast Guard in 1999-2000.
While the name of this Block comes from a Crown water license application and appears on several
maps, the “marsh” is more accurately described as a fen wetland and has the local name of “Fairy Fen”.
Fen wetlands are exceptionally rare in the Islands Trust Area. Undisturbed fens such as Fairy Fen are
unique (Golinski 2000).

3 . 5.1

Fo rest Cover and Vegetation

There are ten different forest cover polygons in this Block of Crown land (Figure 27), all of which are
dominated by Douglas-fir (to (70% cover). The oldest area (map unit 8) is a mature Douglas-fir forest
located west of the VHF towers. This forest forms a buffer and water catchment area for Fairy Fen. The
youngest forest (map unit 3) is located just east of the VHF towers. This forest is dominated by
western hemlock and red alder; seral tree species that will eventually be replaced by Douglas-fir.
Map Unit Species Composition
1
2
3

Major
Western Hemlock
Douglas-fir
Red Alder

5

Western Hemlock
Red Alder
Western Hemlock
Western Redcedar
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir

6

Douglas-fir

7

Douglas-fir

8

Douglas-fir

9

Douglas-fir

10

Douglas-fir

4

Age Class

Height Class

81 - 100

37.5 - 46.4

61 - 80

19.5 - 28.4

21 - 40

10.5 - 19.4

Red Alder

101 - 120

37.5 - 46.4

Lodgepole Pine

81 - 100

37.5 - 46.4

Western Redcedar
Red Alder
Lodgepole Pine

101 - 120

37.5 - 46.4

81 - 100

37.5 - 46.4

121 - 140

28.5 - 37.4

101 - 120

37.5 - 46.4

81 - 100

10.5 - 19.4

Minor

Douglas-fir

Red Alder
Western Redcedar

Table 19. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 6
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The most western portion of map unit 1 is a higher ridge with thin, dry soils. It was noted to be almost
entirely Douglas-fir with many older individual trees showing fire scars. Due to the ‘Squamish winds’
from the north, many trees had suffered some wind break, or wind sheer. Many trees were cracked on
the south side and buckling; however, most trees had reinforced their southern sides to compensate
for harsh winds. Those trees that have been blown down or topped by wind have become essential
habitat trees for small mammals and birds. The central part of map unit 1 is dominated by Douglas-fir,
except on moist, shadier sites where it is replaced by western hemlock. Within this area, however, an
outbreak of Dwarf Mistletoe in western hemlock was noted.
In general, the average age of trees in this Crown Block is between 81 and 140 years, much of it now on
the cusp of becoming an “Older Forest” ecosystem as classified in the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory.
Recent disturbance (logging in the 1950’s) has mostly been limited to the area east of the VHF towers,
that was occupied by hemlock and alders (map unit 3).
Some older signs of disturbance, such as fire scars and springboard marks on stumps, were seen
throughout the entire Crown land Block. The second youngest forest cover polygon (map unit 2) is
predominantly red alder, with a minor Douglas-fir component. This polygon coincides with a lowland
valley that receives drainage from the surrounding ridges. A small, permanent swamp wetland exists
near the centre of this depression. Tree species surrounding this wetland include red alder, big-leaf
maple, and western redcedar. Some wetland vegetation noted here includes various sedges and
grasses, common reed, slough sedge, Hooker’s willow, and skunk cabbage.
The understorey throughout this Crown land varies according to site moisture and nutrient status. On
higher ground with thinner, drier soils, the dominant vegetation includes salal and dull Oregon grape.
Much of the overstorey throughout the entire Block was fairly dense, thereby limiting levels of sunlight
for the forest floor vegetation. Western coralroot, a shade tolerant orchid, was found in many locations
at low to middle elevations, whereas the growth of salal and dull Oregon grape were stunted.
Oceanspray was noted in a few places and serves as an indicator of drier site conditions. Lowlands
between ridges and knolls were filled with bracken fern, and sword fern. Other species whose presence
was noted include step moss, Oregon beaked moss, and red huckleberry.

Figure 27. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 6
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A micro-site was observed near the boundary between map unit 1 and 6, where a small opening in the
canopy had occurred above what appeared to be a seepage zone. This small, unique area was covered in a
thick blanket of moss and other vegetation, including frog pelt lichen, twinflower, small bedstraw, and Indian
pipe.

3 . 5. 2

Terrain and Slope s

The most prominent land formation on this Block is an extension of Josephine Ridge that falls away very
steeply toward the southern coast of Bowen Island. Josephine Ridge is characterized by steep rock
hillsides with slope gradients between 40 and 70% and varying amounts of colluvial material (landslide
debris, talus) accumulated along the base of the slopes (unit 3) and formerly exploited for gravel extraction (unit 9). The upper parts of the ridge are distinguished by hummocky terrain consisting mainly of
bedrock knolls (unit 4). Hummocky terrain with slopes generally less than 30% characterize the northern
slopes of the ridge (unit 5).
The western half of this Block is relatively flat (slope gradients of > 30%) and characterized by thick till
and bedrock knolls (unit 19) or thick, well drained soils that filled in the areas between the bedrock knolls
(unit 22). The water catchment area for Fairy Fen (unit 23), which contains accumulations of deep organic
soils unsuitable for development, includes much of the western half of this Block.
Polygon General characteristics
Number
3

4

Drainage

Rockiness

Compaction

Steep rock hillsides with minor areas covered by
Rapid to very rapid
shallow colluvium; deeper colluvium exists in the steep
gullies and along the base of the slopes.

Exceedingly rocky

Hummocky terrain consisting mainly of bedrock knolls Well to rapid on
slopes; areas
with shallow till covering the lower slopes and
depressional areas; shallow colluvial deposits may
between hillocks
accumulate along steeper slopes.
may be imperfectly
drained.

Exceedingly rocky

Till - high

Well to rapid on
Exceedingly rocky
slopes; areas
between hillocks are
moderately-well to
imperfect

Till - high

5

Hummocky terrain consisting of bedrock knolls or
shallow till plastered onto bedrock. Depressions
between the hillocks are infilled with deeper till.

19

Thick silty sandy basal till along with till mantled
Well to rapidly
bedrock slopes and bedrock knolls; at lower elevations drained on slopes;
the till may be mantled by a thin veneer of lag gravel. areas between
hillocks are
moderately-well to
imperfect

Very rocky

High

22

Deep upland till which has infilled and subdued the
hummocky terrain along broad bedrock ridges.

Bedrock and till
slopes are well to
rapidly drained;
depressional areas
are imperfectly
drained

Moderately rocky

High

23

Organic material in seepage depressions, lake fens
and swampy floodplains

Very poorly drained

No rock
exposures

Low

Table 20. Terrain Units in Block 6
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Figure 28. Terrain Units in Block 6

3 . 5. 3

Soils

Two different soil series are present in this Block and both exhibit podzolic development typical of soils
developed from coarse textured colluvium and glacial till. Cannell soils are found on steep slopes, while the
Bose soils are more characteristic of more level areas. These soils have similar texture, moisture characteristics and development limitations. Agriculture and housing construction are limited because of shallowness to bedrock, steep slopes, soil instability, low water holding capacity and stoniness. Forest production is limited in some areas because of shallow rooting depth and low soil moisture levels. The Fairy Fen
basin consists of deeper organic soils formed by the paludification of peat mosses that are not capable or
suitable of supporting development of any sort. Figure 29 illustrates the location of the soil polygons in
Block 6.

Figure 29. Soil Polygons in Block 6
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3 . 5. 4

Surficial Hydrology and Creek Drainages

Figure 30 depicts the water courses in this Block. The relatively undisturbed forested area on this site
form the upper recharge area for several un-named streams that flow into the ocean through the
Fairweather Subdivision. Fairy Fen is a Provincially significant wetland ecosystem and is considered to be
rare and very important.

Fairy Fen

Figure 30. The Creek Systems and Fairy Fen, in Block 6

3 . 5. 5

Existing Human Uses

The existing human uses are:
1) Access into this Block of Crown land is limited to off-road vehicles on utility access roads or old skid
roads, which also serve as hiking and equestrian trails.
2) Two different historic corduroy roads were found on the western side of this Block. They were likely
constructed in the early 1900’s when the southern end of the island was being settled and are considered to be highly significant cultural/heritage features worthy of preservation.
3) This Block sits on the height of land and straddles the ridgeline. It is mainly visible from offshore, from
the summit of Mount Gardner, and as the ridgeline above the valley. The overall visual impact of this
Block is low on the north side, to moderate on the south side (Green Zone Report 1992). From the
Mount Gardner summit, the visual impact is high.
4) There are a number of gazetted rights of way throughout this Block – most related to access to communication tower sites. As of 1999, BC Hydro and Touchstone Investments Ltd. both registered Crown
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land right-of-ways. The Canadian Coast Guard operates a communications (radar) site on the crest of
Josephine Ridge, and Bowen Cablevision maintains an antenna that is also used by the BI Municipal Fire
Department for its emergency paging system.
5) Watershed reserves designated by the Ministry of Forests are #2402911 and #2402912. The northern areas of this Block supply the Josephine Lake and Bowen Brook hydrological systems. Bowen Brook
is an important water source for Grafton Lake, the main community water supply on Bowen Island.

3 . 5. 6

Wildlife Habitat

This Block has been the subject of a wildlife study which found that because of its southern exposure,
Block #6 is critical wintering habitat for Black-tailed deer (Galindo-Leal and Dominici 1992). The parcel
shares common boundaries with a 660 acre parcel, Cape Roger Curtis (DL1548), to the west. Together
these parcels provide one of the largest tracts of undeveloped and undisturbed CWHxm1 remaining on the
South Coast, and their value for wildlife is critical. The Western Bluebird (Sialia mexicana) migration passes
through this Crown Block, and numbers are increasing yearly. Other keystone species that utilize this
Crown Block are Pileated Woodpecker, Turkey Vulture (Cathartes aura), Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus), Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias fannini), Cooper’s Hawk (Accipiter cooperii), Merlin (Falco
columbarius), Sharp-shinned Hawk (Accipiter striatus), Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) and several
species of owls.
The vernal pools and potholes in and on either side of an old road bisecting the property from the northwest to the south east have been identified as critical amphibian breeding and hibernating habitat on
Bowen Island. Mole salamanders from the genus Ambystoma breed exclusively in vernal pools. Areas in the
immediate vicinity of a vernal pool also provide these salamander species with important non-breeding
habitat functions such as feeding, cover and over-wintering sites.

3 . 5. 7

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Because of the sensitivity of this Block’s ecosystems and species, the Green Zone Report (1992) recommends that this parcel remain intact and protected from development. Following the logging in the eastern portion of the block, and discovery of the highly sensitive and significant fen in the western portion,
efforts should focus on the conservation and protection of the western part of this block.

S i t e N o.
H1983C

Pri m ary
E co s y s t e m
RI:5

S e co n d a r y
E co s y s t e m

H1983D

WN:fn (ms)

0.676

H1990A

SG:co:mx

277.307
Total area

Size
( h e c t a re s )
15.03

293.01
hectares

Table 22. SEI Data in Block 6
SEI Site #1990A is one of only two older Second Growth polygons in the entire SEI Study Area that
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contain both coniferous (co) and mixed deciduous (mx) forest within their boundaries. The other site (48
hectares) is near St. John’s Point on Mayne Island. The relative rarity of this type of landscape is indicative
of its high conservation values.
Threshold Communities in Block 6
Within this Crown Block, the following relatively undisturbed Threshold Communities have been identified:
P l a nt Co m m uni t y

R a nk

Li s t B E C U ni t

S u c ce s s i o n a l
S t a t us

S t r u c t u ra l C o m m e n t
S t age

Tsuga heterophyllaPseudotsuga menziesii /
Kindbergia oregana. Western

S2

Red

CWHxm1/01 CC

7

found on undisturbed
zonal sites at mid-slope
positions throughout
Block

S2

Red

CWHxm1/02 EC

7

occurs extensively on the
very dry south facing
ridge-crests

Thuja plicata/Rubus spectabilis S1S2 Red CWHxm1/13 EC

6

found mainly on the
western side of the Block
on moisture receiving
sites where the water
table fluctuates

hemlock - Douglas-fir / Oregon
beaked moss)

Pseudotsuga menziesii / Pinus
contorta / Rhacomitrium
canescens. (Douglas-fir/Shore
Pine/Roadside rock moss)

Western redcedar /
Salmonberry)

Non-forested and wetland “00” threshold communities have not yet been identified for the CWHxm1
biogeoclimatic zone of Block #6.
Table 21. Threshold Plant Communities Block 6
Because of the generally isolated location of this Crown Block and lack of surrounding development, there
is a complete lack of non-native invasive species that typically plague similar ecosystems elsewhere in the
Trust Area.
Wetlands in Block 6
Numerous (10+) small (pocket) wetlands are located throughout this Block; some are hidden within dense
forest, and others situated just off old skid roads/trails from past logging. Typically, these wetlands are
composed of species such as cattail (Typha latifolia), Sphagnum spp., bog St. John’s-wort (Hypericum
anagalloides), round-leaved sundew (Drosera rotundifolia), common horsetail (Equisetum arvense) and
soft-stemmed bulrush (Scirpus validus).
In the springtime, all of these pocket wetlands are used as breeding grounds by the rough-skin newt
(Taricha granulosa), northwestern salamander (Ambystoma gracile), long-toed salamander (Ambystoma
macrodactylum), red-legged frog (Rana aurora), and Pacific tree frog (Hyla regilla). Habitat loss is one of
the factors contributing to a global decline in amphibians. The diversity of species indicates that these
pocket wetlands are important habitat and protection should be a priority. Priority should also be given to
locating these pocket wetlands with a GPS system, undertaking full plot inventories, and adding the
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digital information to the Bowen Island GIS Digital Atlas.
- Fairy Fen
Fairy Fen has been ranked by a wetland specialist as one of the most undisturbed, biologically diverse and
ecologically rare fens in southern British Columbia (Golinski 2000). On the EIMS ranking system for
conservation, Fairy Fen was given a score of 955 points. The fen is SEI Site H1983D. A site visit was
made to Fairy Fen on July 13, 1999
The fen is in transition from marsh to fen, and is surrounded by western redcedar, with minor contributions from red alder, big-leaf maple and lodgepole pine. Some of the wetland vegetation includes Labrador
tea (Ledum groenlandicum), round-leaved sundew (Drosera rotundifolia), skunk cabbage (Lysichiton
americanum), northern starflower (Trientalis arctica), bog St. John’s-wort (Hypericum anagalloides), bog
cranberry (Vaccinium oxycoccus), and sweet gale (Myrica gale). Sedges and rushes include bristle-stalked
sedge (Carex leptalea ssp. pacifica), star sedge (Carex echinata), green sedge (Carex viridula), slender
sedge (Carex lasiocarpa), white beak-rush (Rhynchospora alba), dagger-leaved rush (Juncus ensifolius),
and spreading rush (Juncus supiniformis). Sphagnum mosses include Sphagnum squarrosum, S. palustre,
S. capillifolium and S. fuscum. Brown mosses uncommon in the Islands Trust Area include Aulacomnium
palustre, and Calliergon sp.
Only 540 hectares of the 4,100 square kilometres SEI Study Area were mapped as fen-dominated
wetlands. These statistics provide a good indication of the rarity of this type of ecosystem. Fairy Fen is
an outstanding candidate site for the highest level of conservation protection because of its isolation
and lack of disturbance in the surrounding water catchment area. The deep organic fen soils are
extremely vulnerable to trampling. The undisturbed catchment area for the fen provides the necessary
buffer to minimize any disturbance that would affect hydrology, plant community composition, and wildlife
habitat values.
Riparian Areas in Block 6
Huszar Creek forms the outlet for Fairy Fen, and is an undisturbed creek that terminates in a waterfall
discharging into the Strait of Georgia on DL 1548. The permanent creek flows through four contiguous
SEI polygons: H1990A, H1983D, H1984 and H1989B and serves as a wildlife corridor from the ocean to
the forested height of land at the northern end. Maintenance of the existing hydrological system and
watershed is critical to ensure that the natural flow of water in the creek continues to charge the waterfall on DL 1548. Ocean discharging waterfalls are very rare in the Islands Trust Area.
Fairy Fen receives its water from four small brooks or creeks that collect surface water from the surrounding catchment. Two of the brooks are ephemeral and are dry by mid-July.

3.6 Block #7 - Little Josephine Lake (Hen Cloud Forest)
Crown Block #7 is about 31 hectares of forested land that abuts the northwestern side of Ecological
Reserve #48. The Green Zone Report (1992) recommended that this Block be set aside as a buffer for
the Ecological Reserve. While classified as CWHdm, the plant communities in the southern portion of this
block also exhibit characteristics of CWHxm1, which is indicative of the transition between these two
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subzones.

3.6.1

Fo rest Cover and Vegetation

There are five different forest cover polygons in this Block of Crown land, all of which are second growth
forest. Table 23 shows each forest cover unit and its corresponding species composition, age and height
class.
Map Unit Species Composition
1
2
3

4
5

Major
Red Alder
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Western Hemlock
Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Western Hemlock
Douglas-fir
Red Alder
Douglas-fir

Age Class

Height Class

81 - 100

28.5 - 37.4

61 - 80

37.5 - 46.4

81 - 100

37.5 - 46.4

Western Hemlock

101 - 120

37.5 - 46.4

Red Alder
Western Hemlock

101 - 120

37.5 - 46.4

Minor

Table 23. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 7
Eighty percent of the forest cover is composed of Douglas-fir, which is noticeably dominant on the drier
soils of ridges and lands at higher elevations. Of the associations present, the most common subdominant tree species are red alder, and western hemlock. Red alder is found in the moist lower elevations and
valleys, wherever openings in the forest canopy permit greater levels of sunlight to reach the forest floor.
Western redcedar regeneration is occurring to a lesser extent on moist to wet soils.
Understorey species vary with moisture and soil conditions, and are generally less common unless the
stand has reached maturity and begun to break up. On higher ground where soils are thin, moisture is
limited, and sites potentially receive higher levels of sunlight, the dominant species include dense thickets
of red huckleberry, oceanspray, salal, and dull Oregon grape. Moist sites include salmonberry, red elderberry and snowberry. A simple of assemblage of moss species is currently found in this block, and will likely
in increase in diversity as the forest progresses further towards climax. Step moss, flat moss, lanky
moss and Oregon beaked moss are present in the ground layer of many of the forested plant communities. Typical herbaceous plants include well as twinflower, sword fern, three-leaved foamflower, wall lettuce,
pathfinder, spiny wood fern, lady fern and deer fern.
While the forest in this Crown Block is all older second growth, the center and southern portions (map
units 4 and 5) have some older stands of Douglas-fir that have reached Older Forest status and are
between 100 and 120 years old. The northern portion of this forest (map units 1, 2 and 3) is younger, with
ages averaging near 80 years, and was likely more recently disturbed by logging activities or fire near the
turn of the twentieth century.
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Figure 31. Forest Cover Polygons in Block 7

3.6.2

Terrain and Slope s

Terrain on the eastern side of the Block is characterized by steep rock hillsides with slope gradients
between 40 and 70% and varying amounts of colluvial material (landslide debris, talus) accumulated along
the base of the slopes (unit 3). The majority of this Block is distinguished by inaccessible, exposed bedrock
knolls alternating with areas where compact glacial till has filled in the depressions between the knolls
(unit 5). Overall, this Block is characterized by hummocky terrain with slope gradients of generally less
than 30% (unit 5).
Polygon General characteristics
Number

3
5

Drainage

Rockiness

Compaction

Steep rock hillsides with minor areas covered by
Rapidly to very
shallow colluvium; deeper colluvium exists in the steep rapidly drained
gullies and along the base of the slopes.

Exceedingly rocky

Hummocky terrain consisting of bedrock knolls or
shallow till plastered onto bedrock. Depressions
between the hillocks are infilled with deeper till.

Till - High
Well to rapidly
drained on slopes;
areas between
hillocks are
moderately well
to imperfectly
drained.

Well to rapidly
drained on slopes;
areas between
hillocks are
moderately well to
imperfectly drained.

Table 24. Terrain units in Block #7.

3.6.3

Soils

Five different soil series are present in Block 7. Cannell, Bose, and Burwell are the dominant soil types
and exhibit the podzolic development typical of soils developed from coarse textured colluvium and glacial
till on steep slopes. These soils have similar texture and moisture characteristics and development limitations. Agriculture and housing construction are limited because of shallowness to bedrock, steep slopes,
soil instability, low water holding capacity and stoniness. Forest production is limited in some areas because of shallow rooting depth and low soil moisture levels. Murrayville soils occupy a significant portion
of the northwest ‘arm’ of this Block, which extends into the valley bottom. These are the rich, fertile soils
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that sustain farming activities in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) areas on Bowen Island.

Figure 33. Soil Polygons in Block 7

Figure 32. Terrain Units in Block 7

3.6.4

Surficial Hydrology and Creek Drainages

Figure 34 depicts the water courses in this Block. The relatively undisturbed forested area in Block 7
forms the upper recharge area for drainages that flow into Proudlock Brook (Grafton Lake watershed),
and a tributary creek of Josephine Creek. Water licenses for drinking water exist on Josephine Creek and
Proudlock Brook. Water licenses and Crown land right-of-ways to transport the water exist on two
groundwater springs within this Block: Margaret Spring and Burgoyne Spring. There are several small
permanent and seasonal ponds and depressions with richer soils and greater water and nutrient
availability that provide valuable wetland habitat within the area.

Figure 34. Creek Systems in Block 7
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3.6.5

Existing Human Uses

The following human activities were noted:
1) The parcel is a recharge area for two springs, one of which flows into Proudlock Brook and then on to
Grafton Lake, and one of which flows into a tributary of Josephine Creek (Grafton Lake and Josephine Creek). Both creeks have numerous downstream water licenses.
2) There is some evidence of early logging from about 100 years ago and several instances of fire.
Typical stand ages are between 80 to 90 years. Several minor skid trails were developed when this
parcel was logged and are now overgrown.
3) This Block sits on the height of land along Josephine Ridge and is highly visible from the upper parts
of Mount Gardner. The overall visual impact of this Block from elsewhere on the island is low.
4) Three watershed reserves designated by the Ministry of Forests overlap on this Crown Block:
#2402911 (Josephine Lake) #2402912 (Grafton Lake) and #326772 (Grafton Lake) and provide
important recharge functions for two of the major domestic water supplies on Bowen Island.
5) In 1999, a small public road was built (300 metres) in the north west corner to provide access to
adjacent land.

3.6.6

Wildlife Habitat

Because of the isolated location of this Crown Block, it provides habitat for several wildlife species not
found elsewhere on the island. Keystone species observed on numerous site visits include Great Blue
Heron (blue-listed), Turkey Vulture, Bald Eagle, Pileated Woodpecker, Cooper’s Hawk, Sharp-shinned
Hawk, Western Screech Owl, and Barred Owl. All of these species require extensive areas of older forest
for nesting habitat, food and cover. For example, the home range of a barred owl is 241 hectares, while a
breeding pair of pileated woodpeckers defends a territory of 121 hectares.
Several of the more cryptic bird species nesting in this Crown Block include Band-tailed Pigeon, Blue
Grouse, Varied Thrush and Hutton’s Vireo. These species are fast-disappearing from the coastal B.C.
due to intense urban development and free-ranging house pets.

3.6.7

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Crown Block #7 has very high conservation values within its boundaries, which are enhanced by its
linkage and proximity to the Ecological Reserve. The lands in this Crown Block are ecological extensions
of Ecological Reserve #48 and any development or resource extraction would have a detrimental effect
on the Ecological Reserve. The Green Zone Report (1992) recommends that this parcel remain intact to
buffer and protect the Ecological Reserve from development and other land use activities.
Sensitive Ecosys tem Inventory (SEI) Sites in Block 7
This Crown Block is part of a very large SEI Polygon that includes the Ecological Reserve lands, and
surrounding Crown and private lands.
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S i t e N o.

Pri m ary
E co s y s t e m
SG:mx

H1997

S e co n d a r y
E co s y s t e m
OF:mx

Size
( h e c t a re s )
658.75

Total area

658.75
hectares

Table 25. SEI Data for Block 7
The significance of SEI Site #1997 is that it encompasses Ecological Reserve #48, and all natural areas
that are contiguous to the Reserve including Crown Block #7. Site H1997 is a very large older mixed
second growth forest (SG) that provides the matrix and interconnectivity for a number of smaller
ecosystem polygons.
This site on its own is the ninth largest second growth forest identified in the entire SEI inventory area.
H1997 is the second largest SG Ecosystem in the entire Islands Trust Area, surpassed in size by only
H2020 (Mt. Gardner). H1997 is over 2.5 times larger than the next largest Second Growth Ecosystem
site in the Islands Trust Area (T1704 on D’Arcy Island).
Of conservation significance is the interspersion of undisturbed Older Forest ecosystems within this
polygon – a rare occurrence that in part was a reason for designation of the Ecological Reserve. The
conservation importance of this Crown Block cannot be overemphasized.

Threshold Communities in Block 7
Within this Crown Block, the following relatively undisturbed Threshold Community has been identified.
Given the secondary Older Forest ecosystem designation of SEI site H1997, further fieldwork should be
given priority to verify the location and presence of additional Threshold Communities. Because of the
generally isolated location of this Crown Block, and lack of surrounding development, there is a complete
lack of non-native invasive species that typically plague similar ecosystems elsewhere in the Trust Area.
P l a nt Co m m uni t y

R a nk

Pseudotsuga
menziesii/Polystichum munitum S2

Li s t B E C U ni t

Red

S u c ce s s i o n a l
S t a t us

CWHdm/04 CC

(Douglas-fir/Sword fern)

S t r u c t u ra l
Co m m e nt
S t age
7

rich dry sites on southwest side of the Block

Non-forested and wetland “00” threshold communities have not yet been identified for the CWHdm
biogeoclimatic zone, into which Crown Block #7 falls.

Wetlands in Block 7
Numerous pocket wetlands (<0.25 hectares) and springs that are locally important for wildlife occur in
this Block, and priority should be given to locating them with a GPS system, undertaking full plot inventories, and adding the digital information to the Bowen Island GIS Digital Atlas.
R iparian Ecosys tems in Block 7
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Three major creeks have their origins in this Crown Block: Proudlock Brook, Rattenbury Creek, and Josephine Creek. Within the Crown Block, these riparian ecosystems are undisturbed and reaching older
structural stage status. Complete, relatively undisturbed, older forested riparian ecosystems are
extremely rare in the Islands Trust Area. Outside the Bowen and Gambier Local Trust Areas, the oldest
structural stage mapped in the entire Islands Trust Area was a 1.77 hectares reach of Maxwell Creek on
Salt Spring Island (T0177A). There are other ephemeral creeks that are currently unmapped and require
further fieldwork to verify their location and flow periods.

3.7 Crown Islets and Crown Shoreline Reserves
The Crown Islets are located within the Municipality of Bowen Island offshore zone. The Lesser Islands
Atlas published by the Islands Trust in 1982 identified only three islets on 1:50,000 NTS maps. Marine
charts, 1:20,000 colour air photos, the Ministry of Forests Crown Reserves Map, and field checks were
used to identify and verify several additional islets. These islets were not included in the Atlas because
of limitations in the scale and type of map used.
Previously noted in Lesser Islands Atlas:
-

UN114

49º 22’ 123º 26’ is a drying rock in Bowen Bay (Point 26 in Figure 2).

-

UN115
49º 21’ 123º 25’25”
Timmy Islet is located in Tunstall Bay, off the western
shores of Bowen Island. The Islet is SEI Coastal Bluff Site H1980. The islet has large populations of
onions (Allium cernuum and Allium amplectens). The islet is used for nesting by the blue-listed
Double-crested Cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritus) and Black Oystercatcher (Haemotopus
bachmani). It is used by the blue-listed Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias fannini) as a staging site
for feeding (Point 27 in Figure 2).

-

UN116
49º 25’40” 123º23’
Hutt Islet is located off the north end of Hutt Island. The
Islet is SEI Coastal Bluff Site H1968 (Point 28 in Figure 2).The Islet is primarily a nesting and
roosting site for waterfowl and shorebirds including the following listed species:
Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) Yellow-listed
Harlequin Duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) Yellow-listed
Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias fannini) Blue-listed
Brandt’s Cormorant (Phalacrocorax penicillatus) Red-listed
Double-crested Cormorant (Phalacrocorax auratus) Blue-listed
Western grebe (Aechmophorus occidentalis) Red-listed

Additional islets documented in this study:
-

49º21’30” 123º 21’05” Invisible Islet is located at the entrance to Seymour Bay (Point 25 in
Figure 2), the last wild and undeveloped bay on Bowen Island. The Islet is included in SEI Coastal Bluff
Site H2010. A geodetic monument, “Pooh”, is located on the islet. The islet is inaccessible to deer,
and can only be reached from the shore when low tides are less than 5 feet. The intertidal and
sub-tidal areas support a rich assemblage of marine species including sea stars, sea urchins,
crenoids and sponges. Kelp beds are extensive around the islet. A drying rock to the immediate
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south–west of Invisible Islet is used as a harbour seal haul-out. The absence of deer browse, and a
lack of invasive species have allowed the Islet’s flora to flourish. The coastal bluffs support a rich
assemblage of flowering herbaceous plants typical, but becoming increasingly uncommon as coastal
bluffs are subjected to development pressure. Notable species include a large population of Alaska
Rein-orchid (Platanthera unalascensis), yarrow (Achillea millefolium), white fawn lily (Erythronium
oregonum), California oatgrass (Danthonia californica), sea blush (Plectritis congesta), chocolate lily
(Fritillaria lanceolata), death camas (Zygadenus venenosus), broad-leaved stonecrop (Sedum
spathulifolium), nodding wild onion (Allium cernuum), Hooker’s onion (Allium acuminatum), chickweed
monkey flower (Mimulus alsinoides), blue-eyed Mary (Collinsia parviflora), and large-flowered blueeyed Mary (Collinsia grandiflora). Because of the undisturbed qualities of Invisible Islet, the moss
flora is currently the subject of a Ph.D botany research project based at UBC.
-

49º20’14” 123 º25’15” Green Rain Islet is located to the east of Cape Roger Curtis, along the
completely undeveloped shoreline of DL 1548. The Islet is included in SEI Coastal Bluff Site H1984.
A geodetic monument, “Curt”, is located on Green Rain Islet. The islet is inaccessible to deer, and
only accessible from the shore when low tides are less than 5 feet. A strong rip tide and steep
shorelines prevents access at other times. An unusual marsh is located in a gully on the islet and
requires further field studies. In total, over 60 species of birds have been noted in this area. The
islet is used by the following listed species:
Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) Yellow-listed
Harlequin Duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) Yellow-listed
Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias fannini) Blue-listed
Brandt’s Cormorant (Phalacrocorax penicillatus) Red-listed
Double-crested Cormorant (Phalacrocorax auratus) Blue-listed
Western grebe (Aechmophorus occidentalis) Red-listed
Surf Scoter (Melanitta perspicillata) Blue-listed

Shoreline Reserve s
Three Crown Shoreline Reserves occur on Bowen Island. These Reserves consist of 60’ setbacks from
the high water mark. The Bluewater and September Morn Reserves are SEI Coastal Bluff Ecosystem
Sites.
Bluewater Shoreline Reserve #0287863 is located on the west side of the island in the Bluewater
Subdivision. This Reserve is delineated as SEI Site H1978 A. The bluff varies from sunny dry sites to
dark moist sites with seepages. It is not clear if the original reserve is still intact; it is suspected that
parts have been sold off to adjacent private landowners.
September Morn Reserve #2403734 is located on the east side of the Island below Hummingbird Lane
and Taylor Road. The steep coastal bluffs in this Reserve are part of SEI Site H2005 and many of the
old growth trees along the bluffs are used by Bald Eagles, Great Blue Herons and other birds of prey for
feeding, roosting and nesting.
The Galbraith Bay Reserve is located along the west shoreline of Galbraith Bay, west of the Government
Dock. It is apparently 0.27 hectares in extent and administerd by BC Lands. Not much is known about
it.
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3.8

Lieben: The Nielson Bequest

Legal Description: Block 1, District Lot 1552, Plan 4330

PID 011-641-312

This parcel is 3.82 hectares in size and is located in the Eaglecliff area of Bowen Island. It has been
treated as a special category as a result of the circumstances in which it became Crown Land. The
property was bought by Einar Nielson around 1941, and was named “Lieben”. Lieben became a refuge for
writers, artists and musicians seeking an escape from city life. Over the years a number of significant
pieces of work were started or created at Lieben, and the visitor list includes many of the important
writers from that period in Canadian history: Malcolm Lowry, Earle Birney, Lister Sinclair, Eric Nicol,
Watson Thomson, Margaret Hutchinson, Arthur Hill, Gordon Woodward, Mario Prizek, and Charles
Wasserman. As more historical and archival material surfaces, it is clear that Lieben should be
considered as a site of National cultural significance.
In 1977, Einar and Muriel Nielson donated “Lieben” to the provincial Greenbelt Inventory (a discontinued
provincial programme) with provisions for a life estate. Einar Nielson died in 1978; Muriel Nielson in 1981.
The ashes of both Nielson’s are buried on the property.
Following the death of Muriel Nielson, the executor of her estate confirmed with Lands, Parks & Housing
that “it was not their wish that the property be turned into a formal park” (Shelton letter of November
25, 1981). The conditions of the bequest were that the land was to “remain in perpetuity as a nature
reserve with controlled public use and habitat management” (Sorken Memo to G.A. Rhoades, Regional
Director BC Lands Parks & Housing, File 0344077 dated 83-11-23). These conditions would therefore
rule out local (municipal) ownership for park use.
At the time of the bequest, it was acknowledged that the Islands Trust was not legislated to hold or
manage Crown lands. In a letter dated November 27, 1981 to R.G. Gilmour (Manager, Land
Administration, Lands, Parks & Housing) the Chair of the Islands Trust ( Islands Trust File PG/12-1)
requested that the Islands Trust be consulted regarding final disposition and management of the
property. The Ministry of Lands, Parks & Housing made a recommendation that there be a review in
1993 to see if circumstances had changed. Unfortunately, the review was not undertaken , and the
property eventually reverted to “Vacant Crown Land” following the demise of the Greenbelt.
A memorandum dated 04/28/99 from Tony Duffy of B.C. Assets and Land Corporation, indicated that
the Province was not considering the property for sale, and that it should “remain in perpetuity as a
nature reserve with controlled public use and habitat management”. However, as “vacant” Crown land, no
Crown agency is currently undertaking to ensure that there is “controlled use and habitat management”
as required under the bequest. With the establishment of the Islands Trust Fund, a conservation
organisation specifically established to hold and manage significant lands of high conservation and
cukltural heritage value within the Trust Area, there is now an opportunity to have the lands formally
established as a nature reserve, and that opportunity should be pursued.

3 . 8.1 Environmentally Sensitive Areas in the Lieben Bl oc k
In May 1964, Earle Birney undertook the first comprehensive biological inventory (the list is preserved in
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the Earle Birney Collection at the University of Toronto Archives) of Lieben. The list he made provides an
important baseline for future inventory work on the property. Biologically, the property has significant
natural values. The steepness of both the bluffs and creek ravine has been a deterrent to logging, and
stands of older forest remain intact.

P l a nt Co m m uni t y

R a nk

Li s t B E C U ni t

S u c ce s s i o n a l
S t a t us

S t r u c t u ra l
Co m m e nt
S t age

S2

Red

CWHdm/01

CC

7

Pseudotsuga menziesii/Pinus
contorta / Holodiscus discolor
/ Cladina (Douglas-fir/ Shore
S2

Red

CWHdm/02 EC

7

Red

CWHdm/08 EC DC

7

CWHdm/13

6

Tsuga heterophylla /
Plagiothecium undulatum
(Western hemlock /Flat moss)

Pine/ Oceanspray/ Reindeer
Lichen)

Picea sitchensis/ Rubus
spectabilis Sitka

S2

zonal sites at mid-slope
positions below Eaglecliff
Road.
occurring extensively on
very dry south-east
facing ridge-crests and
bluffs above and below
Eaglecliff Road

spruce/Salmonberry

Thuja plicata/Rubus spectabilis
(Western redcedar /
Salmonberry)

S1 S2 Red

EC

Further fieldwork is required to verify whether the reaches of Nielson Creek are composed of either (or
both) CWHdm/08 or CWHdm/13
Non-forested “00” threshold communities have not yet been identified for the CWHdm biogeoclimatic
unit, into which this parcel is categorized. The terrestrial herbaceous upland bluffs and coastal bluffs
require further study to determine the presence of grass-dominated Threshold Plant Communities.
Table 27. Threshold Plant Communities in the Lieben Block

Wildlife in the Lieben Block
An active bald eagle nest is located in an old growth Douglas-fir tree below Eaglecliff Road. The Earle
Birney inventory of 1964 provides an extensive baseline of all wildlife species documented on the
property.
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4.0

Analysis and Discussion

The Crown Lands contain a wide array of important attributes and provide many critically important
ecological, hydrological, aesthetic, and recreational functions. The almost continuous forest cover and
associated plant communities, provide an important diversity of wildlife habitats. Moreover, these same
forests are vitally important in terms of water recharge, water retention and flow regulation, and
watershed protection by ensuring slope stability. Parts of the forest contain high quality second
growth trees of merchantable size. The wetlands and creeks provide habitat for some provincially rare
plant communities.
Some of the wetlands are provincially significant because they are in such excellent and undisturbed
condition and provide near perfect examples of what wetlands should be. Several rare plants, rare plant
communities, and rare dragonflies were noted. That they exist at all reflects the relatively extensive and
largely undisturbed (over the past 100 years) nature of the landscape. Such large undisturbed tracts
of forest land of this nature are becoming increasingly scarce within the Islands Trust area.
Understanding the importance of these many attributes is an essential first step towards
development of a sound planning strategy. In the following sections specific resource attributes and
their values are discussed to provide a context for future planning work. A synopsis of the points
raised in this section is provided in Figure 35 on page 102.

4.1 Forest Cover
All of the major Crown land parcels are covered with trees. The typical age of the forest is around 100
years, although older and younger stands do exist. Large continuous stands of true old growth forest
were not found on Crown Lands, but remnant pockets of older forest were noted, and there are certainly many individual old growth trees and stands interspersed within the landscape matrix. The forest
cover is diverse and several provincially significant plant communities were identified. The latter are
discussed in more detail in Section 4.7. The composition of the forest cover by species and age class
was not analysed due to technical difficulties in translating provincial digital data. General observations
are provided in Section 3. The following discussion is provided as a background for possible further
discussion of the uses that might be derived from the forests within the Crown Lands.

4.1.1

Fo rest Management

There have been many discussions over the past decade, about the possibility of establishing a
community forest operation on Bowen Island, and the concept is noted in the Official Community plan.
Given the often controversial nature of logging activity on Bowen, the Ministry of Forests has
restricted its activities to salvage of windthrown timber over the past decade. There has been some
preliminary work to investigate options for woodlot licences but again, nothing has ever been
implemented. Preliminary areas possibly suitable for logging were identified in the early 90’s, but these
overlooked any values except merchantable timber. We now know that the same areas also contain
other landscape components that warrant greater attention and protection; these include wetlands,
creeks and riparian habitats, rare plant communities, and watershed protection issues.
There is often confusion about terminology when discussing forests. To clarify some basic terms the
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difference between forest management and timber management is as follows:
Forest management is defined as :
The practice of applying scientific, economic, philosophical, and social principles to the
administration, utilization, and conservation of all aspects of forested landscapes to meet
specified goals and objectives, while maintaining the productivity of the forest. Forest
management includes the subset of activities known as timber management, but also
involves planning and managing forested landscape for fish and wildlife, biological diversity,
conservation measures, parks, wilderness, recreation, and aesthetic values. Forest management is an all-encompassing activity and is not to be confused with the more restrictive activities associated with timber management.
Timber management is defined as:
The activity involving the allocation of forested lands for harvesting of the timber on that
land. Timber management may involve planning, road-building, logging, extraction of merchantable timber for processing off-site, and varying intensities of silvicultural activity to
encourage another stand of trees to grow back. Timber management is an important
subset of forest management, but is not an equivalent activity. (Dunster and Dunster.
1996)
Given the many important functions now derived from these forests by not only the people living on Bowen
Island, but also the many people who visit the area for recreation, any proposal to harvest the lands should
thoroughly consider the more wholistic forest management approach, and not just exploit the area for
timber management alone.

4.1.2

Ti m ber Management

From a timber management viewpoint most of the coniferous cover can be considered as merchantable
timber, although the quality and stem sizes show considerable variation depending on the site
productivity. However, the issue of timber removal must be carefully balanced against the many other
values provided by the forest cover. Much of the land within the Crown land areas is steep, and even the
seemingly flatter areas are often punctuated by large rocky knolls, ravines and bluffs. As a consequence, it
is often extremely difficult to fell trees without breaking them, and it is difficult to extract the merchantable timber without quite a lot of ground disturbance. The rough and very broken topography makes the use
of low impact harvesting techniques, such as horse logging, quite impractical in most areas.
The use of rubber tyred skidders (and prior to that, tracked skidders) has been the main approach for
many years, and realistically, this heavy machinery is the only practical way to extract the logs over the
rough terrain. On small sites, the used of tracked excavators is feasible, but these are less ideal for large
scale operations. Compounding the method of extraction problem, is the fact that much of the standing
timber is quite large diameter Douglas-fir and western hemlock. In order to gain a reasonable value for
these logs, they need to be quite long, and long bolts of Douglas-fir and hemlock are very heavy and simply
cannot be moved by a horse or a lightweight machine. The use of tower logging, whereby the log is suspended partly off the ground while being extracted, is also feasible, but the economics of these systems
dictate that large areas and / or large volumes are needed in order to make setup costs
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realistic relative to the value of timber extracted. The use of helicopter logging is not considered to be
economically feasible for similar reasons. Specialised, small scale machinery does exist, but it too has a
relatively high capital cost, and this has to be balanced against the potential log volumes that can be
extracted without loss of, or damage to, other values.
Throughout the landscape of Bowen Island, there is abundant evidence of past logging activity and fire.
The relatively uniform age class structure of the Crown Land forests shows that most of the landscape
on Bowen has to have been either logged and burned, or simply burned, within the past 100 to 150
years. Old skid trails, corduroy roads, rusting cables, and stumps abound. The scale of disturbance
must have been extensive, and the lack of deep soils, and the many fire scarred trees or stumps, plus
charcoal layers close to the surface of the soils, all point towards a severe change in forest cover not
that long ago. Given what we know today, and what is and is not considered acceptable for harvesting
practices, it seems unlikely that harvesting in many areas would now be accepted. Moreover, given that
there now exists a large number of residents dependent upon the forested watersheds for their water
supply (and the numbers are increasing annually), extensive disturbances would have a very direct
impact on water users.
It has often been suggested that the forested areas can be thinned to derive merchantable volumes of
wood. While this is true in some of the Crown Land areas, there are some technical aspects to consider
when thinning. Not the least of these is that many parts of the forest have extremely shallow soils
overlaying bedrock. The present forest cover has developed as a unit and the tree canopies overlap and
intertwine. As a unit they have cohesion and stability. Once this canopy is disturbed the risks that the
remaining trees will blow down (due to lack of neighbouring support), often increases quite dramatically.
Given the high wind exposure on many parts of Bowen Island, any selective opening of the stands would
need to be very carefully evaluated beforehand. Although the most common prevailing winds come from
the north and north east, strong winds from the south and west, as well as outflow winds from the
east do occur, and windthrow patterns all over the island bear witness to the very variable wind direction.
A large issue for the community to ponder and debate, is whether or not a community forest should or
even can be successfully established; what its philosophical and operational goals would be; and how it
might be implemented and operated. Appendix D contains a review of Community Forest Principles which
can serve as a starting point for that discussion.
In line with contemporary planning thought, the issue of community based sustainability, and the
creation of a local jobs for local benefits should be a prime factor in these discussions.

4.2 Terrain and Slopes
Details of the terrain and slopes are discussed earlier. As a rule slopes steeper than 30% are not
considered ideal for residential development, and although steeper slopes have been developed elsewhere, the costs of development on such steep terrain can be very high. The steep slopes on Bowen
Island are dominated by rock outcrops, deep ravines and continuous bedrock. This is very expensive
ground to develop due to the high costs of blasting, hauling and placing rock, quite apart from the
physical constraints of finding water and septic opportunities. On Bowen Island a threshold of 20%
overall slope gradient is a more likely constraint for development, unless there are many flat benches
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within the are in question.
Harvesting timber on steep slopes requires either a high density of skid roads, or the use of a tower system. Looking at the topography of the Crown Land areas, there is clearly considerable variability in terrain
and slope conditions. Block 1 (Mt. Gardner) is uniformly steep with most of the slopes steeper than 40%,
except for a smaller bench to the west, and some less steep areas on the north east shoulder by the
quarry reserve area. Block 2 (Collins Ridge) has relatively flat ground on the upper areas, but is surrounded
by a ring of steeper slopes in the 30% and greater range. The flatter upper slopes are broken up by many
rocky bluffs and outcrops, and bedrock is close to the surface throughout the area. Blocks 3 and 4, east of
the Ecological Reserve have very steep rocky slopes on their north and east boundaries, and only have a
small flatter area next to the Ecological Reserve. Block 5 is steep on the east side, but somewhat gentler
over on the west side. Block 6 contains the steep summit area above Josephine Lake with some gentler
slopes further west, and Block 7 is relatively flat overall. A very quick visual analysis of the slope categories
suggests that much less than half of the total Crown Land area within these 7 blocks is below 30%.
As a result, around 70% of the lands in these 7 blocks have no realistic potential for development at almost
any cost, and have major harvesting constraints that would require the use of expensive
harvesting techniques, or extremely limited extraction volumes in order to avoid large scale site
degradation. The economics of operating under these constraints would likely make them marginal at best,
and financially disastrous at worst.

4.3 Soils
The issue of soil types and soil capabilities is discussed in Section 2. In general, the valley sides, steeper
slopes (greater than 25%), and the ridge areas have very shallow soil types. Much of the present forest
cover is growing in thin soil layers on top of bedrock. From a residential development perspective these
shallow soils preclude any ability for septic sewage disposal, thus introducing a requirement for
expensive community sewer systems. The costs of installing a community sewer system are high
because a) a large amount of infrastructure (pipe length) is required relative to the potential housing
density (which even at the highest densities debated on Bowen is relatively low), and b) the costs of
blasting and excavating trenches for sewer installation are extremely high in most of the rocky terrain that
dominates Bowen Island.

4.4 Wa ter Recharge and Wa tershed Pro tection
The Crown lands have a very important role to play with regard to surficial and ground water flows. Reference to Figure 5 shows that the Grafton Lake watershed is actually surrounded on all sides by Crown land.
The height of land that defines this watershed runs right through the Crown Lands. The forested lands play
an important role in terms of water quality and quantity. The presence of forest cover in water recharge
areas allows rainfall, fog precipitation, and snowmelt to reach the ground at a relatively slow rate. The trees
(foliage and branches) intercept the water and then slow down its impact on the ground.
The associated ground cover further slows down the impact of water falling, so that all precipitation soaks
relatively slowly into the soil. In periods of high rainfall, when the ability of the soil to absorb water is exceeded, the tree roots and ground covers serve to knit together the soil, again slowing down water flows
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and soil erosion. Creeks form in areas where persistent surface water flows have exceeded the capacity of
vegetation to prevent erosion. Thus, soils and loose rocks are flushed downhill, and over long periods of time
the water cuts down through the soils, and in some cases through the rock, resulting in well-defined creek
beds.
There are many subtleties about the manner in which forests control water flow. In its simplest form, the
interception of precipitation by the forest canopy and ground cover not only slows down the rate at which
water reaches the ground, but it also tends to even out the high and low flow periods. Under a forest
canopy, the soil remains wet for longer periods of time, and the downhill flow of water through the soil, or as
seepage into the bedrock fractures has a longer dwell time in any one place. As a result, the entire forested
area acts like a large sponge, soaking up the water and then releasing it slowly. In periods of high rainfall the
capacity of the “sponge” is exceeded and surface water flows are found, typically as ephemeral creeks and
rills that disappear again once the high volume of water has moved on.
When the forest cover is removed, and the ground cover is disturbed, interception rates drop quickly, and
the ability of the soil to soak up water is exceeded in a shorter period of time. Consequently, higher volumes
of surface runoff water build up in shorter periods of time, with the result that the potential for erosion is
increased (higher water velocity), and the peak flows build up faster but do not last as long. Periods of low
water flows become much greater, since the “sponge” affect is no longer in place to moderate high and low
flow periods. In addition to moderating high and low water flows, the forest also acts as a very effective
filter, which is why the retention of intact forest systems in a watershed is such a contentious issue
throughout the world.
It is undoubtedly possible to harvest timber in watersheds, without causing any adverse water quality and
quantity affects. Indeed, the creation of small openings to increase surface water flows is a fairly standard prescription in the management of forested watersheds. However, such activities require a considerable amount of site specific knowledge, and careful planning and layout if water quality is to be maintained.
Given that water supply, and water quality are critical issues on Bowen Island, some basic data about
water issues have been assembled on an island-wide basis, and not just as they apply to Crown Lands.
Appendix B contains an Excel spreadsheet outlining the existing water licences on Bowen Island as of
Summer 1999. Figure 4 in Section 2 show the Ministry of Environment Community watershed areas. These
boundaries appear to be somewhat arbitrary, portraying the watershed boundaries as generalized
“bubbles” around known creeks.
They do not reflect actual topographic conditions; do not encompass headwater areas; do not
encompass the entire creek system to include ephemeral creeks and surface seepages; and they do not
afford comprehensive protection for the watersheds from top to bottom, because the boundaries delineated are far too limited for that. Figure 5 shows watersheds based on an analysis of the actual ground
conditions using the provincial government contour data.
What Figure 5 highlights so well, is that the Grafton Lake watershed encompasses a large portion of the
island, and from a watershed delineation viewpoint, all of the water flowing off Collins Ridge, and into Killarney Lake, is a part of the same overall watershed, with both feeding water down to Snug Cove. Figure 5 also
shows clearly that the large blocks of Crown Land (Blocks 1 to 7) play a vital role in
moderating water quantity and quality for the entire island. This role cannot be ignored or discounted - it
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may in fact be one of the most crucial roles that the Crown Lands offer this community. The manner in
which Crown Lands moderate water supply and demand should be addressed in the forthcoming Land Use
bylaw, and in the next Official Community Plan review; it is too important to ignore.
Fieldwork revealed that the location of most creek systems is still not accurate. Many of the ephemeral
creeks on the Island are not mapped at all, yet all of them provide important seasonal flows into the larger
creek systems One new creek was located in 1999 between Meadowhawk Marsh and Honeymoon Lake. Its
significance is that Meadowhawk Marsh also forms the headwaters for Killarney Creek, and therefore is
supplying several water use areas. This is not yet reflected in the MOE community
watershed delineation.
I

t appears that the capacity of the lakes and creeks to actually provide the quantities of water
assigned to the many licences issued, has not been ascertained in any detail, with the possible exception of
work undertaken on Grafton Lake for the Cates Hill development. Even then, the many creeks that supply
Grafton Lake throughout the larger watershed have not been well studied, and development within the
Grafton Lake watershed has typically proceeded with no knowledge or understanding of how the cumulative effects might eventually affect water quality and quantity. Similarly, there seems to be very little
knowledge about the water demands placed on the existing supplies by the development already in place;
whether or not specific users within existing developments use more than their fair share of the supply
available; and, whether or not present demands can be sustained. It is common knowledge around the island
that several local water supply areas experience water shortages, and many creeks dry up, every summer.
The data required to improve water resource information includes:
¨ Accurate location and mapping of all permanent and ephemeral streams
¨ Seasonal water flow quantities in the main creek systems
¨ Actual quantity of water removal from water intakes (water license information only
indicates maximum allowable withdrawals)
¨ Fish and wildlife habitat information specific to each stream, so that local ecosystem sensitivity can be properly documented.
Given that the supply of potable water is a limiting factor for the Island, this information is quite critical for
long-term planning. The Bowen Island Forest & Water Management Society has undertaken to improve
creek location mapping. As of November 2000, Honeymoon Creek, Cartographers Creek, Bowen Brook, Lee
Creek, Terminal Creek, Davies Creek, and Spooner Brook have all been located by Global
Positioning System work, and the group hopes to complete more creek system mapping as funds
become available. All of the revised creek data is made available through updated maps and digital databases.
On a related issue, once water has been used, it is disposed of in either a septic system or a sewer. Again,
the way in which used water flows downhill, possibly carrying with it sources of pollution, has not been
studied. As a result, we have no means of knowing whether or not the existing disposal infrastructure is at,
beyond, or under capacity. Any future use of Crown lands needs to have a much more detailed understanding of these issues before it proceeds. This is especially true for any development occurring above existing
water use areas, where the potential for downslope pollution would be increased.
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4.5 Human Uses
Historically, the island has been logged and burned at least once. Residential development has been
relatively slow (compared to other parts of British Columbia). The annexation of Crown Land into private
holdings has not been extensive in the past few decades. Presently, recreation and the use of the high
vantage points are the two main uses on the Crown lands. Recreation is generally trail hiking, horse
riding, and mountain bikes along reasonably well established trails, some of which appear to have been
old logging roads at an earlier time.
The two main high points on Bowen Island are the summits of Mt. Gardner (Block 1), and the summit
area above Josephine Ridge (Block 6). Both areas are in active use for a range of communications
towers, and leases are in place for road access and specific site uses. The forest land around the radar
tower on Josephine Ridge was logged in 2000 to provide a better line of site for radar coverage.
Several attempts at mining have occurred around the turn of the century, but none of them lead to a
viable operation. More recently, it has been found that arsenic contamination of the water supply is a
problem over on the east side of Bowen, directly below Crown Land Blocks 3 and 4. Although the principles leading to this issue are understood, the detailed geology of Bowen is not that well defined, and
again, large scale changes to the landscape may exacerbate these problems.
There have been occasional suggestions that mining on Bowen Island should be restarted. Given the well
defined water quality and quantity issues already known, and the scale of operations required to make a
mine efficient, it is not clear if, or how such an operation could be undertaken. It seems possible that
there would be an adverse community reaction to such a proposal.
The issue of extracting rock for use on Bowen Island has been very contentious in the past few years,
especially after the arsenic issue arose. Few people seem keen to have poisoned water leaching out of
driveways and into the island water supplies. The quality (mineral composition) of the rock within the
existing quarry reserve area at the east side of Crown block 1, was not studied as part of this project.
The site seems to be a reasonable location for a small scale quarry, that could supply island wide needs
without requiring constant importation of rock from off island. However, further analysis of the rock
composition would be prudent before the quarry is re-activated.
Although not a part of this project, the Crown Lands on Bowen Island are extremely visible from all off
shore points. The east slopes of Blocks 2, 3, 4, and 5 are seen from many points along the Sea to Sky
highway and the Langdale ferry. The southern slopes of Blocks 5, 6, and 1 are the backdrop that defines
Bowen Island from the ferry to Vancouver Island, and the many cruise ships passing by. The west and
north sides of Block 1 are visible from the Sunshine Coast. There has not been a comprehensive assessment of the aesthetic and landscape values associated with the Crown Lands. However, they define the
essence of all of the higher parts of Bowen Island, and much of the slopes. There has been considerable
community pressure placed on existing developers to thoroughly assess and protect visual impacts of
development on private lands, especially after the clear cut logging along the south side of Bowen Island
a few years ago.
Any disposition or change in use of the Crown Lands that involved landscape modification, should be
required to assess the impacts of change before planning approvals are granted so that the overall
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landscape character of Bowen is not ruined.
Ecological Reserve # 48 was established by authority of Order-In-Council 1830 in 1973. The reserve is
off limits to public access (by legislation), except by permit. It serves to protect a special forest
ecosystem and contains a wide array of sensitive ecosystems and habitats. The present warden is Alan
Whitehead. Concerns about buffering the ecological reserve have been expressed as adjacent lands
come up for development. Shaving off forest cover right up to the boundaries of such an area is always a
hot topic of debate among scientists and planners. At the present time, Blocks 3, 4,5, and 7 serve to
provide some buffering capability around parts of the reserve, and the recently created conservation
areas in Cates Hill strengthen that aspect. By retaining larger contiguous blocks of forest cover
around the reserve, habitat linkages are extended further across the island, and consequently, opportunities for biodiversity are maintained.
Apodaca Provincial Park was established by Order in Council 2604 in 1954, and it provides an excellent
linkage between the Ecological Reserve and the shoreline. There seems to be a Right of way leading to
the park (0295531) but the status of that has not been checked.
The land atlas plans obtained from the Ministry of Forests and reproduced in Figures 7, 8, and 9 show
that there have been, and may still be, many rights of way, leases, and other map notations granted
over the Crown Lands. The exact status of these is difficult to check because differing agencies have
historically used different codes and mapping systems. There is a lot of duplication of data, and no
shortage of confusion about which notations are or are not still valid. There is a shortage of government
staff time and ability to check this data.

4.6

Wildlife Habitat

Section 3 describes the kinds of wildlife habitat found on the Crown Lands and their importance for the
wildlife of Bowen Island. At one level, the health of an ecosystem can be measured by simply counting
the number of individual wildlife species (as a measure of biodiversity), and comparing the result to that
noted in other areas. Generally speaking, biodiversity increases in proportion to area occupied by an
ecosystem. A comprehensive inventory of wildlife species (all taxa) has not yet been completed for
Bowen Island. However, new species are constantly being noted. Because the Bowen Island Crown Lands
represent 40% of the land base of the island and include all of the major ecosystem types (with the
exception of Douglas-fir/Arbutus woodlands), it is estimated that the Crown Lands are representative
of many levels (species, habitat, ecosystem) of the island’s biodiversity. Ecosystem representativeness
is a measure used to evaluate the potential of an area for nature reserve or protected area designation
(Usher 1986).
Since there are so many large, relatively undisturbed tracts of Crown land on Bowen Island, and their
forest interiors are well separated from their edges, many area and habitat-sensitive species have been
recorded. These include cougar, and numerous birds of prey such as owls, eagles, hawks and falcons.
These species are considered to be key indicators of good ecosystem health because they hold positions high in the food chain.
Ecosystem health may also be measured by counting the individuals and/or breeding pairs of keystone
species found in the ecosystem. Keystone species fulfil important roles in the functioning of an
ecosystem. When a keystone species is lost or its habitat is damaged, a domino effect causes the
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significant disruption of ecosystem processes and loss of other species (Methven 1992). On Bowen
Island, the Pileated Woodpecker is considered an important keystone species, because it excavates
cavities in trees that are later used as nesting sites by many other species unable to create cavities
themselves. Pileated woodpeckers were encountered on every large Crown Block, and woodpecker
excavation on snags and other wildlife trees was very much in evidence. Based on this measure, the
extensive presence of this keystone species again bodes well for the viability of the Crown Lands
ecosystems.
An additional measure of ecosystem health is the extent to which exotic invasive plant species have
invaded, dispersed and displaced the native flora within the ecosystem. Unlike many other islands in the
Trust Area, the Bowen Island Crown Lands have not been invaded by highly invasive species such as
Scotch Broom. With the exception of the minor presence of ubiquitous species such as foxglove and the
hair grasses (Aira spp.), native forbs, grasses, mosses and lichens continue to dominate the terrestrial
herbaceous and coastal bluff ecosystems. The general absence of invasive species is again an excellent
indicator of the high quality habitat found on the Bowen Island Crown Lands.
At the island landscape level, the well-established principles of conservation biology (Soulé and Wilcox
1980) offer clarity in better understanding what can be done to ensure the long-term viability of a
natural area. When applied, the principles listed below guide the design of networks or systems of
protected areas and when applied, help protect wildlife habitat.
1.
Maintain large, intact patches of native vegetation by preventing fragmentation of those
patches by development and resource extraction activities.
2.

Establish priorities for species protection and protect habitats that constrain the distribution
and abundance of those species.

3.

Protect rare landscape elements – both abiotic and biotic. Guide unpreventable development
(including recreational) toward areas of landscape containing “common” or previously disturbed
features.

4.

Maintain connections among wildlife habitats by identifying and protecting linkage corridors for
gene flow, species movement, and seed dispersal.

5.

Maintain significant ecological processes in a protected areas system.

6.

Contribute to the regional (Strait of Georgia) persistence of rare species by protecting their
habitat locally.

7.
Balance the opportunity for public recreation with the habitat needs of wildlife.
Consideration of these principles during the Crown Lands decision-making process will lead to the most
ecologically correct solutions regarding disposition.

4.7

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

The Bowen Island Crown Lands have been found to contain environmentally sensitive for numerous
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Meadowhawk Marsh, high on Collins Ridge is a very significant wetland and
warrants special protection.

Looking down into the Grafton Lake watershed, with the lake just visible to p
right. The steep slopes of Mt. Gardner are on the left .
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reasons. This section analyses environmental sensitivity as it pertains to the biotic aspects of the
ecosystem.

4 . 7.1

Sensitive Ecosys tem Invento ry

With the exception of a few localised areas, all of the larger Crown Blocks on Bowen Island have been
delineated as SEI sites by the federal and provincial governments. In total, 42 SEI sites occur on the
Crown Lands. The SEI sites on Bowen Island include the largest mixed older forest ecosystems (OF:mx),
and the three largest older second growth ecosystems (SG:mx) found in the entire SEI study area
(Ward et al 1998).
Mt Gardner (Crown Block 1) alone encompasses 25 contiguous SEI sites. On the south side of the
island, the 658.75 hectares of SEI Site H1997 is centred on Ecological Reserve #48, and its boundaries include Crown Blocks 3, 5, and 7. Apodaca Provincial Park creates critical linkage from this large
terrestrial block to the Strait of Georgia marine environment. At the northern end of Site H1997,
Crown Block 3 forms a critical linkage between the Ecological Reserve, the Nature Reserve owned by the
Islands Trust Fund on Cates Hill, and Davies Creek, which is protected within Crippen Regional Park, and
flows into Howe Sound.
The interspersion of Older Forests, Wetlands, Terrestrial Herbaceous and Riparian ecosystems within
the large older second growth forest matrix greatly increases the conservation significance of these
parcels of land. The four largest vegetated Crown Islets (Hutt, Timmy, Green Rain and Invisible) are
designated as SEI Coastal Bluff ecosystems that also provide important habitat for wildlife.
The identification of Sensitive Ecosystems Inventory sites on the Bowen Island Crown Lands
establishes a basis for developing sound land management decisions that will promote the best possible stewardship of these rare and fragile terrestrial ecosystems. Decisions regarding any other land
use proposal for these lands must first take into account the importance of these designated sensitive ecosystems and the need to protect them from destruction or degradation. McPhee et al (2000)
provides substantial ecological and socio-economic justification for protecting sensitive ecosystems,
and describes the tools that can be used by local government to do so.

4 . 7. 2

Threshold Communities

Threshold (red-listed) natural plant communities are considered rare on a provincial or national scale.
These communities have been ranked as red-listed (S1, S2, or S1S2) by the BC Conservation Data
Centre Ecologist (See Appendix A). Some Threshold Communities are relatively new and do not yet
appear on the published tracking list, and other non-forested threshold plant communities are still
waiting to be identified. The plant communities tabulated below in Table 28 summarise the information
presented in Section 3. All are threshold communities.
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BEC Units (CWHdm &CWHxm1):
dm/02
Name
Crown Block ID
Mt. Gardner
1
Honeymoon Lake
2
Collins Ridge
2
Fairy fen
6
Hen Cloud Forest
7
Lieben
12

Table 28.

xm1/02

dm/04

dm/13

xm1/13

xm1/01

dm1/01

Location of Threshold Plant Communities on Crown Land

A summary of each threshold plant community is given below:
BEC Unit
CWHdm/01

Plant Community

Rank

List

Successional Status

Tsuga heterophylla/Plagiothecium undulatum

S2

Red

CC

S2

Red

EC

S2

Red

CC

S1
S2
S2

Red

EC

Red

CC

S2

Red

EC

S1
S2

Red

EC

(Western hemlock/Flat moss)
CWHdm/02 Pseudotsuga menziesii-Pinus contorta/ Holodiscus
discolor/Cladina (Douglas-fir -Lodgepole
pine/Oceanspray/Cladina)
CWHdm/04 Pseudotsuga menziesii/Polystichum munitum
(Douglas-fir/Sword fern)
CWHdm/13 Thuja plicata/Rubus spectabilis
(Western redcedar/Salmonberry)
CWHxm1/01

Tsuga heterophylla - Pseudotsuga menziesii /
Kindbergia oregana Western hemlock - Douglasfir/Oregon beaked moss)

CWHxm1/02 Pseudotsuga menziesii - Pinus contorta/
Rhacomitrium canescens (Douglas-fir - Lodgepole
pine/Roadside rock moss)
CWHxm1/13 Thuja plicata/Rubus spectabilis
(Western redcedar/Salmonberry)

Table 29.

Threshold Plant Communities - Details

BEC Unit: Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification unit (including site series) in which each natural
plant community can occur. Dunster & Dunster (1996) define Biogeoclimatic Classification as a
“multilevel, integrated system of ecological classification utilizing climate, vegetation, and soils data to
produce a classification of ecosystems.” These units are described in the Ministry of Forests’ “Field
Guide to Site Identification and Interpretation for the Vancouver Forest Region” (Green & Klinka 1994).
Site series are by no means equivalent to natural plant communities as defined by the B.C. Conservation Data Centre.

Successional Status: The last column indicates the successional status of each natural plant
community. Natural plant communities are, almost without exception, climax plant communities or
communities that have reached SEI older forest status. Younger successional stages are considered
to be different plant communities, though they may eventually develop into climax plant communities.
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The codes are described in more detail below in Table 30.
The Threshold Community list for the Bowen Island Crown Lands is by no means complete. Two factors
limit our ability to complete the list: 1) the need for extensive ecosystem field inventories with full plot
data, and 2) the CDC has not completed creating the lists for the non-forested plant communities
found in wetlands, terrestrial herbaceous, sparsely vegetated and coastal bluff ecosystems. The Bowen
Island Crown Lands are noted to have these ecosystems (see SEI maps), and the findings of this study
should therefore only be considered preliminary.
The Threshold Communities found on the Bowen Island Crown Lands should be given the highest priority
for conservation. Uniquely, these Threshold Communities are located within a landscape matrix that is
in many instances reaching relatively undisturbed Older Forest status, and will itself soon begin to
qualify for Threshold Community designation. Other resource options for these lands must be carefully
considered in light of the opportunity to conserve not simply fragments, but entire self-sustaining
forests encompassing a wide range of habitats and plant communities. These opportunities are rare,
and were more or less extinguished elsewhere in the Georgia Basin over 50 years ago.

Co de

S u c ce s s i o n a l
S t a t us

De f i ni t i o n

CC

Climatic climax

The oldest expression of an ecosystem, where succession has been unimpeded by edaphic
(site) limiting factors or ecological disturbance. This state is self-perpetuating in the
absence of disturbance.

EC

Edaphic climax

The oldest possible expression of an ecosystem given edaphic (site) limiting factors atypical
for the landscape that arrest or redirect succession, so that the climatic climax is never
achieved. Edaphic limiting factors include extremely dry soil, extremely wet soil, and very poor
nutrient regime, relative to the landscape norms.

DC

Disclimax

The oldest possible expression of an ecosystem given a natural disturbance regime that
arrests or redirects succession so that the climatic climax is never achieved. Natural
disturbances include periodic surface fires and annual flooding (none noted on Bowen Crown
Lands to date).

Table 30.

4 . 7. 3

Explanation of Threshold Plant Community Codes

Wetlands

A number of wetlands were located on the Bowen Island Crown Lands. Some of these wetlands are SEI
sites, and their conservation significance is described elsewhere. The Bowen Island Crown Land wetlands are important for local and regional wildlife habitat. The wetlands play a critical role in the hydrological cycle, particularly in groundwater recharge functions. The general sensitivity of all wetlands to
human disturbance is well documented in the literature, and is reiterated in Golinski (2000).
Fairy Fen (Block 6) is not shown on existing maps such as the Ministry of Forests Forest Cover Map. It
is in fact, provincially significant, and requires formal protection to ensure that its ecological integrity is
maintained. The fen is bounded by a well-defined height of land and is fed by several tributary creeks and
seepages from higher ground. The surrounding forest is undisturbed, which is a contributing factor is
assessing the significance of the fen. The wetland is considered provincially significant because of its
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ecosystem representation, biodiversity, and undisturbed qualities. Because of its high sensitivity to any
disturbance, any non-conservation oriented land use or activity such as recreational trails should not be
kept well away from the catchment area of Fairy Fen. Fairy Fen provides an important ecological baseline,
and along with Meadowhawk Marsh (Mud Lake) on Crown Block 2, is considered to be among the most
significant wetlands on Bowen Island.
High up on the south-east shoulder of Mount Gardner, Smooth Swamp is a well developed wetland that
provides important habitat in that forest area. The wetland lies in a narrow trough and is a catch basin for
water flowing down the eastern slope of Mount Gardner. Water accumulates here until it reaches a point
where it descends over the edge of the ridge to feed streams that supply Grafton Lake. It is the most
extensive wetland at that altitude on Bowen, and is an ecologically important feature. Saddle Bog and
Murkwood Bog are also of scientific interest and conservation importance, providing a high elevation water
source for wildlife. There are few comparative high-elevations wetlands elsewhere in the Trust Area.
Meadowhawk Marsh (Mud Lake) has to date been poorly understood in terms of its ecosystem
classification, biodiversity features and hydrological functions. The Bowen Island Wetland Inventory
(Golinski, in press) provides an initial classification, species inventory and assessment of its features for
conservation and other purposes. Several site visits indicate that Meadowhawk Marsh supports at least
9 species of dragonflies (Odonata) and provides vital undisturbed dragonfly habitat. Site visits in spring
and late summer will likely add new species to the list. Dragonflies are the keystone indicator species of
wetland ecosystem health. The decline of dragonflies throughout the Georgia Basin is well noted, and the
potential to have Meadowhawk Marsh set aside as a dragonfly refugium should be explored. The discovery
of Cartographers Creek whilst studying Meadowhawk Marsh further emphasises the critical need for
continued field inventory work throughout all the Crown Lands.
While only parts of the Honeymoon Lake wetlands fall within Crown Block 2, this does not diminish the need
to protect them. The floating bog community in Honeymoon Lake provides habitat for the blue-listed Blue
Dasher dragonfly and contains several species of Sphagnum that are generally uncommon in the Islands
Trust Area. Both Upper Honeymoon Creek and Cartographers Creek discharge into Honeymoon Lake and
provide important corridors and linkages between the lake and the terrestrial uplands further east. Removal of forest cover in the Honeymoon Lake catchment would be deleterious to the health of the riparian
and wetland ecosystems associated with the lake.
A Nature Reserve owned by the Islands Trust Fund occurs on an adjacent contiguous parcel of land (Cates
Hill); protection of Crown Block 3 is absolutely vital to the preservation of the hydrological functions of the
wetland that is located in the Nature Reserve. This wetland serves as the headwaters for two salmonbearing creeks (Davies Creek and Dorothy Creek, which discharges into Terminal Creek). Depletion of forest
cover on Crown Block 3 would be deleterious to the ecological health of this
protected area.

4 . 7. 4 Riparian Ecosys te m s
Some 58 creeks and numerous unmapped ephemeral creeks originate within the Bowen Island Crown Lands,
including two salmon-bearing streams (Terminal and Davies) that are recognized by the BC Ministry of
Environment and Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans. These creeks, and their tributaries are
defined as riparian ecosystems, and are protected under the Canada Fisheries Act and the British ColumThe Crown Lands of Bowen Island
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bia Fish Protection Act.
Riparian ecosystems occur adjacent to lakes, ponds, wetlands, streams and creeks, where increased soil
moisture supports plant communities and soils distinct from the surrounding upland terrestrial areas. The
values of riparian ecosystems to Bowen Island are many. From an ecological perspective, riparian ecosystems contribute to high biodiversity, protect aquatic habitat, maintain water quality, and provide linear
corridors and linkages between habitats that allow the movement of wildlife species within the landscape.
The socio-economic values of riparian ecosystems include the provision of green space within developed and
undeveloped areas, research and nature education, flood protection and erosion reduction. Many of the
creeks are currently being mapped and studied by the Bowen Island Forest & Water Management Society,
with funding provided by various levels of government. The Bowen Island Fish & Wildlife Club operates the
salmon hatchery on Terminal Creek and performs important public duties related to the protection of
salmon in the Grafton Lake Watershed. Numerous nature education programmes operated by the Bowen
Island Community School, Island Pacific School and Greater Vancouver Regional District Parks Department
have focused on Terminal Creek as a study area.
The importance of protecting riparian ecosystems for habitat reasons is well documented in the
literature, as are the environmental disasters that occur when riparian ecosystems are disturbed. Elsewhere in the SEI Study Area, forestry, agriculture and urban development has increased ecosystem
fragmentation and reduced the continuity of riparian ecosystems. Bowen Island is fortunate that many of
the creeks originating on Crown Lands remain intact and undisturbed from point of origin to point of discharge into the Strait of Georgia or Howe Sound.
It has been stated elsewhere in this report that maintaining the hydrological system of the entire island is
critical to the well being of the community. Protection of individual creeks is therefore paramount. Vegetation loss or damage can result from logging, land development, agricultural uses, road construction, mining,
and the construction of recreational facilities including trails and access roads.
Approximately 30 acres in the eastern area of Crown Block 6 was recently clear-cut by the Coast Guard,
despite an environmental assessment that promised selective logging. Given the serious water shortages
on the south end of Bowen Island, the loss of any vegetative cover in a climatically “dry” area only exacerbates the problem, because of the role plants play in maintaining the hydrological cycle. This experience
should serve as a warning to all of Bowen Island that any proposed alteration in land uses on the Crown
Lands, must be considered against the potential to harm sensitive riparian ecosystems and create irreversible damage to the quality and quantity of ground water.

4 . 7. 5 Crown Islets
Order-in-Council 467 is Provincially established legislation that reserves certain Crown lands, including the
lesser islands and islets in the Trust Area, from disposition under the Land Act. While the order-in-council
reserves the islets, it does not provide a mechanism for restricting human access in order to protect sensitive ecosystem attributes, nor does it address the need for monitoring and management.
The Crown Islets located within 1000 metres of the Bowen Island shoreline have all been identified as SEI
Coastal Bluff ecosystem sites. In addition to the plant species found on these islets, all provide habitat for
a variety of bird species. There are known nesting sites for the Double-crested Cormorant and Black OysterThe Crown Lands of Bowen Island
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catcher on Timmy Islet, in Tunstall Bay. Timmy Islet, Hutt Islet, Invisible Islet and Green Rain Islet are all
used by many species of waterbirds during the winter months. A number of these species are red or blue
listed, and a priority should be given to permanently setting these islets as protected areas.
None of the islets are capable or suitable for other uses, and should therefore be placed under the jurisdiction of a Crown government agency with a conservation mandate. Local wardens should be recruited to
ensure that no access is allowed during the bird nesting and plant flowering seasons.

4 . 7. 6 Shoreline Reserve s
There are several shoreline reserves around Bowen Island, established at the time of subdivision as a
means of protecting the shoreline from encroachment by residential development. Although the
designation is no longer applied in new subdivisions, it has served as a means of protecting the island
shoreline in some areas. However, analysis of the present status of the shoreline reserves suggests that
parts of them may have been sold off by the government to the adjacent land owners. This is an example
where it has proven difficult to know the exact land status. In recent years (prior to Municipal status) the
Local Trust Committee was actively seeking to prevent development from occurring within the shoreline
reserve areas, yet it now appears that at the same time, the government was actively disposing of these
areas. It is a very contradictory position when one government agency sells off that which another government agency seeks to preserve and protect. The shoreline reserves should be examined in much more
thorough detail, and where possible, retained rather than sold off.

4 . 7. 7 Liebe n
This parcel has been described in detail in Section 3. Its importance is re-emphasised here because of the
very specific conditions that were attached to the property at the time of donation. Lieben was donated
with the specific written understanding that the land would be held by a conservation organization of the
Crown, and if such a thing did not exist at the time of donation, that the Crown would hold it in perpetuity
with no alteration. Counsel acting on behalf of the estate confirms “it was not their wish that the property be turned into a formal park” and that the conditions of the bequest were that the land was to
“remain in perpetuity as a nature reserve with controlled public use and habitat
management”
In 1990, a Crown Agency was established to deal with such bequests in the Islands Trust Area.
The Islands Trust Fund was created in 1990 for the express purpose of upholding the mandate of the
Islands Trust to: “preserve and protect significant areas of the Islands Trust Area environment”. Of interest to the Trust Fund Board are areas and features that are representative of:
-

The Trust Area environment;
An Island’s natural or cultural heritage;
A special value for the residents and/or the province.

As a Crown Agency, the Trust Fund Board can hold and manage Crown Lands as nature reserves. The
Islands Trust Fund currently owns 9 nature reserves, and holds conservation covenants on an additional
15 privately-owned properties. Several of the nature reserves are owned and managed by the Trust Fund
as the result of bequests, and several of the properties also have important cultural values.
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Lieben clearly matches the mandate of the Islands Trust Fund, and in order to finally secure the wishes of
the donors, the Lieben lands should be transferred to the Trust Fund Board for permanent protection and
management.

4.8

Existing Islands Trust Policies, and Their Role in
Conservation and Land Use Planning

Within the Islands Trust Area, the Bowen Island Crown Lands contain the most representative examples of
large, relatively intact ecosystems, plant communities and habitats found within the CWHxm1 and CWHdm
biogeoclimatic zones. Both the Bowen Island Official Community Plan (OCP), and the “Islands Trust Policy
Statement” (available on-line at the Islands Trust website ww.islandstrust.bc.ca), clearly recognize the
importance of ecosystem conservation and the need for protection.
While most Bowen Islanders are familiar with the OCP, they may not be aware of the Islands Trust Policy
Statement, from which the following pertinent policies are taken:
3.1.2

It is Trust Council’s policy to work towards the establishment of a network of protected
areas which (sic) preserve representative ecosystems in their natural state, and in
sufficient size and distribution to sustain their ecological integrity.

3.1.6

Trust Council encourages actions and programs of other government agencies which:

- place priority on the side of protection for Trust Area ecosystems when judgement must be
exercised,
- protect the diversity of native species and habitats in the Trust Area, and
- prevent pollution of the air, land and fresh and marine waters of the Trust Area.
3.1.8

Trust Council encourages agents of the government of British Columbia or the government
of Canada, Crown corporations, municipalities, regional districts, non-government
organizations, property owners and occupiers to protect environmentally sensitive areas
and significant natural sites, features and landforms through voluntary stewardship,
conservation covenants and careful management.

3..2.1

It is Trust Council’s policy that:

- the Trust Area’s forest ecosystems should be protected.
3.3.1

Trust Council holds that:

- the freshwater wetlands, bodies of surface water, natural drainage patterns, water courses, fishbearing streams, watershed and groundwater recharge areas of the Trust Area should be
identified, protected and, where possible, restored or rehabilitated, and
- the natural wetlands of the Trust Area, including those in the Agricultural Land Reserve that have
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not been altered in the past for agriculture, should not be drained, filled or degraded.
It is the position of Trust Council that development should not be allowed within a line drawn
300 metres offshore or mid-channel (whichever is less) of any island or islet in the Trust
Area owned entirely by the Crown or affected by Order in Council 467.

3.4.1

4.2.10

Trust Council encourages the Provincial government to designate forest ecosystem
reserves, where no extraction will take place, to promote the preservation of native
biological diversity.

4.5.3

It is the position of Trust Council that development, activity, buildings or structures should
not result in a loss of significant marine or coastal habitat, or interfere with natural coastal
processes.

4.6.1

Trust Council holds that there should be no extraction of the peat, metals, minerals, coal or
petroleum resources of the Trust Area.

5.1.1

Trust Council holds that the overall visual quality of the Trust Area and its scenic values
should be protected from disturbance, particularly those areas that have distinctive
features or are highly visible.

5.2.2

Trust Council holds that tree cover on the islands is of great importance and should be
preserved.

Policy statements remain merely words, unless acted upon. The Islands Trust Policy Statement does provide
considerable policy direction and a course of action for the Bowen Island Municipality to follow regarding
these important issues. Some of the applicable directional policies are quoted below:
3.1.9

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the identification and protection of the environmentally
sensitive areas and significant natural sizes, features and landforms in their planning area.

3.1.10

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the planning, establishment and maintenance of a
network of protected areas which preserve the representative ecosystems of their planning area,
and maintain their ecological integrity.

3.1.11

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the regulation of land use and development so as to
restrict emission to land, air and water to levels not harmful to humans or other species.
3.2.3

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the protection of unfragmented forest ecosystems
in their planning area from potentially adverse impacts of growth, development and land- use.
3.3.3

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address means to prevent further loss or degradation of
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freshwater bodies or water courses, wetlands and riparian zones and to protect aquatic
wildlife.
3.4.7

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the protection of sensitive coastal areas.

3.4.8

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the planning for and regulation of development in
coastal regions so as to protect natural coastal processes.

4.2.16

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the need to protect the ecological integrity of forest
stands and landscapes.

4.2.17

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address

-

the retention of large land holdings and parcel sizes for sustainable forestry use, and
the location and construction of roads and utility and communication corridors so as to minimize the
fragmentation of forests.

4.2.18

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the designation of forest ecosystem reserves where
no extraction will take place to ensure the preservation of native biological diversity.

4.4.6

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address measures that ensure:

-

neither the density nor intensity of land use is increased in areas which are known to have a problem with
the quality or quantity of the supply of freshwater,
water quality is maintained, and
existing, anticipated and seasonal demands for water are considered and allowed for.

4.4.7

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address measures that ensure water use in not to the
detriment of instream uses.

4.5.9

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the compatibility of the location, size and nature of
marinas with the island’s ecosystems and character.

4.5.10

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address the location of buildings and structures so as to
protect public access to, from and along the marine shoreline and minimize impacts on
sensitive coastal environments.

5.1.4

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
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plans and regulatory by-laws, address the protection of views, scenic areas and distinctive
features contributing to the overall visual quality and scenic value of the Trust Area.
5.5.4

-

Local trust committees and, where applicable, municipalities shall, in their official community
plans and regulatory by-laws, address:

the location and type of recreational facilities so as not to degrade environmentally sensitive areas, and,
the designation of locations for marinas, boat launches, docks and anchorages so as not to degrade
sensitive marine or coastal areas.

As a local government, Bowen Island Municipality clearly has the key role to play in the preservation and
protection of the island’s ecosystems. Because the Crown Lands encompass 40% of the island’s land base,
strong island-based policies must be developed, implemented and enforced to ensure that this land base is
not eroded due to inappropriate activities that affect the structure, function and dynamics of the landscape ecosystem.
Unlike other unincorporated islands in the Islands Trust Area, Bowen Island Municipality can take full advantage of the opportunities provided in the Local Government Act to protect its environment. The Local
Government Act replaces the previous Municipal Act, and it is expected to be fully enacted on 1 January
2001. The Local Government Act provides a wide range of legal tools that can be used by the Bowen Island
Municipality to ensure that ecologically appropriate land uses and planning occurs throughout the island.
Other tools are described in McPhee et al (2000).

4.9

Visual Landscape Analysis

While there have been several biophysical assessments of the Bowen Island landscape (Block 1978, and
Hirvonen 1976) these do not deal much with the visual and aesthetic aspects of the forested landscape
from offshore, or from within the island. The Green Zone report (1992) briefly discusses these aspects, and
references a 1992 project by Juan de Fuca Environmental Consultants. This study identifies all of the Crown
Lands areas, and much of the private lands as being of high visual sensitivity. Some detail was added in
Dunster & Associates (1999) as a part of the Cowan Point assessment. It is clear that all of the steeper
slopes on Bowen Island, both Crown and private are very visible from all points offshore. The clear cut logging
on the south shore of the island, undertaken in the 80’s remains a highly visible area, and although it is
slowly regenerating, it will still be several decades yet before this area blends back into the overall landscape.
Any activity discussed for the Crown Lands must include a detailed visual assessment to ensure that visual
aspects are properly incorporated into the plans and proposed activities.

4.10

Development Po tential

The potential for development on the Crown Lands of Bowen Island is limited by slopes, terrain, access to
potable water, sewage disposal capacity, and the constraints imposed by the need to properly protect
provincially significant plant communities, wetlands, and wildlife habitats; quite apart from the Islands Trust
mandate to “Preserve and Protect” and the specific sections of their policy statement that reinforce that
mandate. The assessed value of these Crown land areas for development has to be
evaluated in light of the above factors; much of the Crown land is too steep and too rugged for
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development.
Timber values are considerable if the value of the land base is considered only as a fibre source. However,
the timber values may in fact be much less than other values, as yet unquantified but in fact, no less
important to this community. Watershed protection, protection of rare plant communities and wildlife
habitat, maintenance of biodiversity, and overall landscape aesthetics are all important values. Alone, or
together they provide Bowen Island with tangible assets that may exceed the more traditional short
term revenue opportunities derived from timber extraction and land development. At present there is
no immediate shortage of land for residential development, and as the last few years have shown, there
is little or no island-wide demand for the dense urban development that characterises the Lower Mainland.
Notwithstanding that much of the Crown land is unsuitable for residential development or extensive
timber harvesting, the high, and exposed summit areas may be very suitable as sites for windmills to
generate local energy for Bowen Island. This aspect should be further explored because it is already
known that the present electrical supply to the island is very close to capacity, and an additional feed
line will be extremely expensive. Location of wind driven power plants is under active consideration by
B.C. Hydro and the federal government has expressed interest in establishing more such areas as part
of its drive towards environmentally friendly energy sources.

4.11

Enabling Community Understanding and Involvement

The Crown Lands Committee on Bowen Island clearly anticipated that 40% of the land base is too
significant to be discussed and its disposition planned, in the absence of comprehensive community
involvement. The process envisaged, and outlined in Figure 1, clearly identifies the need for scientific
assessment to establish a credible baseline of information, and to identify data gaps that were still
needed to support decision making. The identification of user groups on the island (and those that
might visit), a thorough capability analysis, and an assessment of potential uses all form an essential
first step for the community to review and comment on the fate of these Crown Land. While it clearly
true that provincial agencies may have an interest, that interest must be balanced against the many
on island benefits and values identified in this report.
Development of a comprehensive strategy for the planning and management of these lands can not be
accomplished with a cursory assessment of ideas, made by off-island bureaucrats in the absence of
sound technical baseline data, and local knowledge . Attempting to do so, would clearly abrogate the
Islands Trust policy statement.
For example Section 5.8.1 states
Trust Council holds that public participation should be a part of the decision-making
processes at all levels of government.
Section 5.8.4 notes
Trust Council holds that island communities within the Trust Area are themselves best able
to determine the most effective local government structure to support their local
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autonomy and specific community needs within the object of the Islands Trust.
While Section 5.6.1 notes
Trust Council holds that the Area’s natural and human heritage; its areas and property of
natural, historic, cultural, aesthetic, educational or scientific heritage value or character
should be identified, preserved, protected and enhanced.
In light of such definitive policy statements, it seems reasonable that the process espoused by the
Crown Lands Committee should proceed. This will ensure that the community of Bowen Island (and its
Municipal Council) have an opportunity to be involved in the planning process. It will also ensure that the
Islands Trust as an organisation can be supported by credible technical data and local input so that the
Trust mandate and its policy statement is adhered to and respected by other government agencies,
without fettering Trust staff.

Garter Snake: There are two main species on Bowen
Island, (Thamnophis sirtalis - red-sided garter snake,
and Thamnophis elegans western terrestrial garter
snake), and one subspecies of T. elegans.
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Any new disturbances, such as harvesting, or land development must be
assessed and integrated carefully with the existing ecological features, and the watershed protection issues,
not to scale

Protect significant wetland Meadowhawk marsh
Watershed protection issues

12345
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12345
12345
12345
12345

*

*
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345

Protect significant
wetland - Fairy Fen and
its headwaters.

*

*
*

*
*

Protect important habitat linkages
and buffer for ecological reserve

Flatter ground, possibly suitable for community forest
operation after detailed assessment work is undertaken
and if accepted by the community.

Figure 35. Synopsis of the key features on Crown Land
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5.0

Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this project was to assess the Crown Lands on Bowen Isl;and and determine, to the
extent possible, what biophysical features now exist, which of these are ecologically sensitive, which
may be desired for human use, and how they interact. At the early stages of the project the importance
of water and watershed protection became apparent as an -island-wide issue, that extends well beyond
the boundaries of the Crown Land, and are at the same time, very strongly influenced by the condition
of these Crown Lands. The field work revealed the presence of several wetlands, two of which are considered to be of provincial significance, warranting very special protection. Several areas of the Crown
Lands contain plant communities that are also of provincial significance due to their rarity, and it has
been found that Bowen Island now has the largest, relatively undisturbed blocks of older forest within
the Islands Trust Area.
The Crown Lands do have some potential for a communityforest, but if this is to proceed, it will require
extremely careful planning in order to avoid jeapardisng therole of the same landbase for watershed
protection, landscape linkages for wildlife habitat, and the protection of rare plant communities.
Recreation opportunities are primarily found for trail use and simply enjoying the landscape for what it
is - a readily accessibly, very diverse assemblage of forests and plants that forms the backbone of this
community. The potential for re-activation of mining is not knowm but would require detailed planning
work, and may not be wholly acceptable to the community.
Just under 40% of Bowen Island is Crown Land, although some of that is already protected as
Ecologicla Reserve, nature reserve, and Apodaca Provincial Park. This report should now be used to refine
the community’s understanding of the many issues discussed, and to facilitate community discussion
about how these lands might be managed in the future.
The following recommendations have been sysnthesised from the report.

5.1 Recommendations:
5.1.1 Community Involvement and Understanding
1

Undertake a community-based consultation process to ascertain what island-based needs can
be met by the Crown lands, and obtain a better perspective as to what types of activity will or
will not be countenanced by residents.

2

Encourage the Islands Trust staff and elected officials to make wise use of the Trust mandate,
and ensure that any discussions regarding disposition of, and or plans for Crown Land properly
reflect the Trust Policy Statement.
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5.1.2 Wa ter Issues
3

4

Undertake a detailed hydrological study all of Island water supplies, to include establishing base
flow by season in all creeks supplying drinking water or feeding into watersheds that supply
drinking water from lakes. This study should ascertain whether these creeks and lake systems
are at, beyond, or below their capacity to supply drinking water, and to further define the role
that the adjacent Crown Lands play in maintaining water quantity and water quality.
Compare actual baseline flows to the already committed capacity under license.

5

Request the Ministry of Environment to establish more credible watershed boundaries that
reflect topography, and entire networks of creek systems, rather than the present system of
conceptual bubbles on part of the system only.

6

Have all of the main creek systems and their main tributaries accurately mapped, and have that
information publicly available for planning use.

5.1.3 Municipal Issues
7

Municipal Council should establish clear zoning and Community Watershed bylaws on all Crown
and Private lands that involve watershed issues. Incorporate these in the Land Use Bylaw and
Official Community Plan.

8

Use this report as a starting point to ensure that critical areas of Crown land are fully
considered in any future planning processes and that the technical data is properly integrated
into land use analyses.

9

Ensure that a comprehensive public process is put in place to decide how lands should be used
for the future of the island, and ensure that the community of Bowen Island has every
opportunity to understand and comment on any plans before decisions are made.

10

The Municipal Council should zone all ecologically sensitive areas on Crown lands as special
protection areas and not simply as park or greenspace. The provincially significant wetland
areas should be placed in Ecological Reserves.

11

Investigate which, if any, lands would be suitable for Municipal or community based uses, such as
sports fields, and space for a community centre and / or performing arts centre.

5.1.4 Mining Issues
13

If mining is to be re-activated on Bowen Island, it must include a detailed technical, environmental and economic analysis before any commitments are made. Re-activation of the existing
quarry lease on the east side of Mt. Gardner may be a useful means of supplying gravel for onisland use if other environmental issues can be addressed.
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5.1.5 Fo restry Issues
14

Investigate the options for establishing a community controlled and operated forest management project on the island if local benefits for local people can be assured The feasibility of such
a project must include technical, environmental, and economic analyses.

15

If a community forest is established, the use of an on-island sawmill should be encouraged to
promote on-island use of the local wood.

16

Carefully evaluate the community forest concept and operational proposal in light of other
values.

5.1.6 Conservation and Heritage Issues
17

Ensure that all wetland areas, riparian setbacks, and all regionally significant ecosystems are
afforded protection. The two provincially significant wetland areas, and including the heights of
land that maintain water flows to them (Fairy Fen in Block 6, and Meadowhawk Marsh in Block
2), should be given special protection as ecological reserves.

18

More thoroughly document and locate heritage values, most of which date from turn of century
logging activity on the Crown lands

19

Watershed and creek headwater areas should be off limits to logging and all other forms of
disturbance and any trails planned should be routed away from these areas, or very carefully laid
out to minimize disturbance.

20

The Crown land blocks adjacent to the Ecological Reserve should be maintained intact and left
relatively undisturbed so that they can serve as buffers. Any potential timber harvesting
activities within Block 5 or 7 should be very selective, and undertaken to avoid large disturbances close to the Reserve.

21

Ensure that Apodaca Provincial Park is maintained as a park to ensure a connection from sea to
the height of land.

22

The Ecological Reserve must be maintained free of trails, and any proposed trails on adjacent
lands should be routed away from the boundaries.

23

Continue to research and refine Sensitive Ecosystem data, wildlife habitats, creek location, and
other land features and functions to ensure that all land use plans fully account for ecological
values before irreversible actions are implemented on the ground.
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APPENDIX A
INFORMATION ABOUT THE
SENSITIVE ECO SYSTEMS INVENTO RY
The Sensitive Ecosystems Inventory (SEI) is an interagency project involving Environment Canada
(Canadian Wildlife Service) and BC Environment (Conservation Data Centre and Vancouver Island
Regional Office), with support from other agencies such as the Islands Trust and regional districts. Its
purpose is to systematically identify, locate, and map the sensitive ecosystems remaining in the
Province. The first SEI occurred on East Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands (SEI Study Area). In
Phase 1, over 7,000 sites with a minimum size of 0.5 hectares were mapped and the data provides a
basis for establishing conservation priorities within the land development and community planning
processes1 . Phase 2 involved the development of conservation guidelines for sensitive ecosystems2 .
Within the East Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands SEI Study Area, seven sensitive ecosystems
were identified as well as two additional ecosystems with general biodiversity values.
CB

Coastal Bluff

SB

Sparsely vegetated

HT

Terrestrial herbaceous

WN

Wetland

RI

Riparian

WD

Woodland

OF

Older forest

Table 31.

Vegetated rocky islets, rocky shoreline/grassland, rocky shoreline/moss or
coastal cliff
Sand dunes, gravel spits and inland cliffs with sparse vegetation
Mosaics of rare coastal grassland and/or moss-covered rock outcrops. Typically
occur as openings in forested areas or adjacent to Garry oak woodlands
Wet soil and moisture-dependent plantsInclude bogs, fens, marsh, swamps,
shallow water and wet meadow
All stages of floodplain vegetation including riparian ecosystems associated with
lake shorelines and gullies
Open stands of Garry oak, mixed stands of Garry oak/Arbutus, Douglas-fir /
Arbutus, and trembling aspen
Older than 100 yearsConiferous, or mixed with broadleaf species

SEI Ecosystems on Bowen Island

Two other ecosystems (Table 32) also formed part of the SEI project due to their important
biodiversity and wildlife habitat values. On the Bowen Island Crown Lands, a number of SEI ecosystems
have been identified and are delineated as polygons on air photos maintained by the Conservation Data
Centre at the BC Environment Ministry in Victoria, and are available as an ArcView GIS theme map layer.
No Seasonally Flooded Agricultural Fields (FS) were delineated on Bowen Island.

1

Ward, P., G. Radcliffe, J. Kirkby, J. Illingworth and C. Cadrin. 1998. Sensitive Ecosys tems Inventory: East Vancouver Island and Gulf
Islands, 1993-1997. Volume 1: Methodology, Ecological Descriptions and Results. Technical Report Series No. 320, Canadian
Wildlife Service, Pacific & Yukon Region, British Columbia.
2
McPhee, M., P. Ward, J. Kirkby, L. Wolfe, N. Page, K. Dunster, N.K. Dawe, and I. Nykwist. 2000. Sensitive Ecosys tems Inventory: East
Vancouver Island and Gulf Islands, 1993-1997. Volume 2: Conservation Manual. Technical Report Series No. 345, Canadian Wildlife
Service, Pacific & Yukon Region, British Columbia.
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SG

Older second growth forest

Larger stands (>25 hectares) of 60-100 year old
forestConiferous, or mixed with broadleaf component

FS

Seasonally flooded
agricultural field

Fields regularly flooded in winter months

Table 32.

SEI Ecosystems with General Biodiversity Values

Site-specific information about the sensitive ecosystems found on the Bowen Island Crown Lands, and
their regional significance was provided in Section 3 of this Report. Descriptive information about these
ecosystems is summarized below. The information is abridged from Ward et al (1998) and McPhee et al
(2000).

C OASTAL BLUFF ECO SYSTEMS (CB)
Coastal bluff ecosystems include vegetated rocky islets, rocky shorelines with grasslands, rocky shorelines with mosses, and coastal cliffs that are dominated by grasses, forbs, and bryophytes. Coastal
bluffs begin at the water’s edge, and for the purposes of this inventory include only lands above the
mean ordinary high tide mark.
The SEI recognizes two coastal bluff ecosystem classes: CB, consisting of vegetated rocky islets, rocky
shoreline/grasslands, rocky shoreline/moss; and CB:cl, consisting of vegetated coastal cliffs. These two
classes encompass several different landforms that provide specialized wildlife habitats, and support
distinct plant communities. Because of their general rarity, all are of conservation concern in the SEI
Study Area. Vegetated coastal bluff ecosystems are distinguished from other SEI terrestrial ecosystems by three main attributes:

- Age. CB ecosystems are exposed to devastating winter storms and summer droughts that can
result in short-lived plants and rapid species turnover. Because of this, CB ecosystems are
frequently among the youngest of the ecosystem types in the SEI inventory, and include examples of
the phenomenon of primary succession - ecosystems in the making. Despite this constant threat of
catastrophe, coastal bluffs can also be found in various older successional stages throughout the
SEI study area. It may take a hundred years or more for undisturbed coastal bluffs to become well
established with trees, shrubs, and flowers. It also takes many years for extensive moss and lichen
gardens to form on coastal bluffs.
- Soils. CB ecosystems are noted for their general lack of soils. Outwash deposits, left in rock crevices and depressions sheltered from prevailing winds, give rise to dry, nutrient-poor soils that support plant growth. The surrounding environment is generally hostile, due to natural disturbance
processes (crashing waves, currents, tides, winds, storms and salt spray) and it takes many years
for organic matter to accumulate and distinct horizons to develop. Soils are usually sand to sandyloams, often with high salinity (conductivity). Steep slopes limit the accumulation of soil organic
matter to bedrock fissures on cliffs and bluffs (CB:cl).
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- Vegetation. Both CB classes lack continuous vegetation cover over their entire landforms.
Vegetation cover occurs on five to 95 percent of the polygon landbase; the remainder is exposed
bedrock. CB and CB:cl ecosystems are distinct because their plant communities are formed by
species adapted to hostile environmental conditions such as salt-spray from crashing waves, winds,
heat, and debris tossed on-shore from the ocean. Where the land mass is large enough, and
environmental conditions are more conducive for upland vegetation to occur inshore of the coastal
bluffs, CB ecosystems may be interspersed with, and share many common species with other SEI
ecosystems such as HT- Terrestrial Herbaceous, WD - Woodland, OF - Older forest and SV Sparsely vegetated.
Coastal bluff ecosystems are designated as sensitive for four key reasons:
- Rarity. CB ecosystems, particularly CB:cl, are quite rare in the SEI study area relative to other
areas of coastal B.C. because of a combination of factors including geographical location, weather,
tides, ocean currents, and geology, which give rise to the erosional processes required to expose
bedrock;
- Diversity. Coastal bluff ecosystems include a number of specialized habitats not found elsewhere in
the SEI study area, and consequently support a wide variety of species and plant communities. The
juxtaposition of this ecosystem with the inter-tidal zone increases species richness;
- Fragility. While rocky islets, shorelines and cliffs are generally robust and stable, the species that
inhabit them are less so. Micro-habitats and niches may encompass only a few square inches or feet.
Thin soils are easily disturbed and plants can be dislodged onto bare rock where they cannot
re-establish. Nesting seabirds choose coastal bluffs and rocky islets because of their isolation from
predators and disturbance. Many tend to nest directly on the ground and human intrusion can
result in damage to eggs and nests, or nest abandonment;
- Vulnerability. Because of their general fragility, coastal bluff sites are highly vulnerable to a range of
human disturbance factors, including construction of foreshore structures, and various recreational
uses.

Guidelines for the Conservation of Coastal Bluff Ecosystems
Effective conservation planning and management requires a complete understanding of the rarity,
fragility, and exceptional vulnerability of most vegetated coastal bluff ecosystems to all types of
human disturbance. Some cliffs and bluffs may already have been identified as “hazard or undevelopable
lands” because of their steep slopes (>30%), and erosion or mass wastage potential; it is equally important to recognize their habitat values for other species. These wildlife values increase in importance
with isolation from human activities. The dynamic nature of CB ecosystems has been identified, along
with the need to recognize both their geographical and ecological interconnections with the surrounding
landscape (uplands, lacustrine areas, and coastal waters).
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) 3 are meant to assist landowners, local
government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving coastal bluff ecosystems, and in
preventing the impacts and problems identified above.
3 Ibid.
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S PARSELY VEGETATED ECO SYSTEMS (SV)
The SEI recognizes three sparsely vegetated ecosystem classes: inland cliffs and bluffs (SV:cl), coastal
sand dune (SV:sd), and sand spit (SV:sp). These classes encompass several unique landforms that provide
specialized wildlife habitats, and support newly-developing plant communities. Because of their rarity, all
are of conservation concern in the SEI study area. Sparsely vegetated ecosystems are
distinguished from other SEI terrestrial ecosystems by three main attributes:
_

Age Dynamics. The landforms underlying SV ecosystems are often in a dynamic state of change due
to factors such as mass wasting (SV:cl), water level changes, sediment deposition, and
sediment erosion (SV:sd and SV:sp). Because of these dynamics, SV ecosystems are among the
youngest of the ecosystem types found in the SEI study area, and are examples of the phenomenon of
primary succession - ecosystems in the making.

_

Shallow Soils. In the early successional stages of SV:sp and SV:sd ecosystems, soils are typically
azonal sands, forming through the accretion of sand particles. In their formative years, they lack
distinct horizons and organic layers because natural disturbance processes such as crashing waves,
currents, tides, winds, and storms slows the establishment of vegetation. Inland SV:cl ecosystems
typically form as a result of erosion, catastrophic failure or mass wastage of rock faces and river
banks. Steep slopes limit the accumulation of soil organic matter to bedrock fissures on cliffs and
bluffs.

_

Vegetation. All three classes of SV lack continuous vegetation cover over their entire landforms. Bare
sand or exposed bedrock may account for up to 95 percent of the total cover, while vegetation covers
the remaining 5 percent within the landbase of a site. SV:sp and SV:sd ecosystems are distinct
because plant communities are formed by species adapted to hostile environmental
conditions such as salt-spray, winds, shifting sands and heat. Relatively stable inland cliffs and bluffs
(SV:cl), may support a variety of plant species found in greater abundance in the Terrestrial
Herbaceous(HT) ecosystem. Sparsely vegetated cliffs and bluffs may be interspersed with, and share
common species with other ecosystems types such as HT - Terrestrial Herbaceous, WD - Woodland,
OF- Older Forest, and SG - Older Second Growth Forest.

Sparsely vegetated ecosystems are designated as sensitive for four key reasons:
_ Rarity. SV ecosystems, particularly SV:sp and SV:sd, are naturally rare in the SEI study area
relative to other areas of coastal B.C. because of a combination of weather, and geological, geomorphological, lacustrine and riverine characteristics and processes;
_ Unique Habitats. SV ecosystems include specialized habitats not found elsewhere in the SEI study
area, and consequently some support a variety of different species and plant communities;
_ Fragility. Sand dunes, sand spits, and cliffs are typically highly unstable landforms; they evolve and
eventually stabilize only through the synergistic interaction of natural processes over thousands of
years;
_ Vulnerability. Because of their fragility, sparsely vegetated sites are highly vulnerable to a range of
human disturbance factors, including construction of foreshore structures and various recreational
uses.
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Guidelines for the Conservation of Sparsely Vegetated Ecosystems
Effective conservation planning and management requires a complete understanding of the rarity, fragility,
and exceptional vulnerability of sparsely vegetated ecosystems to all types of human
disturbance. Inland cliffs and bluffs may already have been identified as “hazard or un-developable lands”
because of their steep slopes (>30%), and erosion or mass wastage potential; it is equally important to
recognize their habitat values for other species. These wildlife values increase in importance with i
solation from human activities. It is also important to emphasize the highly dynamic nature of SV ecosystems, and the need to recognize both their geographical value and their important ecological inter-connections with the surrounding landscape (uplands, riparian, and lacustrine areas).
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) are meant to assist landowners, local
governments, government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving sparsely vegetated
ecosystems, and in preventing the impacts and problems identified above.

TERRESTRIAL HERBACEOUS ECO SYSTEMS (HT)
Terrestrial herbaceous ecosystems are the open wildflower meadows and grassy hilltops of the SEI study
area, containing a rich tapestry of colour created by grasses, forbs, and bryophytes. Terrestrial herbaceous
ecosystems are found outside the salt spray zone near shorelines, all the way to the
summits of local hills and mountains. The SEI recognizes three terrestrial herbaceous ecosystem classes:
grass/forb dominated with <10 percent tree cover and generally <20 percent shrub cover (HT), grass/forb
dominated by rocky outcrops (HT:ro), and grass/forb with >20 percent shrub cover (HT:sh). The inventory
recognized two additional sub-classes: HT:ro:sh and HT:sh:ro, which consist of
interspersed complexes of HT:ro and HT:sh that could not be separated into distinct polygons. The HT:ro:sh
classification is used when rocky outcrops are more prevalent than shrub cover, while HT:sh:ro is used when
shrub cover occurs more frequently than rocky outcrops.
These classes encompass several different landforms that provide specialized wildlife habitats and support
distinct plant communities. Because of their general rarity, all are of conservation concern in the SEI study
area. Terrestrial herbaceous ecosystems are distinguished from other SEI terrestrial ecosystems by three
main attributes:
-

-

-

Age. Though mostly lacking in tree and shrub cover because of soil conditions, HT ecosystems are not
necessarily young, and may have taken a hundred years or more to reach their current state and composition.
Soils. HT ecosystems are noted for their poor soil development. Following Fraser Glaciation, outwash
deposits left a thin veneer of sand, silt, and gravel atop bedrock, and conditions became suitable for
plant colonization. The deposits are coarse grained, low in nutrients and rapidly draining. Nutrients are
quickly leached out during winter rains, and summer heat and light conditions can create drying conditions.
Vegetation. The HT ecosystem supports predominantly herbaceous vegetation and cover is
continuous except where interspersed with bare rock outcrops. When found near shorelines, there may
be an overlap with species common to the Coastal Bluff ecosystem. Where environmental conditions
are more conducive for woodland and forest development, Terrestrial Herbaceous
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ecosystems may be interspersed with other SEI ecosystems such as Woodland, Older Forest, and
Older second growth Forest.
Despite their rarity (few sites), and low areal extent (small size) in the SEI study area, terrestrial
herbaceous ecosystems have a number of recognized economic, socio-cultural, and ecological values that
highlight the importance of protecting and conserving these ecosystems. Terrestrial herbaceous ecosystems are designated as sensitive for four key reasons:
- Rarity. HT ecosystems, particularly HT:ro and HT:sh, are very rare in the SEI study area, because of a
combination of geographical location, geological age and bedrock type, and Mediterranean climate, which
give rise to the erosional processes required to expose bedrock, or restrict soil development to thin
sandy veneers over the bedrock;
- Diversity. Terrestrial herbaceous ecosystems include a number of specialized habitats not found
elsewhere in the SEI study area, and consequently support a wide variety of species and plant communities. The frequent juxtaposition of this ecosystem with the Coastal Bluff (CB), Woodland (WD), Older
Forest (OF) and Older second growth Forest (SG) ecosystems increases species richness;
- Fragility. While the bedrock beneath is generally robust and stable, the species that inhabit these
ecosystems are less so. Microhabitats and niches may encompass only a few square inches or feet. Thin
soils are easily disturbed, and herbaceous plants can be easily trampled, or dislodged onto bare rock
where they cannot re-establish.
- Vulnerability. Because of their general fragility, terrestrial herbaceous sites are highly vulnerable to a
range of human disturbance factors, including construction of residential buildings, and various recreational uses.

Guidelines for the Conservation of Terrestrial Herbaceous Ecosystems
Effective conservation planning and management requires a complete understanding of the rarity, fragility,
and exceptional vulnerability of most terrestrial herbaceous ecosystems to all types of human disturbance. These wildlife values increase in importance with isolation from human activities. It is also important
to emphasize both the dynamic nature of HT ecosystems, and the need to recognize their geographical and
ecological inter-connections with the surrounding landscape (coastal bluff, forests and woodlands).
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) are meant to assist landowners, local
governments, government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving terrestrial herbaceous
ecosystems, and in preventing the impacts and problems identified above.

OLDER FOREST ECO SYSTEMS (OF)
Older forest (OF) is defined as conifer dominated forest with an average tree age of 100 years or greater.
This age was selected because many of the features associated with high biodiversity values in older
forests begin to develop after 80 years. However, older forest is not necessarily “old-growth”. While
definitions of old-growth vary by jurisdiction, it is often related to lack of large scale human
disturbance and a specific size or age of trees. Some boreal or alpine forests may be older than 200 years,
but exhibit dwarfed growth forms because of the harsh environmental conditions. Most of the older
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forests in the SEI have been influenced by selective or clear-cut logging.
Older forests are biologically rich ecosystems that are distinct from younger, second-growth forests in
both structure and composition. Trees are generally large and tall. On some sites, Douglas-fir or
western redcedar may be greater than 1.5 metres in diameter and more than 55 metres (180 feet) tall.
Older forests are also structurally diverse. Snags, some as tall as the forest canopy, others reduced to low
mounds on the forest floor, are intermixed with live trees of varying ages. Fallen logs, with rows of western
hemlock seedlings sprouting from a mat of mosses and lichens, lie along the forest floor. Shrubs and Douglas-fir saplings grow dense and high where a gap in the forest canopy has formed. Structural features can
take more than a century to develop in coastal forests.
The SEI further subdivides older forest based on age and tree species composition. Those stands with an
average forest age of greater than 100 years are differentiated from those over 250 years old. Pure
coniferous stands are separated from mixed stands; mixed older forests are defined as stands with a
component of deciduous trees greater than 15 percent.
Older forests are designated as sensitive ecosystems for two principle reasons:
-

Diversity. Older forests support a rich community of wildlife, plant, and invertebrate species. Structural and spatial diversity is high and ecosystem processes that support the forest are complex. A
number of wildlife and plant species are dependent or associated with specific habitat features only
found in older forests.

-

Rarity and Ecosys tem Lo ss. In the SEI study area, older forests likely account for less than five
percent of the area they occupied only 150 years ago. Many older forests are highly fragmented by
roads, logging, and urban development. None are free of human disturbance.

Historically, older coniferous forests were the dominant vegetation community in south coastal B.C. with
Douglas-fir, western hemlock, grand fir, and western redcedar the primary tree species depending on site
conditions. Douglas-fir is the dominant tree on drier sites in much of the SEI study area. It lives up to 750
years and can regenerate under its own canopy in dry, open stands or following fire. On sites with higher
precipitation and moist soil conditions, western hemlock or western redcedar are more common. Large
western redcedar stumps are common in stream corridors and moist ravines and provide evidence of the
tree size and historical occurrence of redcedar forests in riparian ecosystems.

Guidelines for the Conservation of Older Forest Ecosystems
Unlike the high profile conservation issues in Clayoquot Sound and other areas on the west coast of British
Columbia, the conservation of remnant older forests in the SEI study area focuses on preventing further
fragmentation, ecosystem loss, and incremental degradation. Opportunities to protect large areas of
contiguous or connected older forest were lost over 50 to 75 years ago during the peak days of logging.
Forest fragments, not watersheds, are the unit of conservation on southeastern Vancouver Island and the
Gulf Islands.
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) are meant to assist landowners, local
governments, government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving and protecting the
integrity of older forests, and in preventing the impacts and problems identified above.
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RIPARIAN (RI)
Riparian ecosystems4 occur adjacent to lakes, streams, and rivers where higher soil moisture and light
conditions support plant communities and soils distinct from surrounding terrestrial areas. This
definition encompasses a broad range of sites including lake margins, the floodplains of large rivers and
small streams, and gullies. Gullies may not be associated with surface water flow, but often seepage
areas along the gully walls maintain moist soil conditions. It is important to point out that the term
riparian ecosystem differs from that of the more commonly used riparian zone. Riparian zone is often
used to describe a fixed width management area surrounding streams and wetlands, while riparian
ecosystems vary in width and are delineated by site-specific vegetation, soil, and elevation features.
The SEI only recognizes riparian ecosystems that are relatively undisturbed by human activities.
In general, the ecological value and sensitivity of riparian ecosystems is due to five inter-related factors:
-

Diversity. Riparian areas support a disproportionately high number of species for the area they
occupy. Plant species diversity reflects the chronic or episodic disturbance regime and the varying
soil moisture conditions, while wildlife use is high because riparian ecosystems combine three critical
habitat elements - food, water, and cover.

-

Aquatic Habitat Protection. Riparian ecosystems contribute to the ecological health of adjacent aquatic areas through shading, bank stability, and the addition of large logs into the stream or
lake margin.

-

Productivity. Riparian ecosystems are nutrient rich environments that rarely have summer soil
moisture deficits. Tree growth is rapid and understories are rich in species and sometimes impenetrably dense.

-

Linkages. Riparian ecosystems are often linear and may function as linkages or corridors within
the broader landscape.

-

Fragmentation and Disturbance. Many riparian ecosystems in the SEI are characterized by lack
of continuity and intense fragmentation.

Riparian ecosystems commonly vary in dominant plant species, vegetation age, and structure radiating
out from the aquatic feature due to changing soil moisture and light levels. This pattern of zonation is
more pronounced along large rivers. The width of a riparian ecosystem may vary from less than one
metre next to small streams with steep banks, to more than 100 metres near large rivers like the
Puntledge and Qualicum. Because of their association with rivers and streams, riparian ecosystems are
often linear, winding across the valley bottoms. However, the complex history of forestry, agriculture,
and urban development in the SEI study area increases fragmentation and reduces the continuity of
many riparian ecosystems.
4 Dunster & Dunster (1996): “Riparian areas are those terrestrial areas where the vegetation complex and microclimate conditions are
products of the combined presence and influence of perennial and/or intermittent water, associated high water tables, and soils that
exhibit some wetness characteristics.”
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An important aspect of riparian ecology is the influence of disturbance, including periodic flooding, wind
throw, and stream channel changes, on vegetation. Chronic and episodic disturbance increases
structural forest features such as snags, downed logs, and a multi-layered, uneven aged canopy, as well
as the range of successional stages from recently exposed gravel bars to western redcedar forest.
Both features contribute to high habitat diversity.
Riparian ecosystems consist of all stages of floodplain vegetation, including riparian vegetation
associated with lakes or gullies (g). Structural stages: 1, 1a, 1b non-vegetated/sparse; 2 herb; 3 shrub/
herb; 3 a low shrub; 3b tall shrub; 4 pole/sapling; 5 young forest; 6 mature forest; 7 old forest.
In general, the ecological value and sensitivity of riparian ecosystems is due to five inter-related factors:
·

Diversity. Riparian areas support a disproportionately high number of species for the area they
occupy. Plant species diversity reflects the chronic or episodic disturbance regime and the varying
soil moisture conditions, while wildlife use is high because riparian ecosystems combine three critical
habitat elements - food, water, and cover.

·

Aquatic Habitat Protection. Riparian ecosystems contribute to the ecological health of
adjacent aquatic areas through shading, bank stability, and the addition of large logs into the
stream or lake margin.

·

Productivity. Riparian ecosystems are nutrient rich environments that rarely have summer soil
moisture deficits. Tree growth is rapid and understories are rich in species and sometimes impenetrably dense.

·

Linkages. Riparian ecosystems are linear and may function as linkages or wildlife corridors within
the broader landscape.

·

Fragmentation and Disturbance. Many riparian ecosystems in the SEI study area are
characterized by lack of continuity and intense landscape fragmentation.

Guidelines for the Conservation of Riparian Ecosystems
Riparian ecosystems have attracted considerable attention in the last decade because of increased
awareness of stream and river protection, as well as greater emphasis on connecting natural areas and
urban parks with greenways or park corridors. Most initiatives have focused on fisheries or wildlife
values, with less emphasis on the diversity and ecology of riparian vegetation communities. The conservation of riparian ecosystems is aided by a broad toolbox of possible protection mechanisms and
techniques.
Buffer zones, restrictive covenants, and tree or watercourse protection bylaws have been used by many
jurisdictions in the SEI study area to protect riparian ecosystems. As well, the process by which
ecosystems or habitat areas are protected during development is better developed for riparian
ecosystems than for other sensitive ecosystem types. Again, this is because of the link between fish
habitat protection and the management of riparian ecosystems.
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) are meant to assist landowners, local
governments, government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving riparian ecosystems,
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and in preventing the impacts and problems identified above. Many of the techniques such as buffer
zones are similar to those presented for other sensitive ecosystem types.

WETLANDS (WN)
The Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory recognizes six wetland classes: bog (bg), fen (fn), marsh (ms),
swamp (sp), shallow water (sw), and wet meadow (wm). These classes encompass a range of
communities including western redcedar and skunk cabbage swamps, cattail marshes, Sphagnum moss
dominated bogs, and coastal salt marshes. All are of conservation concern in the SEI study area.
Wetlands5 are distinguished from surrounding terrestrial ecosystems by three main attributes:
-

Water. Wetlands are characterized by daily, seasonal or year-round water, either at or above the
surface, or within the root zone of plants;

-

Soils. Wetland soils are modified by predominantly wet and anaerobic conditions. They often have
distinct features such as gleying or mottling caused by prolonged saturation; and,

-

Vegetation. Wetland plant communities are adapted to wet conditions. Some are tolerant of
complete submergence while others depend on drier conditions during the summer growing season.

Wetland classes are differentiated on the basis of variations in hydrological, chemical, and biological
gradients, such as water source and water table fluctuation, nutrient status, and plant community
type. As a result of successional processes, disturbance, and other factors, some wetlands are
mosaics of several wetland classes or are transitional between more than one wetland class. Common
transitions occur between bogs and fens, as well as between fens and swamps. Shrub carrs, most
closely related to fens, can be described as shrub fens.
Within the typology of wetland classes, wetlands are generally divided into peatlands and mineral
wetlands. An understanding of the unique ecology of both will help in determining their sensitivity to
disturbance and deciding what needs to be done to conserve them.
Peatlands include bogs and fens, which are characterized by continuously, wet, organic soils (mainly
Sphagnum or sedge peat) that accumulate because plant growth exceeds decomposition. If you were
to dig into a bog, you would see the fibrous remains of mosses and other plants that have taken
hundreds or thousands of years to accumulate. Peat deposits can be greater than 5 m deep. Bogs are
hydrologically isolated from the surrounding landscape and are characteristically acidic, low in nutrients, and saturated for the entire year. Fens receive water enriched with minerals and nutrients from
upslope drainage or groundwater, and support a higher diversity of plant species than bogs.

5 A wetland is an ecosystem inundated by surface or groundwater that supports vegetation that specifically requires
saturated or seasonally saturated soil conditions for growth and reproduction. (Dunster and Dunster 1996)

Mineral wetlands include freshwater and salt marshes, swamps, shallow water, and wet meadows.
Greater seasonal or daily water level fluctuation results in higher decomposition rates, as well as
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increased nutrient availability. Organic matter does not accumulate because changing water levels or
higher nutrient levels promotes decomposition. Wildlife values are typically higher in mineral wetlands
because of the productive food supplies, such as water plants and insects, and the presence of open
water.
Wetlands are designated as sensitive ecosystems for four key reasons:
-

-

Diversity. Wetlands are nodes of biological diversity and support an inordinate number of rare
species or plant communities;
Ecosys tem Lo ss. Wetlands have declined in the SEI study area due to agriculture, forestry and
urban development;
Rarity. Wetlands are naturally uncommon in the SEI study area relative to other areas of coastal
B.C.; lower total annual precipitation and the pronounced summer dry period limit wetland
development; and,
Vulnerability. Wetlands are highly vulnerable to a range of disturbance factors, particularly related
to hydrologic change. Even hiking trails can damage some wetlands.

Guidelines for the Conservation of Wetlands
Effective wetland conservation requires an understanding of the vulnerability of wetlands to human
disturbance and the complexity of wetland processes. This Report emphasizes the inter-connections
between wetlands and surrounding terrestrial areas, and the complexity of functional processes related to climate, topography, and wetland vegetation. The diversity of wetland classes and the range of
vegetation communities found in the SEI study area highlight this level of complexity.
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) are meant to assist landowners, local
governments, government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving wetlands, and in
preventing the impacts and problems identified above.

WOODLANDS (WD)
Woodlands are open forested areas composed of pure or mixed stands of Garry oak, mixed stands of
arbutus / Douglas-fir, or pure stands of trembling aspen. Woodlands are found on a broad range of sites
where disturbance or soil conditions restrict the establishment of closed conifer forest, however, most
occur on rocky knolls, south facing slopes, and ridges where summer soil moisture is low and shallow
soils are common. Trembling aspen woodlands are an exception, and are typically associated with moist,
rich sites. It is important to point out that isolated Garry oak, arbutus, or trembling aspen trees that
are scattered throughout many areas of the SEI are not considered woodland ecosystems. These
areas support too few of the plant or animal species that make up the woodland to be considered
functioning ecosystems. The minimum size of woodland ecosystems in the SEI is 0.5 hectares (50 m by
100 m).
In a region where coniferous forest often extends from the ocean to the mountain tops, open woodlands
are distinct in ecology, history, and biological diversity. B.C.’s oak and arbutus woodlands are peripheral
populations with close affinities to ecosystems in Washington, Oregon, and California. They occur on the
southeast coast of Vancouver Island largely because of the warm, dry rainshadow climate and frequent
fire that characterizes the Georgia Basin. The northern part of the SEI study area is wetter, cooler and
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hence supports fewer woodlands.
Woodlands are recognized as one of the most threatened ecosystems in the SEI study area. Reasons
for this include:
-

High Biological Diversity. Woodlands support a rich assemblage of plants, insects, reptiles, and
birds that are drawn to the habitat diversity and food sources of woodland ecosystems. Many
species rely on specialized habitats such as vernal pools, snags, or rock outcrops that are
associated with woodland ecosystems. Oak woodlands support the highest plant species diversity
of any terrestrial ecosystem in coastal B.C.

-

Peripheral Populations. Woodlands in the SEI are the most northern populations on the Pacific
Coast, which contributes to their importance to biological diversity. Peripheral populations are
often genetically significant, and adapted to conditions at the fringe for that species. Peripheral
populations may also be more vulnerable to climate change or other large scale disturbances.

-

Ecosys tem Decline. Woodlands are both regionally rare and highly fragmented. Most woodland
sites are less than 2 hectares in area. Estimates of oak woodland loss indicate less than 10 percent of the area oak woodlands occupied historically is still present.

-

Ecosys tem Degradation. Many woodlands are degraded by invasive species such as broom and
non-native grasses. The open stand structure and changes to the disturbance regime make them
particularly prone to colonization by introduced grasses and shrubs. Fire suppression has also
caused the plant communities in woodlands to change including rapid growth of snowberry and
Douglas-fir in some areas.

The high biological diversity within oak and arbutus woodlands is closely linked to elements of stand
structure including the open canopy, mixed age classes, snags, seasonal leaf fall and organically enriched upper soil layers. Stand openness in particular, allows a rich mosaic of wildflowers, grasses, and
shrubs to thrive. Woodlands are often associated with other vegetation communities that are physically very different. Remnant patches of older Douglas-fir forest, older second growth forest, open
meadows or rock outcrops commonly occur adjacent to or inter-mixed with woodlands. The proximity of
these variable habitats contributes to high wildlife use and plant species diversity.
Woodlands support several sensitive plant communities that are both locally rare and threatened by
land development and other activities.

Guidelines for the Conservation of Woodlands
To achieve a long-term sustainable woodland ecosystem will require a concerted effort by many. Because many woodlands are on private property, the cooperation of landowners will be extremely important in their long-term conservation. Landowners working in concert with local government and conservation organizations can make a significant contribution towards conservation of these ecosystems.
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) are meant to assist landowners, local
governments, government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving woodlands, and in
preventing the impacts and problems identified above.
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OLDER SECOND GROWTH FORESTS (SG)
Older second growth forests are the most common forested ecosystem in the SEI study area. They
function as both essential habitat areas for many wildlife species, and as primary connections between
ecosystems in the highly fragmented landscape of the Georgia Basin. And although they do not
constitute sensitive ecosystems because of their widespread distribution and history of recent human
disturbance, they were recognized by the SEI because of their general biodiversity values. All older
second growth forests have been disturbed by logging or other human activity since settlement of
Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands began in the middle of the 19th century.
The SEI recognizes older second growth forests as coniferous dominated stands with an average tree
age between 60 and 100 years. Stands younger than 60 years have generally lower biodiversity values.
Two subcategories are recognized: i) mixed coniferous-deciduous stands in which deciduous trees
occupy more than 15 percent of the canopy; and, ii) coniferous stands with less than 15 percent
deciduous trees. Coniferous trees include Douglas-fir, grand fir, western hemlock, and western redcedar,
while deciduous species include red alder, big-leaf maple, and black cottonwood. Most of the older
Second Growth Forests on the Bowen Island Crown Lands is reaching an age-class on the cusp of Older
Forest (OF) designation. These forests are also interspersed with elements, and polygons of Older
Forest (OF) ecosystems that when considered alongside the large relatively undisturbed extent of the
SG polygons, are of great conservation and ecological significance in the SEI Study Area.
The size of the older second growth forest patch and the composition and structure of vegetation are
the primary determinants of biodiversity values in older second growth forests. Younger forests range
from dense, uniform stands of even aged Douglas-fir and western hemlock to mixed stands of red alder
and western redcedar. More uniform coniferous stands lack a well developed understorey because of
lack of sunlight. Low growth of salal and dull Oregon grape may predominate and some sites support
only moss. Wildlife values are often concurrently low. In mixed stands with red alder or big-leaf maple or
in older stands with some of the characteristics of older forests, wildlife diversity is higher. The presence of snags and downed logs in particular, is closely associated with wildlife species such as small
mammals and cavity nesting birds such as woodpeckers and northern flying squirrels. While these
structural features begin to develop in stands as young as forty years, large snags and downed logs
only occur after 80 to 100 years. Older second growth forests can be differentiated from older forests
by the presence of large stumps, which testify to the size of old-growth trees before logging, and the
lack of snags and other structural elements.
The rationale for inclusion of older second growth forests in the SEI was primarily that they provided
important biodiversity values. Specifically, older second growth forest contribute to:
-

Biodiversity Values. Depending on their size, vegetation structure, and connectivity, older second
growth forest can support a broad range of forest dependent wildlife species. Stands greater than
80 years old begin to support many of the same structural feature as older forest. Species that
require large home ranges (e.g., black bears) may rely on the relatively large size of some older second growth forest polygons.

-

Landscape Connectivity. Older second growth forest stands provide connections between other
natural areas that promote the movement and dispersal of many forest dwelling species across the
landscape. Fragmentation is an important conservation concern in the SEI study area.
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-

Buffers. Older second growth forests can minimize disturbance to sensitive ecosystems that
occur within or adjacent to the forest patch. Where they border or surround wetlands, patches of
older forest or other sensitive ecosystems, the SEI recognizes that the older second growth area
serves an important role in buffering the adjacent sensitive areas.

-

Future Older Forests. Within 20 years, many of the older second growth forest that were logged
early this century will become older forests. Disturbance and competition will increase the number
of structural forest features such as snags and downed logs, and wildlife species associated with
older forest will increase. The biodiversity values of older second growth forests generally become
higher with age.

Biodiversity values of forest patches are also related to polygon size and adjacency of other ecosystem types. To account for these variables, the minimum ecosystem size for mapping older second
growth forest in the SEI varied, based on age class and structural stage. This variation reflects the
relative conservation value but makes it more difficult to generalize about habitat values of older second growth forests.

Guidelines for the Conservation of Older Second Growth Forests
The comprehensive guidelines described in McPhee et al (2000) are meant to assist landowners, local
governments, government agencies and conservation organizations in conserving older second growth
forests, and in preventing the impacts and problems identified above. Compared to the guidelines for
the seven sensitive ecosystem types, the emphasis is less on the protection of older second growth
forest and more on the recognition on how careful management can increase or maintain its biodiversity
values.

Conservation Data Centre List Status and Rarity Ranks
All rare entities tracked by the BC Conservation Data Centre are assigned provincial (S) and global (G)
rarity ranks, which are described below. Currently only provincial rankings are available for plant associations. A range rank, such as S2S3, is used to indicate uncertainty about the exact status.
The global rank (G) reflects the conservation status of a species from a global (i.e. range-wide) perspective, characterizing the relative rarity or imperilment of the species. For discussion of additional factors
used in determining species status ranks (including overall range, population trends, threats, inherent
fragility, and protection status) see: L. L. Master. 1991. Assessing threats and setting priorities for
conservation. Conservation Biology 5:559-563. Global codes are preceded with a G-prefix, and follow
the provincial (S) descriptors listed below.
The Provincial or Subnational Rank (S) reflects the conservation status of a species from a local perspective, characterizing the relative rarity or imperilment of the species within the province of British
Columbia. For discussion of factors used in determining species rarity ranks, see: Harcombe, A., Bill
Harper, Sydney Cannings, David Fraser and William T. Munro. 1994. Terms of endangerment. Pages 11-28
in Harding, Lee E. and Emily McCullum, eds. 1994 Biodiversity in British Columbia: our changing
environment. Environment Canada, Canadian Wildlife Service. Pacific and Yukon Region, Vancouver.
BASIC PROVINCIAL RANKS
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SX = Presumed Extirpate d6
Believed to be extirpated. Not located despite intensive searches and virtually no likelihood that it will
be rediscovered.
SH = Possibly Extirpate d
Known only from historical occurrences. Still some hope of rediscovery.
S1 = Critically Imperiled
Critically imperiled provincially because of extreme rarity or because of some factor(s) making it especially vulnerable to extinction. Typically 5 or fewer occurrences or very few remaining individuals
(<1,000).
S2 = Imperiled
Imperiled provincially because of extreme rarity or because of some factor(s) making it especially vulnerable to extinction. Typically 6 to 20 occurrences or few remaining individuals (1,000 to 3,000).
S3 = Vulnerable
Vulnerable provincially either because very rare and local throughout its range, found only in a restricted
range (even if abundant at some locations), or because of other factors making it vulnerable to extinction. Typically 21 to 100 occurrences or between 3,000 and 10,000 individuals
S4 = Apparently Secure
Uncommon but not rare, and usually widespread. Possibly cause for long-term concern. Typically more
than 100 occurrences provincially or more than 10,000 individuals.
S5 = Secure
Common, typically widespread and abundant.
S? = Unranke d
Provincial rank not yet assessed.
PROVINCIAL LIST STATUS AND CDC RANKS
All rare entities tracked by the B.C. Conservation Data Centre have been assigned provincial and global
conservation status ranks. Most entities also have a designation on the Ministry of Environment’s Red
or Blue list. Definitions of the Ministry’s Red and Blue lists, and the relationship between list status
and the CDC provincial conservation status rank (“S” rank) are explained below.

6

From Dunster & Dunster (1996): Extirpation is the elimination of a species or subspecies from a
particular area, but not locally from its entire range.

The provincial rank will always be less than or equal to the global rank. An element cannot be given a
provincial rank that indicates that it is more common locally than globally.
RED LIST:
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Includes any indigenous species or subspecies (taxa) considered to be Extirpated, Endangered, or
Threatened in British Columbia. Extirpated taxa no longer exist in the wild in British Columbia, but do
occur elsewhere. Endangered taxa are facing imminent extirpation or extinction. Threatened taxa are
likely to become endangered if limiting factors are not reversed. Red-listed taxa include those that have
been, or are being, evaluated for these designations.
BLUE LIST:
Includes any indigenous species or subspecies (taxa) considered to be Vulnerable in British Columbia.
Vulnerable taxa are of special concern because of characteristics that make them particularly sensitive
to human activities or natural events. Blue-listed taxa are at risk, but are not Extirpated, Endangered
or Threatened.
YELLOW LIST:
Any indigenous species or subspecies (taxa) that is not at risk in British Columbia. The CDC tracks
some Yellow listed taxa that are vulnerable during times of seasonal concentration (eg breeding colonies).
RED LIST

BLUE LIST

Animals

S1 S1S2 S2 S2?

S2S3 S2S4 S3 S3? S3S4

Plants

S1 S2

S1S3 S2S3 S3 [S3 only if G3]

Communities

S1 S1S2 S2 S2?

S2S3 S3 S3?
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Appendix B
Wa ter License Data
Appendix B is a database of wa ter license information on
Bowen Island. The print out is very large (1m x 1.5 m)and is not
included in the report .
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Appendix C
Detailed Information From the
Year 2000 Assessment Roll Plus Other
Crown Land Information
The year 2000 assessment roll data was examined and any property identified as Crown land,
Provincial or Federal, has been identified below. Not all of the larger areas of Crown land show up on the
assessment roll because they have never been subdivided. The listings may vary from year to year,
especially for the smaller parcels.
Where possible, an extract of the cadastral plan has been included to identify the location of the
smaller parcels. An island-wide plan of all the areas is found in Figure 2, which is reproduced on the
following page. The exact boundaries of each parcel are subject to checking in the Land Titles Office, or
on the Crown Lands database. The sketches included here are for illustration purposes only, and should
not be relied upon for accurate survey information. Some additional parcels have been identiifed in the
Fall of 2000 and these are listed by point number. Some details are still missing for a few parcels.
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Figure 2 - Reproduced here to identify
specific parcels and areas described in
Appendix C.
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Name

Map Point #

Area (hectares)

Block 1

15, 16, 16A,
16B, 18

853.00

Comment

Including shoreline and communication tower leases, and rights of way.
Gravel / Quarry reserve area = 18.81 ha.
Waterfront lease lots (7) Map points 15, 16, 16A and 16B = 2.06 ha.
Small block and shoreline reserve = 0.72 ha.

Block 2

336.47

Block 3
Block 4

4, 5

29.72

Block 5

3

53.00

Block 6

24

149.93

Block 7

Includes leases and rights of way on summit

30.50

Apodaca Provincial Park

6

9.48

Ecological Reserve # 48

7

396.96

Small Lots

Remnants of former mining claims

1

1 = 0.9

2

2 = 0.81

Community park

8

2.42

Highways yard

9

Road right of way

10

1.55

Road right of way

11

0.33

Lieben

12

3.42

Small Lot

13

Presumed to have been expropriated at time of subdivision for road access

Road right of way

14

Unused.

Road right of way

19

0.4

Created at time of subdivision unused and likely unusable

Road right of way

20

4.53

Main road to Bowen Bay and beyond

Ferry and docking facilities
Large block of land

Defaulted to Crown for lack of tax payments

Parkland dedicated at time of subdivision
Within Crippen Regional Park

Exact location unsure

21, 23
22

Snug Cove
8.10

Real status of this block unknown.

Crown Islets

25, 26, 27, 28,
29

Small parcel

30

0.34

Park land

31

9.93

Dedicated at time of subdivision of Cates Hill

Creek bed

32

0.02

Dedicated at time of subdivision

Nature Reserve

33

9.13

Held by the Islands Trust Fund as a nature reserve.

Crown Islets documented in Section 3

Total Area of Crown Land = 1943.73 hectares or 39.02 % of the total land base.
Total island land base = 4982 hectares.
Crippen Regional Park is 240.54 hectares or 4.83% of the island
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Lot 8 = 0.9 hectares
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Point # 3 in Figure 2. This is Crown Land block # 5. 53 hectares in size, the tenures and lease plan from MOF show a Reserve # 2405403 inside this block:
purpose unknown.

Points # 4 & 5 in Figure 2. Crown Land block # 4, Remnants of former mining claims, giving a total land area of 29.72 hectares.
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Point # 6 in Figure 2. This block is the Apodaca Provincial Park, adjacent to the Ecological Reserve. 9.48 hectares.
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Point # 3 in Figure 2. This is Crown Land block # 5. 53 hectares in size, the tenures and lease plan from MOF show a Reserve # 2405403 inside this block:
purpose unknown.

Points # 4 & 5 in Figure 2. Crown Land block # 4, Remnants of former mining claims, giving a total land area of 29.72 hectares.
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Point # 6 in Figure 2. This block is the Apodaca Provincial Park, adjacent to the Ecological Reserve. 9.48 hectares.
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Point # 10 in Figure 2. This seems to be a reserved right of way between the Crown Lands on Mt. Gardner and Adams Road. See sketch below.
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Point # 11 in Figure 2. This is a road allowance. Two small road allowances show up on the cadastral plan (Plan 10607
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Point # 12 in Figure 2. This block of land sometimes known as “Lieben” or the “Nielson Bequest” was donated to the Crown by Muriel and Einar Nielson with
the explicit written understanding that the lands should not be developed into a “formal park”, and should “remain in perpetuity as a nature reserve with
controlled public use and habitat management.” (BCALC letter to T. Chambers 04/28/99). This commiment was agreed upon by the Crown and the
Neilson’s as a condition of donation. The land transferred to the Crown in 1981 when Muriel Nielson died. See property sketch below.

Point # 13 in Figure 2. The location of this parcel is shown in the sketch. It appears to be a small corner area, possibl;y created to “round off” the turning
radius on the road corner.
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Point # 14 in Figure 2. This seems to be an unused road right of way between Miller Road and David Road, and would be a southerly extension of

Points 15 and 16 in Figure 2. These are 2 lease lots on the north side of Mt. Gardner. Points 16A and 16B are also lease lots. Their present
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Point # 17 in Figure 2. Leae Lots on the North side of Mt. Gardner. See details on next page.
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Point 17 in Figure 2. These are seven lease lots within DL 2407, on the North side of Mt. Gardner. See sketch below.
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Point 18 in Figure 2. There are several leases and accerss rights of way for the towers on top of Mt. Gardner.

Point 19 in Figure 2. This is a road allowance between L.1550 and L.1549. See sketch below.
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Point # 20 in Figure 2. This is a road allowance covering the east west portion of Bowen Bay road as it passes through the Lots 1 and 2 in
Plan 7107. See sketch below.
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Point # 21 in Figure 2. These three items concern the wharf and docking facilities in Snug Cove. Detailed boundaries not located.
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Point 22 in Figure 2. This parcel shows as Crown land on the Assessment roll. It was sold to private interests many years ago, and is not now Crown
land according to the Land Titles Office
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Point 23 in Figure 2. There are two Federal Crown Land areas in Snug Cove; one is the RCMP detachment site, and one is the wharfsite down at the
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Point # 24 in Figure 2. There are several leases and access rights of way located on the ridgeline south of Josephine Lake, along with the radar and
microwave towers. See sketch below.
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Points 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 are Crown islets around the Coast Line.
See detailed discussion in Section 3. 7.
Point # 30 in Figure 2. LMP 6395 LOT F. PID 017961319. 0.34 hecatres.
See Sketch at right.

Points # 31 and 33 in Figure 2. # 31 is the Cates Hill
Nature Reserve owned in fee simple by the Islands Trust
Fund (9.93 hectares). Point # 33 is a parcel of land
dedicated to park and held for the Muncpality by the
Crown (9.13 hectares).

Point # 32 in Figure 2. This is a small creek bed
dedicated to the Crown at time of subdivision.
0.02 hectares.
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Appendix D
Information About Community Forests
The attached article synthesises work undertaken for the Town of Geraldton in Northern Ontario back
in 1989. This was the first feasibility study undertaken in Canada. The work explored what a community
forest required in order to be successful and truly fulfil the needs of a community, rather than simply
having a community tied to the more traditional large scale industrial timber extraction model.
The article includes discussion about the conceptual foundation required to establish a community
forest. Since the publication of the Geraldton report there has been considerable interest across
Canada in this and similar models. The principles discussed in the article have been widely accepted,
although not always lived up to, in the many experiments underway across the country.
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This report should be cited as:
Dunster, J., and Dunster, K. 2000. The Crown Lands Of Bowen Island. An Inventory and Assessment of
Resources and Values. Bowen Island: Dunster & Associates Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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